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MOTOR AND DRIVE

The starting torque for the motor is provided by the shaded pole
principle. No capacitor is required as in motors used with previous models of IBM Electric Typewriters.

The motor used in the Series 72 Selectric Typewriter is a threeinch shaded pole, induction type motor that requires 115 volts,
60 cycles A.C. (Fig. 1). It is rated at 1/40 h. p. The motor
ismountedattheleftrearcornerof the machine with the pulley
toward the right. It is attached to an adjustable bracket at each
end by ring shaped spring retainers that encircle the rubber motor
mounts.

The motor has an internal circuit breaker to prevent damage to
the field coi I in the event the switch is left ON with the machinestalled. The circuitwill open only if the motor is allowed
to remain stalled for a period of time; therefore there is no
dangerof an op~n circuit during normal operation. The motor
wi II stall only in rare cases where a maladjustment or parts
breakage causes the machine to lock. After the motor has regained normal temperature, thecircuitbreaker will again close
the circuit. Thecircuitbreakerwill continuetoopen and close
as long as the motor is stalled and the switch is left ON.

Motor and Electrical

3 11 Shaded Pole Motor

Because of its design, the shaded pole motor tends to run at a
higher temperature than other IBM typewriter motors. Care
shou Id be taken in hand1 i ng the motor to prevent be i ng burned.
In order to prevent over-heating, a cooling system is incorporated in the design of the motor. A fan attached to the right
end of the rotor pulls air through the left end bell and across
the field coils. The air is then discharged through a duct at
the right rear corner of the motor. The air escapes through a
gri II in the rear of the machine cover. The hot air being discharged pulls cool air with it from within the machine. The
airthat ultimately emerges from the machine is cooled to near
room temperature so that no objectionable heat results.
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Shaded Pole Motor

Shaded Pole MotorDiagram

In two-wire, ungrounded systems the motor is insulated from the
powerframe by its rubber motor mounts. In order to convert to
a three-wire grounded system, the line cord must be replaced
with a three-wire cord and the ground lead must be attached
to the powerframe at the cord cl ip screw. To complete the
grounding a metal clip must be inserted in the motor mount so
as to contact the hexagon end of the motor and the meta I ring
surrounding the rubber mount (Fig. 2).

The motor may be removed easi Iy after snappi ng the retai ners
off the brackets. With the belt removed the right end of the
motor may be moved to the rear, and the motor may be removed
toward the right. With this bracket design, the force of the
motor in operation is against the bracket rather than against the
retaining clips.
The motor bearings are babbit inserts pressed sol idly into the
motor end bells. Each bearing is completely surrounded by a
saturated oi I wick. A small square wick fits into a notch in the
top of each bearing to supply oil directly to the rotor shaft.

In the early production Series 72 Selectric Typewriters, a
capacitor-start induction type motor is used (Fig. 3). A three
mfd. capacitor, in the starting winding circuit, provides a
starting torque for the motor and controls the direction of rotatation. The capacitor also remains in the circuit whi Ie the
motor is running. The capacitor is mounted in a vertical position by a bracket at the right rear corner of the machine.

It should seldom be necessary to disassemble the motor; however,
care should be taken in replacing either end bell that is not invertedwheninstalled. Theoilholein the left end bell and the
notch in the bearing would then be on the bottom.
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In addition to operating the typewriter switch, the switch lever
a Iso controls the keyboard lockout mechanism. This mechanism
is discussed in the keyboard section.
Drive
An eight-toothed motor pulley provides positive drive for the
operation of the machine. A positive-drive belt transfers the
rotation of the motor pulley to the cycle clutch pulley with a
speed reduction of 3-5/8 to 1 •
The shaded pole motor has sl ightly less starting torque than the
capacitor-start motor. To insure that the motor wi II be allowed
to start under a heavily loaded condition, a centrifugal clutch
has been incorporated in the motor pulled design. The motor
is allowed to approach normal operating speed, then the clutch
engages to drive the machine. The momentum developed by
the rotor causes the machine to start even though several mechanisms may have been tripped with the machine ON while disconnected from the electrical outlet.

Cycle Clutch Pulley
Switch Lever_

FIGURE 3.

The motor pulley operates freely on the end of the rotor shaft
and is held in place by a grip ring retainer. Three ratchet teeth
extend radially from the left end of the pulley (Fig. 5). A
clutch plate hub assembly is set-screwed to the rotor shaft just
to the left of the motor pu Iley. Pivoted on the plate are two
clutch pawls (Fig. 5). When the motor is OFF, the pawls
are spring loaded against stop lugs on the clutch plate. When
the motor is turned ON, the clutch plate turns with the rotor.
Centrifuga I force causes the clutch pawls to pivot on the studs
of the clutch plate so that the tip of one of the pawls engages
a. tooth of the motor pulley (Fig. 5). The pulley is then caused
to rotate and drive the machine by means of the cycle clutch
pulley.

Capacitor-Start Motor

In ungrounded systems, the capacitor is isolated from the powerframe by a fiber insulator and nylon mounting screws. The motor
is insulated from the powerframe by its rubber ring mounting.
To convert an ungrounded system to a grounded one, three steps
must be taken: the two-wire line cord must be replaced witha
three-wire cord and the ground lead must be attached to the
power frame at the cord cI ip, a short jumper wire must be connected from the motor to the powerframe, and the capacitor
must be grounded to the powerframe by replacing the nylon
moun"ting screws with metal ones (Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 5.

Plug

FIGURE 4.

Capacitor-Start Motor Diagram

Motor Pulley Clutch

The cycle clutch pulley is mounted to a hub in the center of
the powerframe. The hub is supported by a porous bronze bearingand is in continuous rotation with the pulley whenever the
motor is running.

The switch and switch lever are mounted on the right side of
the keyboard. The switch lever operates the electrical switch
by means of a short Iink extending to the rear. It is operated
by pressing down on the rear of the lever to turn the machine
ON and the front to turn the machine OFF. The switch lever
is labeled ON and OFF. When the switch lever is in the ON
position, a contrasting color at the front of the switch lever
shows justgbovethe case. This calls attention to the fact that
the machine is ON to minimize chances of the machine being
left running when not in use.

Oneithersideofthecycle clutch pulley hub is a shaft extending into and supported by the hub (Fig. 6). The shaft to the
left of the hub is called the cycle shaft. The cycle shaft is
driven by means of a spring clutch. The clutch is allowed to"
engage whenever a letter keylever is depressed. The cycle
shaft powers the positioning of the type head to the desired
0
character. Its rotation is restricted to 180 each time a char0
acter prints. After 180 rotation the spring clutch is disengaged allowing the shaft to remain stationary. The cycle clutch
is discussed fu lIy in a later section.
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Through a series of idler gears at the left, two other shafts are
driven by the cyc Ie shaft each time it operates (Fig. 6). They
are the filter shaft and the print shaft. The filter shaft operates the character selection mechan isms, the print escapement,
the shift interlock, and a spacebar lockout device. The print
shaft operates the print mechanism, type Qligning mechanism,
and ribbon feed and Iift mechanisms.

Just to the right of the torque limiter hub are three spring
clutchesandtwosmall piniongears. These components are part
of the carrier return and tab mechanisms and are discussed in
their particular sections.
TYPE HEAD
Carrier Assembly

The shaft to the right of the cyc Ie clutch pulley hub is the
operational cam shaft (Fig. 6). All powered functional operations are driven by its rotation. The functions involved are
spacebar, backspace, carri er return, indexing, and shift. The
shaft also controls the speed of the carri er duri ng a tab operation.
Each of the functions is discussed in detai I in its own section.

The printing element is a ball shaped type head containing
eighty-eight characters. The type head is supported in front
of the paper by a framework called the carrier. The carrier
is the box-shaped casting that moves laterally just in front of
the platen (Fig. 8). Its purpose is to transport the type head
and other jrelated mechanisms along the writing line. Almost
the entire print mechanism is contained within the carrier assembly. In addition, the carrier also supports the ribbon, ribbon feed and lift mechanisms, and a bracket that controls the
left and right margins on the paper.

Operational Cam Shaft

At the front of the carrier, a sleeve fits into two bronze bearings in the carrier (Fig. 8). The s~eve, called the print
sleeve, must rotate within the carrier. It also slides left to
right on the print shaft to provide the front support for the carrier. An oil soaked felt ring surrounds the print shaft and is
enclosed in a retaining cup at each side 'of the carrier. As
the carrier moves, the felt ring, called the print shaft wiper,
spreads a light film of oil on the shaft to lubricate the siiding
of the print sleeve. Oil from the print shaft wipers is also absorbed by the bronze bearings in the carrier casting to lubricate
the rotation of the print sleeve.

FIGURE 6. Drive Mechanism

Cycle Clutch Pulley Hub

Torque Limiter Hub Sleeve

Bronze Bearing
Print Shaft Wiper

FIGURE 7. OPerational Cam Shaft Drive Connection
The operational cam shaft is driven by the cycl e clutch pulley
hub and is in continuous rotation whenever the motor is running.
The right end of the shaft operates in a self-al igning porous
bronze bearing. The left end extends into the cycle clutch
pulley hub where it is supported by a vinyl sleeve (Fig. 7).
The sleeve provides a snug fit for the shaft in the hub to prevent any noise due to vibration. The driving connection between the cycle clutch pulley hub and the operational shaft is
made by two extensions of the hub that fit into cut-outs in the
left side of the torque Iimiter hub. The torque Iimiter hub is
held in position at the extreme left end of the shaft by two set
screws. Two nylon inserts fit into the cut-outs of the torque
limiter hub (around the extensions of the cycle clutch pulley
hub). The inserts provide a noiseless driving connection between the two hubs.

FIGURE 8.

Front Carrier Support

Old Style Carrier Support
The front edge of the escapement rack serves as a ra i I on which
the rear of the carrier rides (Fig. 9). The escapement rack
is located on the powerframe just to the rear of the carrier. A
square block attached to the rear of the carrier slides along the
escapement rack. A simi lar block beneath the escapement rack
prevents upward movement of the carrier. The mounting stud
for the upper block has an eccentric shoulder to provide an acjustment for the up and down play at the rear of the carrier.
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FIGURE 9. Rear Carrier Support (old style)
New Styl~ Carrier Support
The new style carrier support (Fig. 10) differs from the old
style in that the upper shoe fits loosely on its eccentric mounting stud and is spring loaded against the top surface of the
escapement rack. This spring load, provided by a leaf spring,
removes the play between the lower shoe and the bottom of the
escapement rack thereby eliminating any vertical play at the
rear of the carrier during a print operation. The bottom shoe
is a nylatron block tenoned to a plate that is fastened to the
rear of the carrier by the same stud that mounts the upper shoe.
A stud, riveted to the plate, anchors the left end of the leaf
spring. The right end of the spring presses against the underside of the escapement bracket (Fig. 10).

Rocker

FIGURE 11. Rocker Assembly
Type Head
Beforeprintingcanoccur, the desired character must be in position to strike the paper. The surface of the type head contains four bands of raised characters with twenty-two in each
band (Figs. 12 and 13)" Each band has eleven lower case
characters in the hem isphere fac ing toward the platen and eleven
upper case characters in the hemisphere facing away from the
platen"

FIGURE 10. Rear Carrier Support (new style)
Rocker
The rocker is a pivoting platform located within the rear portion of the carrier (Fig. 11). Its purpose is to carry the type
head to and from the platen for the print operation. Components
involved in the type head positioning and aligning operations
arealsocontainedwithin the rocker. The rocker pivots on the
rocker shaft at the rear of the carrier. Two bronze bushings,
pressed into the rocker, pivot on the shaft and act as the bearing
surface for the rocker. AC-clip on the right side of the rocker
shaft prevents side play in the rocker. A steel thrust washer at
the left of the rocker acts as a lateral bearing surface for the
rocke"r.

Platen

Upper Case
Hemisphere

FIGURE 12.

Attached sol idly to the top of the rocker platform is the yoke
(Fig. 11). The yoke has two arms that extend up to provide
a pivot mount for the tilt ring. Mounted at the top of the tilt
ring istheupperball socket to which the type head is attached.
As the rocket pi vots up in front, the yoke moves the til t ri ng
and the type head toward the platen.

Type Head

Type Head and Platen - Top View

At rest, the position of the type head is such that the middle
character of the upper band is in position to strike the platen.
This isthe letter liZ II " Ifany characterother than the liZ" is desired, the head must beti Ited upand/or rotated in either direction until the desired character is in the printing position" Any
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TILT MECHANISM

lower case character may be reached by rotating the type head
up to five positions in either direction and ti Iting the head as
much as three bands from the rest position. The type head
always rotates back to the liZ II or rest position after a character
has been typed. Ifan upper case character is desired, the head
must be rotated counterclockwise an additional 180 0 so that the
upper case hemisphere of the type head is toward the pl?ten.
The single-unit type head has the advantage over conventional
typebars of being relatively inexpensive and easily detached
from the print mechanism. This enables the operator to change
quickly and easily from one type style to another merely by
replacing the type head.
Letter z

Ti It Operation
The purpose of the tilt mechanism is to raise the rear of the
type head to the desired character band so that a character in
that band may be brought to the printing point.
The upper ball socket is attached to a platform-I ike part called
the tilt ring. The tilt ring pivots on two pins between yoke
arms that fit up inside the hollow of the type head. The yoke
assembly is fastened to the rocker to complete the type head
mounting (Fig. 11).

Spring Clip

The ti It ring is located at about the center of the type head.
As the ti It ring pivots on its pins, it causes the type head to
ti It. Because the type head rests with the upper band in the
print position, all ti It operations are upward from ~ rest position.
Old Style

Platen

FIGURE 13.

Movement of the tilt ring is accomplished by the operation of
two beveled gear sectors located directly beneath the tilt ring
(Fig. 15). One sector forms part of the tilt ring, while the
other is a part of the ti It sector tube. Rotation of the tilt sector tube causes the tilt ring and type head to be tilted.

Type Head

Type Head and Platen - Side View
Ti It Ring Spacer

The type head fits around a post called the upper ball socket
at the topofthe rockerassemblyand is held in place by a spring
clip. Thespringclipislocatedon top of the type head and fits
into a groove in the top of the post (Fig. 14). A convex disc,
covers the spri ng c lip except for two ears (Fi gs. 12 and 13).
The ears of the spring clip are used in removing and installing
the head. By pressing the two ears together the spring clip is
disengaged from the groove in the mounting post allowing the
head to be sl i pped up and off. ,

Ti It Sector Gears

Ti It Sector Tube
Tilt Pulley

Type Head
Type Head

FIGURE 14.

FIGURE 15.

Retaining Clip

Tilt Mechanism - Rocker Portion

Type Head Mounting
The tilt sector tube operates through the yoke and extends below the rocker. A pulley called the ti It sector pulley is attached
to the bottom of the tube. The pulley is held to the tube by a
set screw that presses a small T -shaped block against a flat
surface on the tube. The pulley is held in a clockwise'direction (looking from the top) by an extension spring. A small
steel tape encircles the pulley and has one end attached to it.
When the tape is pulled, it causes counterclockwise rotation
of the ti It tube and an accompanying ti It of the type head.
Whenthepullonthe tape is relaxed, the tilt pulley is restored
by its spring causing the type head to return to the rest position.

The type head may be installed by pressing the ears of the
springcliptogetherandslippingthe head into place. The type
head is keyed to the upper ball socket by a pin so that it can be
installed in one position only (Fig. 14). The head must be
rotated as it is installed unti I it drops into position on the pin.
Thespringclipisthenreleasedtolockthehead in place. When
the mechanism is at rest, the type head is always in the IIZII
position. When the shift mechanism is in the lower case position, the ears of the head cl i p are toward the front of the machine.
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From the pulley, the ti It tape is guided through the hollow left
end of the rocker shaft by a rounded tape guide block attached
to the bottom of the rocker. The ti It tape extends to the left
aroundasmall pulley, back to the right around a similar pulley,
and is attached to the right side of the carrier. This arrangement allows left to right movement of the carrier without disturbing the position of the type head (Fig. 16).
Whenatiltoperation is required, the distance between the two
side pulleys is increased by moving one of the pulleys away from
the other. This causes a pull on the ti It tape. The pulley on
the right is solidly mounted and is moved for adjustment only.
The leftpulleyisattachedtoa pivoting arm called the tilt arm.
Movement of the arm to the left exerts a pull on the ti It tape
to cause a rotation of the tilt tube and a tilt to the typehead.

Tilt Tape

\

\

Tilt Pulley Sprin~_~_<~/'

(/FIGURE 17.

Gearless Tilt

l

/

Ti It Bellcrank

New Style {Gearless Tilt}

FIGURE 16.

Tilt Tape System
shaped frame located just beneath the cycle shaft {Fig. 18}.
Two short arms of the frame extend forward where they pivot
on a shaft mounted to the powerframe. Each side of the latch
bai I contains a roller that is constantly in contact with its
respective cycle shaft cam. An extension spring at the rear of
the latch bail applies a constant upward pressure to hold the
rollers against the cams. Each time the cycle shaft operates
180 0 , the bai I is forced down at the rear pivoting about the
bail shaft.

The "gearless tilt mechanism II operates basically the same as
the early style mechanism. Movement of the tilt ring is accomplishedbytheoperationofthetilt pulley {Fig. 17}. A pull
on the tape causes the tilt pulley to rotate {about its mounting
stud} transferring motion to the tilt ring by means of the tilt
pulley Iink. When the pull on the tape is relaxed the ti It pulley
is restored to rest by its extension spring.
The ti It pulley Iink is fastened to the ti It pulley by a ba" shou 1dered rivet to allow the link to pivot in a" directions. The
other end of the link is fastened to the tilt ring by a pin and
C-clip.

~---Positive

Cams

Latch Bail
The cycle shaft has three double lobed cams on it that power
the positioning of the type head {Fig. 18}. The three cams
are separated on the cycle shaft, one on the left and two
on the right. The left cam and the middle cam are paired to
operate the latch bai I located just beneath the cyc Ie shaft.
The right cam can be disregarded for the moment.

Bai I Shaft

The cycle shaft powers the positioning of the type head by
operating the selector latch bail. The latch bail is a box-

FIGURE 18.
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Cycle Shaft and Latch Bail

The rear of the latch bai I is recessed at six points. Five of
the recesses contain selector latches. The sixth recess if for
spec ial appl ications of the machine. Across the rear of the
latch bail is a plate attached by four screws. Each selector
latch has a lip formed to the rear just under the bail plate
(Fig. 19). An extension spring holds each latch to the rear.
The five selector latches are components of the di fferential
lever assembly that determines how much ti It and rotate the
head wi II receive. The two latches to the left are concerned
with ti Iting the head, whi Ie the three on the ri ght deal with
rotating the head.

then pulled to operate the ti It bellcrank. The same action
occurs if the left latch is pulled down by the latch bail while
the right latch is held forwarO. The distance the vertical link
is pulled is not the same for both latches, because the link is
not connected to the middle of the lever.
Tilt Tape

Positive Selector Cam

Ti It Bellcrank

Ti It Pulley

If the latches remain to the rear under the plate, they wi II be
pulled down when the bai I is operated. If any latch is held
forward, it is not hooked under the bai I plate and wi II not be
pulled down during an operation of the latch bai I. The method
of pull ing the various latches forward is discussed in a later section.

Selector Latch

Tilt-2 Latch

FIGURE 20.

Latch

Tilt Differential At Rest

\.

o

Latch Bail

FIGURE 19.

Latch Bail - Side View

Tilt Differential
The two ti It latches are attached at each end of a short lever
by ball shouldered rivets (Fig. 20). The ball shape of the
shoulders allows the latches to pivot in all directions. The lever
isattachedbyadouble vertical link to the tilt bellcrank. The
bellcrankpivotsonastudat the top of the differential bracket.
The connection of the double Iink is not in the middle of the
lever; therefore the leverage developed by one tilt latch is
greater than that of the other.
A horizontal link connects the top of the tilt bellcrank to the
ti It arm. Operation of the bellcrank forces the ti It arm 'to the
left to exert a pull on the ti It tape. The ti It arm is sometimes
referred to as the tilt multiplying arm, because the movement
of the horizontal link is increased at the pulley due to the leverage developed.

FIGURE 21.

Tilt - 1 OPeration

The left hand ti It pulley is mounted to the ti It arm on a ball
shouldered pivot screw. This allows the pull~y to remain horizonta regardless of the position of the ti It arm. It must remain
horizontal to prevent the tilt tape from coming off the pulley.

When only the right latch is being operated by the bai I, the
left end of the lever is not pulled down and acts as a pivot
point. The vertical link is attached to the lever one-third of
the distance from the pivot point to the right latch. This causes
the Iink to be pulled down only one-third as far as the latch is
pulled by the bail. The movement of the link is suffic.ient to
cause the type headtotilta distance of one band of characters.
This places the second band from the top in the pri nting position.

The ti It bell crank is rotated by a pull on the ti It latches. When
the left latch isheldtothe front while the right one remains to
the rear, only the right latch is forced down by the latch bail
(Fig. 21). As the latch pulls down on its attached lever, the
left end of the lever pivots against a stop Iug formed out from
the differential bracket. The vertical link from the lever is

When only the left latch is operated', the right end of the lever
actsas a pivot point (Fig. 22). The vertical link is then twothirds ofthe distance from the pivot point to the operating latch
and is moved two-thirds as much as the latch. This movement is
sufficient to cause the type head to tilt a distance of two bands
of characters. The third band is then in the printing position.
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Theupperball socket to which the type head is attached has a
shoulder at the bottom fitted into a hole in the ti It ring. The
fit isveryclose yet permits free rotary motion of the upper ball
socket. The upper ball socket is held in place by the tilt ring
spacer. The spacer attached directly to the ti It ring and fits
around 0 flange of the upper ball socket. The tilt ring spacer
is shimmed to allow rotation of the upper ball socket yet restrict
up and down play.
I

I

The under :;ide of the ~pper be!! socket 1s hoI low IJnd forms the
socketfor a ball joint connection (Fig. 24). A dog-bone shaped
ball joint fits into the socket over a pin that extends through
the socket. The ball joint is identical at both ends. The lower
end fits over a pin in the lower ball socket. These two ball
and socket connections act as universal joints to permit the type
head to be rotated and tilted at the same time.

~
FIGURE 22.

Tilt - 2 Operation
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FIGURE 24.

FIGURE 23.

Rotate Mechanism - Rocker Portion

The lower ball socket is part of a shaft called the rotate shaft.
The shaft operates inside the hollow of the tilt sector tube and
extends well belowthetiltsectorpulley. (On the gearless tilt,
the tilt sector tube and the tilt pulley have been eliminated.
The rotate shaft operates directly inside the hollow of the yoke).
On both styles the bottom of the shaft pivots in a hole in a
plate attached to the bottom of the rocker. This plate acts as a
bearing for the bottom of the rotate shaft. Attached near the
bottom of the shaft is the rotate pulley similar in operation to
the ti It sector pu II ey (Fi g. 24). By means of the upper and
lower ball sockets and the ball joint, the rotate pulley operates
to rotate the type head in either direction.

Tilt - 3 OPeration

When both latches remain to the rear under the latch bail, both
are operated. The lever moves straight down and neither end
actsasa pivot point (Fig. 23). This causes the double vertical
link to receive the same motion as the latches, resulting in three
characterbandsoftilt. The fourth band is then in the printing
. position.
When operated by itself, the right tilt latch causes a tilt of on~
character band; therefore it is referred to as the tilt-one latch.
Because the left latch causes a tilt of two character bands, it
is called the tilt-two latch. Both latches operated together
cause a tilt-three action.

As on the tilt mechanism, the rotate pulley is operated by a
steel tape that passes around two side pulleys and attaches to
the carrier. When either of the side pulleys moves away from
the other, the type head is rotated counterclockwise by the pull
of the tape. When either side pulley moves toward the other,
the type head is rotated clockwise by the tension of the rotate
pulley spring (Fig. 25).

ROTATE MECHANISM
Rotate Operation
The rotate mechanism positions the rear of the type head left or
right to the desired character within a ti It band.
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FIGURE 25. Rotate Tape System
The rotate spring is of the mainspring type enclosed in a stationary cage, with the outer end of the spring attached to the
cage. The innerend of the spring is connected to a hub on the
rotate pulley. A spring of this type must be used here rather
than an extension spring as is used on the ti It sector pulley, because the type head is required to rotate almost a full revolution.
Thetwolatchesontheextremeright are mounted by ball shouldered rivets to a short lever similar to the ti It latch mounting.
A flat double Iink extends vertically from the lever to a second
lever above it. The connection is at the right end of the second
lever and one-third of the distance from the right end of the
first lever.

The right hand rotate pulley is attached to the shift arm and
moves only during the shift operation; therefore consider it to
be stationary for the present. The left hand rotate pulley is
attached to the rotate arm. When the arm moves away from the
side frame, it exerts a pull on the tape to rotate the typehead
counterclockwise. This direction is known as the positive direction of rotation.

Rotate Tape
Rotate Bellcrank

When the left hand rotate pulley moves towards the sideframe,
the rotate spring turns the rotate pulley rotating the type head
in a clockwise direction. This direction is known as the negative direction of rotation.

Balance lever
Stop lub

Positive Rotate Differential
The rotate differential is much the same as the tilt differential.
The latches are operated by the latch bail if they are allowed
to remain to the rear under the bail. Each operates with a different leverage for different amounts of rotation. Rotation of
upto five characters is sometimes required on either side of the
rest position. This requires more latches and levers than for a
ti It operation.

t

1IIIIIIIIIIIntfil

Blllmn!\i

FIGURE 26. Rotate Differential At Rest

Consider the positive rotation of the type head first. Three
latches and a series of three levers are involved in positive
rotation (Fig. 26). The three latches are those farthest to the
right in the latch bai I. All the latches are spring loaded to
the rear under the latch bail and are operated by the bail unless
they are pulled forward.

The third latch is connected by a ball shouldered rivet to the
left end of the second lever. Because its mounting point is
higher than the other latches, the third latch is much longer
than the others to permit latching under th.e bail at the bottom.
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When only the right hand latch is operated, the movement of
the rotate bellcrank is doubled, and a positive rotation of two
characters isobtained on the type head. The increased movement is obtained at the first lever. When the right hand latch
moves down, the lever pivots on a stop lug at the left. The
vertical link is attached two-thirds of the distance from the
pivot point to the latch; therefore the I ink moves down twothirds as much as the latch. This is twice as much as for the
rotate-one latch. The right hand latch is referred to as the
rotate-two latch.

A second vertical link connects the second lever to the left
endofthe third lever in the series. The link is attached to the
second lever two-fifths of the distance from the right end.
The third lever is an adjustable lever connected at the middle
to the h'orizontal arm of the rotate bellcrank. It is referred to
as the balance lever, because its ad justment balances the amount
of motion between positive and negative rotation. The right
end of the balance lever is held stationary during positive rotation. A downward pull atthe left end causes the rotate bellcrank to operate. A heavy iink connects the bottom of the
rotate bellcrank to the bottom of the rotate arm. The rotate
arm is sometimes referred to as the rotate multiplying arm because the movement ofthe rotate link is increased at the pu II ey
as a result of the leverage. Operation of the bellcrank counterclockwise causes the rotate arm to pivot about its fulcrum point
and exert a pull on the rotate tape.

When both the rotate-one and rotate-two latches are operating together, the first lever moves straight down without pivoting at either end (Fig. 28). This gives the same amount of
motion to the first vertical link as is given to the two latches.
Movement of the I in~< is three times as much as when operated
by the rotate-one latch alone. The additional movement is
transferred to the rotate bellcrank to rotate the type head three
characters in the positive direction.

This Point Stationary On
All Positive Selections

FIGURE 27. Positive - One Rotate Operation
FIGURE 28. P.ositive - Three Rotate Operation

In order to operate the balance lever, one or more of the latches
must be pulled down by the latch bail. Consider the latches
one at a time starting with the middle ofthe three rotate latches.
When only the middle latch is allowed to remain under the latch
bai I, it is the only one pulled down when the bail operates
(Fig. 27). As the middle latch is pulled down, its attached
lever moves down at the left and pivots at the right on a stop
lug formed outfrom the di fferential bracket. The vertical Iink
isottached to the leverone-third of the distance from the pivot
point to the latch. This causes the Iink to be moved down onethird as much as the latch.

When additional rotation is required, the third rotate latch must
be used. The left hand latch is never used alone; but to clari fy
its leverage in relation to the other latches, consider it to be
the only one in operation.
The left hand latch is attached directly to the end of the second lever. When operated, the latch causes the left end of the
second lever to move down. The right end of the lever carfnot
rise so it acts as a pivot point. The second vertical link is
attached to the lever two-fifths of the distance from the pivot
point to the latch; therefore the link moves down two-fifths as
much as the latch.

The link exerts a pull on the right end of the second lever cqusing itto pivot on its stop lug at the left end. The second vertical link is attached to the lever three..-fifths of the distance
from the pivot point to the operating end of the lever. The
second link moves three-fifths as much as the right end of the
lever. The right end of the second lever moves one-third as
much as the latch. Multiplying the two together, the second
verticallil'lk moves three-fifteenths or one-fifth as much as the
latch.

Movement of the Iink is twice as much as when the rotate-one
latch is operated alone. Therefore the movement obtained from
the' left hand latch is sufficient to rotate the type head two
characters in the positive direction. Since the right hand latch
is ca lied the rotate-two latch, the left hand latch is referred to
as the rotate-2A latch.

The second vertical Iink operates the left end of the balance
lever which, in turn, actuates the rotate bellcrank. This movement is sufficient to cause a positive rotation of one character
on the type head. The movement is caused by operation of the
middle rotate latch, so it is referred to as the rotate-one latch.

The 2A latch is
to that of one or
characters can
one-character
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never used by itself. When its motion is added
both the other latches, rotation of four or five
be obtained. The rotate-one latch is used for
rotation and the rotate-two latch for two-

character rotation. Both are operated together for threecharacter rotation. The rotate-two and rotate-2A latches are
operated for a four-character rotat ion. The rotate -one, rotatetwo, and rotate-2A are operated for a five-character rotation
(Fig. 29).

The five-unit bail is prevented from rising by the five-unit
latch at the rear {Fig. 31}. The latch is mounted to the differential bracket and pivots front to rear. In the rest position the
latch is positioned above the head of an adjusting screw at the
rearofthe five-unit bail. When the latch is pulled forwcrd the
bail is allowed to rise (Fig. 32). The force which raises the
bai I comes from the rotate pulley spring and the spring attached
to the rotate arm. These springs are applying a constant force
on the rotate bellcrank in the clockwise direction.
Latch Prevents Ba i I
From Rising

FIGURE 31.

Five -Unit Bail During
Positive Rotate Cycle

FIGURE 29. Positive - Five Rotate OPeration
Latch Allows Bail
To Rise

Negative Rotation
Positive rotation of the type head is achieved, by operating
the rotate be II crank counterclockwise so as to create a pull on
the rotate tape. It follows then that operating the rotate bellcrank clockwise will allow the rotate pulley spring to rotate
i.n a negative direction.
The rotate be II crank is controlled by the balance lever in the
differential series. Inorderforthe be II crank to operate clockwise, the balance lever must be raised. The left end of the
lever cannot rise, because the stop lugs on the bracket prevent
any upward movement in the leverseries. Therefore if the bellcrank is to operate clockwise, the right end of the lever must
be raised.

FIGURE 32. Five Unit Bail During Negative
Rotate Cycle
The five-unit bail is restored down by the extreme right hand
camonthecycle shaft. The high point of the cam is 90° from
the high point of the other two cams. This insures that when
the latch bail isdriven DOWN in the active position, the fiveunit bai I can be UP in the active position. Conversely, when
the latch bail is UP in the rest position, the five-unit bail will
be DOWN in the rest position.

The right end of the balance lever has a flat link connection
to the five-unit bail assembly {Fig. 30}. The baH is a single
arm located under the cycle shaft and pivoted in front on the
bai I shaft. When the five-unit bail is allowed to rise, the
right end of the balance lever rises to allow clockwise operation
of the rotate bellcrank.

5-Unit Drive link

FIGURE 30.

Five Unit Bail At Rest

FIGURE 33. Negative-Five Rotate Operation
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It should be noted that the five-unit bai I is held down in the
rest position by the cam rather than by the five-unit latch.
In the rest position there is a clearance between the latch and
the adjusting screw in the five-unit bail. The clearance must
be present to insure resetting of the latch at the completion of
a cycle. During a positive rotate or non-rotate cycle, the
five-unit bai I rises sl ightly before being restricted by the fiveunit latch (Fig. 31). This upward movement of the five -unit
bail allowsa slight clockwise, or negative rotation of the type
head. The t'ipe head iotate:; from the re$t position to C p"sitior!
known as the "Iatched-home" position. Consider all positive
and negative rotations to occur from the latched-home position.

:

I
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Movement ofthe five -unit bai I from the latched-home point to
the low point of the cam allows sufficient clockwise movement
ofthe rotate bellcrank to permit a five character negative rotationofthetypehead (Fig. 33). If less than five units of negative rotation is desired, it is necessary to pull down on the left
endofthe balance leveras the right end goes up. This reduces
the amount of clockwise movement of the rotate bellcrank.
Operating one or more positive rotate latches down in con junction with allowing the five-unit bail to rise allows different
amounts of negative rotation. The positive rotate-one and
negative-five combine to allow a negative-four rotation. A
positive-two and negative-tive combination gives a negativethree rotation (Fig. 34). A positive-three and a negative-five
operation permits a negative-two rotation. A positive-four
plusa negative -five combination givesa negative-one rotation.

~- - .J,",
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FIGURE 34. Negative-Three Rotate Operation
Keylevers
The keylevers pivot on a fulcrum rod at the rear (Fig. 35).
A nylon rod at the top and the bottom of the guide comb slots
limit the travel of the keylevers in the front guide comb. A
lower extension on each key lever operates in the keylever bearing support to stabi Iize the keylever.
The keybuttons are desi gned in the shape of a pyramid to make
the use of a keyplate unnecessary. The tops of the keybuttons
form a concave slope to the keyboard for ease of operation.
Keylevertension issupplied bya set of flat spring fingers under
the front of the key levers . The forwartJ end of each spring
finger is cupped so that the spring will maintain its position
under the keylever. Di fferent spring tension is suppl ied to the
four rows of letter keylevers by auxil iary leaf springs under the
keylever springs. The auxiliary spring fingers vary in length
to offset the leverage di fference among the four rows of keylevers. This variation in spring tension results in a uni form
operating force requirement for all keylevers.
.

KEYBOARD SECTION AND CHARACTER SELECTION
The keyboard section is a compact unit that is detachable as a
unit from the rest of the machine. Contained in the keyboard
section are all keylevers and allied parts, and a selection
mechanism for the differential latches. Depression of a letter
keylever prepares the selection mechanism for operation and
trips the cycle clutch latch to allow a cycle operation.

Selector Latch

Keylever

FIGURE 35. Keyboard Section and Character Selection
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pawl to each keylever at
the pawl to the keylever
The pawl extends below
position to strike the top

rotates the fi Iter shaft 180 0 • The filter shaft is a two-bladed
shaft located at the rear of the keyboard section and just below
the ends of the interposers. It pivots in a bronze bearing at
each end and is connected by a gear train on the left side of
the cycle shaft.

Adjusting lugs at the rear of the keylevers make it possible to
adjust the relative heightof each individual keylever and keylever pawl.

When an interposer is depressed, the rear of the interposer is
moved down in front of one blade of the fi Iter shaft. As the
filter shaft turns, the blade drives the interposer forward to
operate the character selection mechanism.

A shoulder rivet attaches a keylever
the rear. A small spring attached from
holds the pawl in the rest position.
and is formed under the keylever in
of an interposer (Fig. 35).

Interposers
Interposer Latch
Each keylever has a character interposer located just below it
(Fig. 35). The purpose of the interposers is to select the amount
of tilt and rotate needed to bring the desired character to the
printing point. A large fulcrum rod passes through an elongated
hole in the front of each interposer and provides a support on
which the interposers can pivot and sl ide. A guide comb at
the front and rear separates the interposers. The interposers
are allowed to move upanddown in the rear guide comb as well
as front to rear. An extension spring from each interposer to
the top of the rear guide comb loads the interposer to the rear
and up into the rest position.

Resting against the rear of each interposer is a spring finger
called the interposer latch spring (Fig. 37). The spring fingers
are slightly deflected to the rear when the interposers are at
rest. When any interposer moves down at the rear, the spring
snaps forward overthe interposer and holds it down. The interposer remains down until it is pushed forward enough to clear
the spring finger. At that time it is raised and restored by its
extension spring.

Selector Compensator T U b i - : j
The interposers have several lugs extending from them, each
with its own operation to perform (Fig. 36). Each interposer
has a lug on top in position to be struck by the keylever pawl.
On the bottom of the interposers are positions for eight lugs.
Seven of the lugs are selective lugs. The absence or presence
ofthese lugs in different position combinations makes the interposersdifferent. There are no two alike. The rearmost selective lug is for special applications of the machine.

Interposer Latch
Spring
:

,.,.,--Se"r,----'ector Compensator
Ball
A. INTERPOSER AT REST

~~
I~

B. INTERPOSER LATCHED
DOWN

FIGURE 37. Interposer Latch and Selector
Compensator

Keylever Pawl Contact Surface

An interposer must be latched down to insure that it will remain
in the path of the fi Iter shaft blade unti I the cycle operation
occurs. Unless latched down, the interposer could restore upward without being driven forward. 'This would result in an
erroneous character because of no character selection.
Selector Lug

Cycle Clutch
Release Lug

Contact Surface

With this latching device, one 'interposer can be latched down
just as the previously depressed interposer is being operated
forward. The second interposer wi II then be operated forward
as soon as the cycle operation for the first interposer is completed. This is known as character storage and tends to even
erratic typing rhythm.

FIGURE 36. Selector Interposer
One lug on the bottom is common to all interposers. It is a
wide lug located at the middle of the interposers. Its purpose'
is to release the cycle clutch for a cycle operation whenever
a keylever is depressed. Directly below the lug is the cycle
bci I that pivots up and down (Fig. 35). Downward movement
of any character interposer forces down on the cycle bail to
release the cycle clutch latch and allow a cycle operation.
The cycle clutch release lug is cut at an angle on the bottom
to prevent interference between the lug and the cycle bail as
the parts are restoring to the rest position.

Selector Compensator
The selector compensator prevents simultaneous depression of
two keylevers insuring that only one interposer at a time can
be operated down and then forward. If more than one interposer at a time were depressed, they would be operated forward together and a selection error would result causing the
wrong character to print. A hook shaped lug at the rear of
each interposer operates in a device called the selector compensator attached to the rear interposer guide comb (Fig. 37).
The compensator contains closely spaced steel balls that prevent downward movement of two or more interposers simultaneously (Fig. 38a). When an interposer is down, the steel
balls shift in the tube of the compensator to block the downward movement of any other interposer (Fig. 38b).

Fi Iter Shaft
When the interposer is depressed it pushes the cycle bail down
to unlatch the cycle clutch and allow a 180 0 rotation ofthe
cycle, shaft (Fig. 35). Rotation of the cycle shaft 180 0 also
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Selector

Each latch interposer has a lug that extends up directly in front
of a selector bail. As the selector bail is moved forward, the
latch interposer is moved forward by the bail. The bails and
latch interposers are paired so that each bail operates only one
interposer. An extension spring at the bottom of each latch
interposerloadsthe interposer and its selector bail to the rear.
The latch interposers rest against adjustable lugs at the rear to
prevent the bails from being forced against the selector interposer lugs. This prevents the selector interposers from binding
aga inst the bai Is as the interposers are depressed. The stop lugs
also help prevent the selector bails from bouncing as they are
restored to the rear.

flj"
A. Simultaneous Leylever Depression Blocked

~
B. Second Keylever Depression Blocked

FIGURE 38.

An ad justable link connects each latch interposer to one of the
selector latchesofthe differential mechanism (Fig. 35). When
a latch interposer is moved forward, the selector latch connected
to that interposer is pulled forward to prevent its being operated
downward by the latch bai I.

Selector Compensator Action

The hook portion of the interposer lugs extends to the rear just
to the center I ine of the steel balls (Fig. 37). When an interposer is driven forward after being depressed at the rear, the
lug will not be between the steel balls and another interposer
can be depressed. With this arrangement, the operator does
not have to wait until an interposer is restored upward befor.e
actuating another.

Cycle Clutch Latch
Although not actually a part of the keyboard section, the cycle
clutch latch is directl y re lated to the keyboard mechanisms.
It is through depression of a keylever that the cycle clutch is
allowed to operate.

An adjustable stop at each end of the compensator tube keeps
the balls somewhat centered between the interposers. The balls
are thus prevented from shifting too far left or right. If the
balls were allowed to move too far under the interposer lugs,
they would partially block the depression of an interposer and
the keyboard touch would suffer. The stops are removable so
that the steel balls may be removed and cleaned if necessary.

The cycle clutch latch pivots on a bracket at the front of the
power frame. It pivots from the top and rests in a vertical position just in front of the cycle clutch sleeve. A thin metal
plate, mounted in rubberon the rear of the latch prevents rotation of the sleeve thereby preventing the cycle clutch spring
fromtighteningon the cycle clutch pulley hub (Fig. 39). The
latch is held in this position by the cycle clutch latch pawl and
I ink assembly that extends forward from the latch. The cycle
clutch pawl pivots on the Iink. An extension spring between
the two parts rotates the front of the pawl up into a latched
position behind the cycle clutch keeper (Fig. 39). The cycle
clutch keeper is an adjustable plate mounted, by means of the
cycle clutch keeper bracket, to the guide comb support under
the front of the keyboard section. An extension spring exerts
a pull toward the front on the cycle clutch latch I ink. The
pawl, being attached to the link, prevents the link from being
pulled forward.

Selector Bails and Links
Six selector bails are mounted between the side frames so they
can operate forward and back (Fig. 35). Each bai I is in front
ofa selector lug position on"the interposers. When an interposer
containing all its lugs is driven forward, all the selector bails
are moved forward. Ifanylug is absent from an interposer, the
bai I for that position wi II not be operated forward by that
interposer.
'Six sliding interposers called the latch interposers are located
under the leftend of the selector bails (Fig. 35). These interposers operate front to rear in the bottom of the interposer gu ide
comb.

Restoring Arm

Cy. CI.

FIGURE 39.

Cycle Clutch Latch Mechanism
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When the keylever is depressed, the interposer beneath the keyleverforces the cycle bail to pivot downward. The cycle bai I
moves the cycle clutch latch pawl down disengaging it from the
keeper. The extension spring at the front of the Iink is then
allowed to snap the link and cycle clutch latch forward disengaging the latch from the clutch sleeve. This allows the clutch
spring to tighten and begin a cyc;:le operation.

New Style Restoring Mechanism
The new style cycle clutch latch restoring mechanism consists
ofacamandacam follower. The cam, called the cycle clutch
latch restoring cam, is a double lobed nylon cam mounted on
the cycle shaft (Fig. 41). The cam follower is an extension of
the cycle cl utch latch which protrudes to the rear of the machine just above the restoring cam. The extension has a small
ad justable steel roller mounted on it which rides on the cam during a restoring operation.

A small lever, called the cycle bail damper, pivots at each
side of the keyboard just above the cycle bail (Fig. 40). An
extension of each lever rests against the front of the bail. An
extension spring connected between the cycle bail and each
damperhasthe dual purpose of restoring the cycle bail upward
and holding the damper against the bai I. The purpose of the
dampers is to Iightly retard the 'upward movement of the cycle
bai I so as to prevent the bai I from bouncing as it reaches its
upward Iimit. Without the dampers the bai I has a tendency to
bounce down and retrip the cycle clutch creating an additional
cycle.

When the machine is at rest the low point of the restoring cam
is directly below (but not in contact with) the steel roller
(Fig. 41). Whenakeyleveris depressed the cycle clutch latch
pawl is pushed off its keeper allowing the cycle clutch latch to
swing forward releasing the cycle clutch sleeve. When the
cycle clutch latch swings forward the steel roller on the extension drops down onto the restoring cam. As the cam rotates
towards its high point the steel roller is forced up swinging the
cycle clutch latch to the rear into the path of the cycle clutch
sleeve. The latch is restored far enough to the rear to permit
the cycle clutch latch pawl to reset on its keeper.

!

Restoring Follower

Cycle Bail Damper

Fi Iter Shaft

(rc~3kcy:c:;:ai'/kl"\ :1r°Zj

Operation
Depression of a letter keybutton causes the front of the keyleverto move down as the rearend pivots about the fulcrum rod.
The keylever pawl at the rear of the keylever contacts the top
Iug of an interposer. Further movement of the keylever causes
the rear of the interposer to move down as the front pivots about
the interposer fu Icrum rod. As the interposer moves down, a lug
on the bottom of the interposer forces the cycle bai I and the
cycle clutch latch pawl down. Further movement of the interposer allows the interposer latch spring to snap forward over the
topofthe interposerto maintain its downward position. At about
the same time that the interposer latches down, the cycle bail
trips the cycle clutch latch pawl off its keeper to allow the
cycle clutch to begin an operation.

e;~~-.o
Restori ng Arm

FIGURE 40.

Cycle Clutch Latch Restoring
Operation (old style)

Old Style Restoring Mechanism
For a cycle operation, the cycle shaft must be limited to 180 0
rotation. This means that the cycle clutch latch must be restored and held to the rear into the path of the second step on
the cycle clutch sleeve. A two-piece adjustable restoring device pivots on the cycle clutch latch bracket. As the filter
shaft rotates during a cyc Ie operation, a blade of the fi Iter shaft
forces the restoring follower to the rear (Fig. 40). The follower
and restoring arm acts as one piece; thus the restoring arm moves
tothe rear and pushes the cycle clutch latch back into position
to stop the cycle clutch sleeve. The latch is restored far enough
tothereartopermitthe cycle clutch latch pawl to reset on the
cycle clutch keeper and maintain the parts in the rest position.

As the cyc Ie shaft turns, the cams of the cycle shaft force the
latch bail down. However, the contour of the CQms is designed
so that cycle shaft rotation does not cause immediate downward
movement of the latch bai I. During the IIdweli li on the cycle
shaft cams, the filter shaft is operated to drive the depressed
interposer forward.
As the interposer is driven forward, the selector lugs that are
present on the interposer push their respective selector bails
forward. The bails cause the latch interposers to pull the selector latches forward.
Astheselectormechanism is being operated forward, the cycle
shaft cams start to force the latch bail down. All latches that
remain to the rear are operated down by the latch bail. This
does not apply to the negative-5 latch which must be· pulled
forward in order to allow a negative rotation.

FIGURE 41.

The latches are pulled forward only for an instant. As soon as
the interposer has been pushed forward far enough to clear its
interposer latch spring, it becomes free to restore vertically.
The fact thatthe interposer cannot move up instantly out of the.
path of the fi Iter shaft allows it to be driven farther forward.
The interposerspring then raises the interposer and restores it to
the rear. This a lIows the latches to restore to the rear. By this

Cycle Clutch Latch Restoring
Operation (new style)
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time the latch bail will have been forced down by the cycle
shaft cams far enough to prevent resetting of the latches under
the bail plate. The latches merely rest against the bail plate
unti I the cycle operation has been completed and the latch bai I
has restored. The same action appl ies to the negative -5 latch
exceptthat its bail is allowed to rise in the operated position.
The negative-5 latch resets above its bai I when the bai I has
been driven down to its rest position.
.
/~

if the keyiever has been heid down throughout the uperuiiun,
the rear edge of the interposer lug strikes the keylever pawl as
the interposer restores to the rear. The keylever pawl is then
deflected to the rear and remains in this position until the keylever is released (Fig. 42). At that time it snaps forward above
the interposer lug ready for the next operation. This arrangement insures a single operation regardless of how long the keylever is held depressed by the operator.

V

FIGURE 43.

Repeat Keylever After Single Operation

Keylever Pawl Deflected

Upper Stop

o

. U"lu

FIGURE 44.

Repear Keylever Held Depressed

Keylever Spring
Keyboard Lock

FIGURE 42. Keylever Held Depressed

When the switch is turned OFF, the keyboard must be locked
to prevent mechanisms from being tripped while the motor is not
running. This is to preventthe motor from having to start under
a load and to prevent an unwanted operation the next time the
switch is turned ON.

Repeat/Non-Repeat Keylevers
A repeat/non -repeat operation is provi ded as a standard feature
in the hyphen/underscore position. The operation requires a
special, two-piece keylever (Fig. 43). One part of the keylever pivots about the keylever fulcrum rod at the rear and extends forward through the guide comb. It contains no keybutton
but has the keylever pawl attached similar to the normal keylever. The second partofthekeylever is a short lever containing the keybutton. It pivots on a shouldered rivet at the rear
of the long keylever. The front of the short lever is restricted
by a shouldered rivet through an elongated hole. A compression spring between the two pieces acts to hold the short lever
up in its elongated hole.

Operation ofthe switch lever controls the keyboard lock mechanism by rotating the lockout bail that extends across the bottom
of the keyboard section (Fig. 47). When the switch lever is in
the OFF position, the lockout bai I is moved forward into position below an extension of the cycle clutch latch pawl, and
prevents the cycle clutch from being released.
As additional insurance against an interposer being latched
down, a special bellcrank at the left side of the keyboard is
rotated into the selector compensator by a link from the lockout bail. This forces the steel balls to shift in the tube and
block the downward movement of all interposers. When the
switch is ON, the keyboard lock bellcrank is spring-loaded out
of the selector compensator.

When the keybutton is depressed, the two pieces act as one
and a single operation results. If the key lever is held down,
the keylever pawl is deflected to the rear as the interposer
restores (Fig. 43). Additional pressure appl ied to the keybutton
overcomes the compression spring and causes the short lever to
pivot downward. Aspeciallugon the bottom of the short lever
forces the interposer down for a second operation (Fig. 44).
The special lug is wide eno~gh so that the interposer is not allowed to restore upward as long as the keylever is held in the
repeat position. The interposer merely travels front to rear.
As it does so, it prevents the cycle clutch latch pawl from resetting, and results in a continuous operation.

A Iink from the right side of the lockout bail rotates aD-shaped
shaft beneath the operationa~ mechanism. The shaft locks the
backspace, spacebar, carrier return and indexing keylevers
when the switch is OFF. The tab and shift keylevers are not
locked.

The repeat/non-repeat feature may be removed from the machine
by replacif'lg the two-piece keylever with a conventional keylever.
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.wc""'--Selector Compensator

Latch Pawl

Keyboard Lockout
Bellcrank

Switch Lever

FIGURE 45.
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Keyboard Lock Mechanism - ON Position

SHIFT

The shift arm must be forced to pivot outward for a shift opertion. A disc-shaped shi ft cam fits around an extension of the
operational shaft bearing outside the side frame . The cam operatesbetweentworollerslocatedattherearofthe cam (Fig. 48).
The roller to the left of the cam is in a fixed position on the
powerframe and serves as a back-up roller for the cam. The
roller on the right is attached to the shift arm and rides the
camming surface of the cam. The camming surface is on the
right side of the cam rather than on the perimeter. When the
low point of the cam is between the two rollers, the shift arm
is in lower case (Fig. 48a). The cam is operated 180 0 to the
highpointinorder to force the arm into upper case (Fig. 48b).

The purpose of the shift mechanism is to rotate the type head
180 0 in the counterclockwise direction. This action places the
upper case hem i sphere ofthe type head near the pi aten for typing capital letters. Each upper case character is in the same
ti It band as its lower case counterpart but 180 0 from it. Thus
depression of a keylever with the shift in operation causes an
upper case character to print.
The shift mechanism consists of a shift arm, shift cam, spring
clutch, clutch control mechanism and interlocks. The shift
mechanism takes its power from the right end of the operational
shaft. All the components are concentrated in that area.

The shift cam rotates only during a shift operation and receives
its motion from the operational shaft. Since the operational
shaft turns continuously when the motor is running, a clutch
mechanism is required to engage and disengage the shift cam
from the operational shaft when a shift operation is desired.
A spring clutch "makes" and "breaks" the driving connection
between the operational shaft and the shi ft cam.

Shift Operation
The shift operates bymoving the right hand rotate pulley toward
the right (Fig. 46). The movement of the pulley creates sufficient pull on the rotate tape to cause 180 0 type head rotation.
The pulley remains in this position as long as the shi ft keylever
is held depressed.
Two keybuttons, one at each front corner of the keyboard,' can
be used to actuate the shift mechanism (Fig. 47). A bail between the two keylevers causes both of them to move together
regardless of which one is depressed by the operator. If the
operator desires to keep the mechanism in the upper case position' a shift lock is provided for this purpose. The shift lock is
attached to the left keylever and may be locked by depressing
the shift lock keybutton. The shift lock may be released by
depressing and releasing either shift keybutton.
The right hand rotate pulley is fastened to the top of the shift
arm. The arm pivots left to right on a pin at the bottom. A
strap from the shift arm to the pivot pin acts to stabilize the
shift arm to minimize front to rear movement of the pulley
(Fig. 48). In the lower case position, an adjusting screw near
the top of the arm rests against the head of a mounting screw
on the side of the powerframe.

FIGURE 46.
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Shift Cam and Shift Arm

Shift Clutch Ratchet

/

Shift Release Arm

Shift Release Link
Shift Bai I

FIGURE 47. Shift Release Mechanism
Theshiftcammountsona shoulder on the right hand side of the
operational shaft bearing and is free to rotate about this shoulder (Fig. 49). The operational shaft extends through the center
of this bearing beyond the right side of the shi ft cam. An arbor
(shift clutch arbor) is set screwed to the shaft just to the right
oftheshiftcamand turns with the shaft continuously (Fig. 49).
The driving force to the shi ft cam comes from this arbor by means
of a spring clutch that is fastened to the cam and enci rcles the
arbor. The spring clutch is undersized and wound in the same
direction that the arbor is turning. Therefore, anytime that the
spring clutch isallowed to collapse about the arbor it will turn
with the arbor driving the cam. The cam is driven 180 0 each
time a shift operation occurs.

Usually a spring clutch is considered to be one that tightens
when its driving hub turns in the direction that the spring clutch
iswoundandslipsifthehubstops or rotates back in the opposite
direction. This is not true of all spring clutches. In the shift
mechanism the driving hub (the shift clutch arbor) is rotating
continuously in the direction that the spring clutch is wound.
Inordertostoptheshiftcam, the spring clutch must be allowed
to slip while the arbor continues to rotate. The only way to
do this is to enlarge or expand the inside diameter of the spring
clutch so that the driving action will stop.

Shift Arm
Sh i ft Arm --+---+---.

111............:""','\./

Sh i ft Ca m Ro II er

Enlarged Diameter

Shift Cam

Spring Clutch - Unwinding Direction
Shift Arm Brace

A. LOW~R CASE POSITION

FIGURE 48.

In the shift mechanism, the shift spring clutch must be held in
the unwound position so that it wi II be enlarged enough to
allow the arbor to slip freely inside it. To enlarge the spring
clutch, one end of the spring must be held while the other
is rotated in the unwinding direction of the spring. The left

B. UPPER CASE POSITION

Shift OPeration - Rear View
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When the inner lug is released, the clutch spring is allowed to
decrease in diameter by its own spring tension. It then tightens
around the rotating shift clutch arbor and the hub of the cam to
drive the cam. The shiftclutch ratchet rotates with the cam and
clutch spring 180°. The outer lug of the ratchetthencontacts
the shift release arm, that has been raised into its path, and its
rotation is stopped. The momentum of the shi ft cam causes it to
rotate slightly farther. This further rotation causes. the clutch
spring to unwind and increase in diameter to allow the shift
clutch arbor to slip freely inside the spring.

end of the spring is formed out and fits into an adjustable
plate attached to the cam (Fig. 49). The right end of the spring
is formed to the right and fits into a hole in the shift clutch
ratchet (Fig. 49). The shift clutch ratchet is a gear-like part
mounted on the end of the shift clutch arbor. A large C-clip
holds it in place. The arbor turns freely inside the ratchet
when the shift is not being operated. Rotation of the ratchet
counterclockwise causes the clutch spring to decrease in size.
Conversely, if the ratchet is held stationary while the cam is
rotated counterc lockwise, the spring diameter is increased.

Once the shi ft cams momentum has carried the cam far enough
to properly disengage the spring clutch the cam must be restricted from overthrowing its rest position. Overthrow is controlled by the shift cam stop which is attached to the cam and
operates against the inner lug of the shift clutch ratchet (Fig.
51).

Shift CI utch Spring

As long as the shift keylever is held depressed, the high point
ofthe shift cam remains to the rear holding the shift arm to the
right. When the keylever is released, the shift release arm
moves down out of the path of the outer lug and back into the
path of the inner lug. This allows the clutch spring to again
tighten and drive the shift cam and ratchet 180 0 back to the
lower case position. The inner lug of the ratchet then contacts
the release arm to disengage the spring clutch as before. The
shi ft cam stop again controls overthrow of the cam.

FIGURE 49.

Shift Clutch

Shift CI utch Spring
fv\ounting Plate

Theshiftclutch ratchet has two lugs 180° apart on its left surface. One lug is nearer the center than the other and is referred to as the inner lug. The other lug is called the outer lug.
The shift release arm pivoted just in front of the cam blocks
the movement of the ratchet Iugs to stop the rotation of the
ratchet (Fi g. 50).

Shift Cam
The position of the shift release arm determines the lug of the
ratchet that wi II be stopped. The position of the shi ft-release
arm is controlled by a I ink from the arm to a lever attached to
the end of the shift bail (Fig. 47). When a shift keylever is
depressed, the bail rotates to force the link to the rear and
operate the shift release arm. When the keylevers are at rest,
the release arm is in position to stop· the inner lug of the shift
clutch ratchet(Fig. 48a). Depression of a keylever causes the
release arm to rise out of the path of the inner lug into the
path of the outer lug (Fig. 48b).

FIGURE 51.

Outer Lug

Inner Lug

Shift Clutch Release Arm
A. LOWER CASE POSITION

FIGURE 50.

Shift Detent Roller

Shift Arm and Detent

Note that the shift cam stop always follows behind the inner
lug of the ratchet when the ratchet. and cam are operating.
Whenever the ratchet is stopped by the release arm (on either
Iug) the momentum of the cam carries the stop further unti I the
stop strikes the rear side of the inner lug. The horse shoe shaped
release arm absorbs the shock of stopping the overthrow of the
shift cam through the shift clutch ratchet.

Shift Clutch Ratchet
B. UPPER CASE POSITION

Shift Clutch Release Arm
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Mounted on a pivot stud below and to the front of the shi ft cam
isa small arm called the shift detent arm (Fig. 51). Although
the detent arms primary function is to operate the c:;haracter
interrupter mechanism, it is also used as a detent for the shift
cam. As cam approaches either the upper or lower case position a nylon roller mounted on the shi ft detent arm is spring
loaded into corresponding detent notches located on the outside surface of the cam. This detenting action helps to place
the cam in its proper rest position for both upper and lower case.

Character Interrupter

Cam overthrow is a greater problem in returning to the lower
case than in shifting to upper case. As the cam returns to the
lower case position, the roller of the shi ft arm is roll ing from
the high point to the low point of the cam. The pressure of
the roller against the receding surface tends to accelerate
the movement of the cam. Excessive speed of the cam could
cause a noisy operation and parts breakage. To prevent cam
acceleration, a braking action is necessary the same as an
automobile must be braked in descending a hi II. A heavy spring

If the shift is already in process when a letter key is depressed,
the character must be delayed until the shift is completed.
Otherwise the shift would be interrupted in mid-operation and
an erroneous character would result. The character is delayed
by blocking the cycle clutch release during a shift operation.
When the shift cam starts an operation, the detent must move
out of the recess in the cam. A forward extension of the detent
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(Fig. 53). A small pawl on the left end of the bai I is rotated
up into the path ofthe cycle clutch latch I ink. The pawl blocks
the forward movement of the I ink and prevents the release of
the cycle clutch. This interlocking action does not prevent the

nylon brake shoe, attached to the end of the brake, rides a
raisedsurfaceon the circumference of the cam (Fig. 52). The
friction appl ied by the brake prevents acce leration of the cam
and causes the shift action to be the same for both upper and
lower case.
Raised Braking Surface

depression of the keylever nor the interposer. The interposer
is merely latched down into storage. When the shift action is
completed, the detent enters the recess in the cam. The bail
is rotated back to the rest position and the pawl moves out of the
path of the cycle clutch latch link. The cycle clutch latch
I ink is then pulled forward by its extension spring and the
stored character is printed.

Nylon Shoe

Shift Cam Broke
If the shift keylever and a character keylever are depressed
simultaneously, bothwill operate for an instant until the filter
shaft has a chance to actuate the shift interlock. Dvring that
time a collision will occur between the character interrupter
paw~ and the bottom of the cycle clutch latch I ink. The character interrupter mechanism must yield in order to prevent
parts damage. A torsion spring around the character interrupter
bail loads the interrupter pawl against an adjustable stop on the
bail. If a collision occurs, the interrupter pawl can yield by
overcoming the torsion spring as the interrupter bail rotates.

Shift Cam

FIGURE 52. Shift Cam Brake

Cycle Clutch Latch

FIGURE 53.

Character Interrupter
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any ill effects because under dynamic conditions there is a
time delay between cycle clutch release and cycle shaft operation. Without early storage release (going to lower case) the
operator's typing rhythm could be affected.

Shift Interlock
Operating the shift mechanism when the type head is in the
process of printing would result in parts damage. The rotate
detent would be engaged in a notch of the type head and the
type head could be against the platen. At this time no rotation of the type head can be allowed; therefore the shift must
be prevented from operating once the type head has started toward the platen.

CYCLE CLUTCH OPERATION
The cyc Ie operation occurs each time a character prints. Everything concerned with printing a character on the paper is
powered by the cycle shaft either directly or indirectly.

Shift Clutch Ratchet
Shift Interlock

The cycle shaft extends from the center of the machine out
through the left side frame. The left end of the shaft is supported by a self-aligning porous bronze bearing. The right
end fits into the cycle clutch pulley hub in the center of the
machine. A bronze sleeve inside the hub acts as a bearing for
the cycle shaft.

@

Cycle Shaft

Shift Interlock Cam
A. REST POS ITION

FIGURE 54.

B. ACTIvE POSITION

Shift Interlock
Cycle Clutch Spring

We have seen that the shift spring clutch remains disengaged as
long as the shift clutch ratchet is prevented from rotating. An
interlock arm is operated bya cam on the right end of the filter
shaft (Fig. 54). The interlock engages the teeth of the shift
clutch ratchet and prevents rotation of the ratchet. When the
cyc Ie mechanism is at rest, a roller on the interlock rests near
the low point of the interlock cam allowing free operation of
the shift mechanism (Fig. 540). As soon as a cycle operation
begins, the filter shaft rotates causing the interlock cam to
actuate the interlock into the teeth of the shift clutch ratchet
(Fig. 54b). This interrupts the shift operation until the cycle
operation is completed.

Cy. CI.

Hub On Cy. CI. Pulley

If an operator should operate the shi ft immediate Iy after striking
a character, the shiftcamcould begin to rotate before the filter
shaft had sufficient time to actuate the shift interlock. This
could cause an erroneous character to print because the shift
arm had already begun to move. This is known as "beating the
shift". This condition occurs mostly in shifting from upper to
lower case. Shifting from lower to upper case is no problem
be co us.e the shift arm does not rest against the cam in lower case.
The cam must rotate somewhat before it begins to move the shift
arm, thereby allowing the fi Iter shaft sufficient time to actuate
the shift interlock.

FIGURE 55.

Cycle Clutch - Exploded View

The cycle clutch pulley is in conhnuou:. rotation whenever the
motor is running, but the cycle shaft operates only during a
printoperation. Aspringclutch called the cycle clutch spring
(Fig. 55) is the driving connection between the hub on the cycle
clutch pulley and a hub on the cycle shaft. The cycle clutch
spring provides a means of engaging and disengaging the cycle
shaft from the cycle clutch pulley. The cycle clutch spring
operates exactly the same as the spring clutch in the shift
mechanism.
The left end ofthe cycle clutch spring fits around the hub on the
cycle shaft and isciampedtothishubbythe cycle clutch collar.
The tip of the spring is turned up so as to fit into a slot in the
collar. Thisarrangement prevents any slippage at the left end
of the spring clutch and makes it possible to adjust the position
ofthe spring in relation to the shaft. (The collar does exactly
the same job as the spring clutch retaining plate on the shift
cam.)

To overcome the problem of "beating the shift" coming out of
upper case a redesigned shi ft cam has been incorporated in the
Selectric. This redesigned cam has a longer upper case dwell
than the former style cam. The longer dwell allows the filter
shaft sufficient time to operate the shift interlock before the
shift arm begins to move, thus overcoming the problem.
The new style shift cam requires a different shift clutch ratchet
because the cam now rotates 220 0 going from upper to lower
case and 140 0 going from lower to upper case. With this longer
cam rotation when shifting from upper to lower case, the detent
notch in the cam (that operates the character interrupter) has
been elongated by 40 0 • This elongation of the notch allows a
character to come out of storage a short period of time before
the shi ft operation has completed. This can be done without

The right end of the cycle clutch spring encircles a hub on the
cycle clutch pulley (Fig. 55). (The hub on the cycle clutch
pulley functions the same as the shift clutch arbor on the shift
mechanism.) The inside diameter of the cycle clut-ch spring is
slightly less than the diameter of the hub on the cycle clutch
pulley so that the spring clutch will tighten when the hub ro-
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tates. The right hand tip of the spring clutch projects into a
notch in the cycle clutch sleeve. The sleeve fits loosely around,
enclosing the spring clutch and acts as a control for the right
end of the cycle clutch spring. (The sleeve performs the same
function as the shift clutch ratchet.)

Cy. CI. Collar

The cycle clutch sleeve has two steps on its exterior surface
180 0 apart. As the cycle clutch is driving the cycle shaft,
one of the steps on the clutch sleeve contacts a vertical latch
that is placed in the path of the sleeve (Fiq. 56). This latch,
called the cycle clutch latch, stops the rotation of the clutch
sleeve thereby stopping the right end of the cycle clutch spring.
(The sleeve and latch operate the same as the shift clutch ratchet
and shift release arm.) The left end of the cycle clutch spring
rotates farther after the right end is stopped because of the momentumbuiltupinthecycle shaft, filter shaft, and print shaft.
This additional rotation given to the left end of the cycle clutch
spring is in the unwinding direction and causes the spring to
expand about the hub on the cycle clutch pulley. This unwinding breaks the driving connection between the hub and
the spring.

Cy. CI. Sleeve

Cycle Clutch Sleeve

FIGURE 57.

Cycle Clutch latch Brkt.

Cycle Clutch Stop

The shock of stopping the overthrow of the cycle shaft, fi Iter
shaft, and print shaft, is transmitted from the cycle shaft through
the collar, the overthrow stop, the sleeve, and to the cycle
clutch latch. This is why the cycle clutch latch is designed to
absorb shock (vulcanized rubber mounting.)

Cycle Shaft

Cycle Clutch
Check Pawl

Cycle Clutch latch

FIGURE 56.

Cycle Clutch Latch - Side View

Since the shaft tends to travel beyond its rest position due to
momentum, an overthrow stop is required. Two lugs on the side
of the nylon cycle clutch restoring cam project into notches
in the left side of the cycle clutch sleeve and operate as an
overthrow stop (Fig. 57). When the sleeve is stopped by its
latch, the cycle shaft continues to rotate under momentum
(expanding the cycle cl utch spring) unti I the nylon stop contacts the lugs on the sleeve stopping the overthrow of the shaft.

FIGURE 58.

Cycle Clutch Check Pawl

The same effect is true in the shi ft mechanism. The shock of
stoppi ng the momentum of the shift cam is transm i tted from the
shift cam through the overthrow stop, the lug on the ratchet,
and to the shift release arm. The release arm is shaped like a
horseshoe so that it can absorb this shock.

The shock of stopping the overthrow of the cycle shaft tends
to bounce the cycle shaft backwards. To prevent this from
occurring, a check pawl drops into a notch in a check ratchet
located on the left end of the cycle shaft (Fig. 58). The powl
drops in when the clutch is disengaged. (It performs the same
function as the shift detent roller.)

The cyc Ie clutch is allowed to engage by pivoting the cycle
clutch latch forward out of the path of the step on the clutch
sleeve. The clutch spring then quickly decreases in diameter
because of its own spring tension. The rotating clutch pulley
hub tightens the spring and drives the cycle shaft. The entire
clutch assembly rotates through 180 0 • The second step of the
clutch sleeve then contacts the cycle clutch latch which has
been moved back to the rear into its path. This causes the
cycle clutch to be disengaged again as previously described.

Both the overthrow stop and the check pawl assure that the
cycle shaft will return exactly to its rest position at the completion of each cycle operation. (The cycle shaft is in its rest
position when the positive selector cams are on their low dwells
and the working face of a notch on the check ratchet is against
the working face of the check pawl.)
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Since the tilt detent assumes the responsibility of refining the
position of the ti It ring to the proper place, the requirement
of the ti It mechanism is only to coarse al ign the ti It ring (to
each ti It position when se lected)sothat the ti It detent can
enterand bottom in the correct notch without utilizing all the
tilt ring play. This means that the largest coarse alignment
variation between any two of the four ti It positions must not
exceed the tilt ring play, or a detenting failure will result.
To insure that detenting fai lure wi II not occur after a certain
amount of wear comes into the tilt mechanism, the amount of
coarse al ignment variation must be within a specific tolerance.
The ti It mechanism should be ad justed so that the "band width"
of the ti It mechanism wi II be within this tolerance. Band
width in the ti It mechanism is defined as the maximum amount
of coarse alignment variation measured between any two of the
four ti It positions (Fig. 60). Ofthe factors mentioned that affect
the tilt ring position, only the accuracy of adjustments can be
controlled by the Customer Engineer. The more accurate the
adjustments, the less variation there will be in the tilt ring
position for the di fferent characters and the more narrow the
bondwidthwill be. Itisnot necessary to achieve a band width
any smaller than the given set up tolerance.

ALIGNMENT
AI ignment is the process of positionino the type head both horizontallyandverticallytoanexact printing point. This process
cannot be accompl ished by simply rotating and ti Iting the typehead because each rotate and tilt position is affected differently
by ad justment tolerances, inertia, momentum, elasticity of the
system, changing spring loads, and many other factors. All
these factors cause the alignment of the typehead to vary in a
haphazard way. Any variation in al ignment of the typehead
directly affects the print quality of the machine. Alignment
variation is undesirable and must be el iminated.
The same method is used to eliminate alignment variations in
both the tilt and rotate mechanisms. Since the tilt mechanism
operates basically the same as the rotate mechanism and is
simpler in structure, most of the al ignment concepts wi II be
discussed in the tilt mechanism . A good understanding of these
concepts is required in order to properly diagnose on alignment
problem.
Tilt Alignment
To insure that any character in one of the four bands of characterson the typehead is properly aligned vertically when the
type head prints, the ti It ring must be ti Ited to an exact position
and locked. As previously mentioned, the tilt ring cannot be
accurately positioned by its mechanism alone because of uncontrollable factors. To overcome this condition the tilt mechanism can refine and lock the tilt ring in the exact position
desired, after the tiltmechanism coarsely positions the tilt ring.
This is accomplished by placing a specific amount of play
in the ti It ring and using a detenting mechanism to refine and
lock the tilt ring into position. This built in play is located in
thetiltpulleylinkonthe gearless tilt and is commonly referred
to as "tilt ring play". On the old style tilt mechanism, the
tilt ring play is felt as backlash in the tilt ring sector gears.
Ifthe ti It mechanism tends to supply too much or too Iittle motion
to the tilt ring for a given ti It selection, the detenti ng mechanism
wi II correct this error by uti liz ing the ti It ring play. The left
sideofthetiltring contains four V-shaped notches that correspond to the four ti It positions. A small arm called the ti It detent
mounts in a slot on the left side of the yoke and operates in the
notches on the ti It ring. When the ti It ring is operated to approximately the correct tilt position, the tilt detent is allowed
to enter one of the notches in the ti It ri ng (Fi g. 59). A heavy
extension spri ng causes the detent to seat in the V -shaped notch;
thus camming' the ti It ring into, and locking it in an exact· print
position. It isthe built in "tilt ring play" that ~nables the tilt
detent to cam the ti It ring into the proper ti It position.
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FIGURE 59.

FIGURE 60.

Tilt Ring Detenting
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3- Tilt

Band Width

Coarse alignment for each tilt position can be observed in the
following manner:
a.

0- Tilt
Half-cycle the machine under power by placing
the Hooverometer handle in position to block the
cycle clutch sleeve before striking a keylever
(Fig. 61).

Ho(werometer Handle
Vertical And Against
Latch Pivot Pin

n

FIGURE 63.

3- Tilt

Course Alignment Check

Note that there is a progressive loss of motion to the tilt ring
from a tilt zero to a tilt three. This indicates that the tilt arm
(Fig. 64) is receiving equal increments of motion from the tilt
differential SYSTem, but is not multiplying the motion enough
to satisfy the tilt ring.

When Half Cycling Machine
Make Certain Cam Shaft
Is Detented

FIGURE 61.

2- Tilt

1- Ti It

Half Cycling OPeration

After half-cycl ing, turn the machine off and make
certain that the cycle shaft is resting in a half
cycled position by observing the position of the
check pawl in the cycle shaft check ratchet. The
check pawl should be detented in the half cycle
notch on the check ratchet (Fig. 62).
Cycle Shaft

"

FIGURE 64.

Tilt Differential

/" By moving the tilt link down in the elongoted slot on the tilt

FIGURE

62~

arm, more motion will be produced to the tilt ring for the same i
increments of motion produced by the ti It di fferential system./

Half Cycle Operation

Half-cycling is done under power so as to include
all the stresses on the system.
b.

Manually withdraw the detent and remove the tilt
ring play in the negative direction by depressing
Iightly on the rear of the ti It ring.

c.

Allow the detent to re-enter th~ ti It ring notch
while observing the point where the detent first
contacts the side of the V-shaped notch.
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A Ii gn~ent ca~ 'be~;~~~'~;~'d into two stages: II coarse a Ii gnment II
and IIfine alignment ll • Coar~e al.ignment is the introduction of
the detent into the wide portion of the detent notch. Fine
alignmentoccursafterthedetentmoves up into and seats inthe
notch. Once the tilt detent has fully seated in the tilt ring
notch, any vertical misalignment problems cannot be attributed
to coarse al ignment ad justments. The problem Iies in the carrier
and rocker area and usually is caused by one of the following:
too much upper ball socket play; side play in the tilt detent;
vertical play in the rear carrier shoe; tilt ring side pl.ay; loose
typehead latch; improper detent timing, or worn rocker shaft
bearings. Any of these conditions can cause poor vertical
alignment.

Performing this check for each tilt position provides a method
of visually measuring how much coarse al ignment variation there
is in the system, and also which adjustment (or adjustments) is
causing the variation. Each adjustment in the system affects
coarse al ignment in a di fferent manner and shows up ina defin ite
pattern. By observing the pattern, a malad justment in the system can easily be diagnosed.
Example: Figure 63 illustrates a coarse alignment check of
the four ti It positions.
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Rotate Alignment

Movement of the detent actuati ng lever is controlled by the
detent cam through the detent cam follower (Fig. 65). The cam
follower is pivoted on a bracket below and to the rear of the
print sleeve and extends up alongside the detent cam in position to operate the detent actuati ng lever. The camm i ng surface of the detent cam is on the left side so that operation of
the cam follower is toward the left against the detent actuating
lever.

Since the rotate mechanism must position the typehead to eleven
positions, it is a great deal more complex than the ti It mechanism.
The al i gnment concepts brought out under the ti It mechanism a Iso
apply to the rotate mechanism irregardless of its complexity.
Like the tilt ring, the typehead isalsodetented after it has been
coarse aligned to approximately the correct position (which is
within the allowable band width). Built in play of the typehead
allowstherotatedetenttorefinethe selected typehead position
after the head has been coarse al igned. This play comes from
backlash between the slots in the ball joint and the pins in the
upperand lower ball sockets. The rotate detent mounts on the
tilt ring and operates in V-shaped notches cut into the skirt·
of the typehead (Fig. 59). It is spring loaded at the rear into
engagement with the type head .

The rotate detent does not pivot into engagement as the tilt
detent does. It contains an elongated hole at the front which
allows both the front and the rear of the detent to move up and
down(Fig.66). Asmall flat linkatthetopstabilizesthe detent.
If the rotate detent were pivoted at the front, the amount of
travel and timing of the detent would vary with the tilt selection. With the sl iding arrangement, the rotate detent action
is approximately the same for all tilt selections.

Asinthetiltmechanism, once the rotate detent has fully seated
in the typehead notch any horizontal misalignment problems
cannot be attributed to coarse alignment adjustments. The problem lies in the carrier and rocker area and usually is caused by
one ofthe following: side play in the rotate detent; improper
detent timing; excessive side play of the rocker; binds in the
rear carrier shoe; or anything that will restrict the carrier from
escaping properly.

Active Position

Detent Link

~ ..

Detenting

Rest Position

The type head cannot be ti Ited nor rotated with the detents
engaged. They must be he Id out of engagement unti I the type
head has been completely positioned. They must also be removed
from engagement before the type head can be restored to rest
position. The rotate detent operates against the ti It detent.
As long as the ti It detent is not allowed to rise, the rotate detent
cannot enter the notches of the type head. The ti It detent is
controlled by a small lever called the detent actuating lever
located under the left side of the yoke (Fig. 65). The lever
pivots at the rear and extends forward along the right side of
a lower extension of the ti It detent. When the detent actuating lever is operated to the left, the ti It detent moves down
pushing the rotate detent down with it. When the actuating
lever moves to the right, both detents are allowed to rise.

FIGURE 66.

While the type head is being positioned, the cam follower is
against the high part of the detent cam. This causes the detent
actuating lever to be held to the left to prevent the detents
from engaging their notches. During the positioning of the
type head, the detent cam is rotating, but it maintains the
same high point for the cam follower. As soon as the rotate
and tilt operations have been completed, the cam follower is
allowed to move to the right into a recess in the detent cam.
This allows the detent actuating lever to move to the right to
permit operation of the tilt and rotate detents,. As the type
head is being moved toward the platen the detent cam continues
to turn, but it maintains the same low point for the follower.

Detent Actuating

FIGURE 65.

Rotate Detent

As soon as the character has printed, locking the type head in
position is no longer necessary; therefore the detents can be
disengaged to allow the type head to restore to the rest position.
As the rocker is restoring to the rest position, the detent cam
moves the cam follower back to the left onto the high part of
the cam. This action causes the detent actuating lever to disengage the detents from their notches. Timing of the detenting
is such that both detents begin to engage their notches just as
the type head completes its positioning and are disengaged just
as the type head starts to rotate and/or ti It back to the rest
position.

Detent Mechanism
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Wear Compensator
A wear compensator is a device that senses a position and makes
a correction whenever it detects any change from this position.
The rotate arm assembly is constructed so as to compensate for
wear in the differential system and related components. Because of this aspect of its operation, the rotate arm assembly
is referred to as the wear compensator.

Rotate Arm

Nylon Roller

Befnrp. going into the detai Is of the operation of the wear compensator, it is necessary to understand the alignment problem
created by wear in the rotate system.
The rotate pulley spring beneath the type head and the compensating arm spring apply a constant pressure on the rotate
system in the negative direction. Whenever wear occurs at any
of the pivot points, bearings, stop pads, or linkage connections that oppose the combined tension of the rotate pulley
spring and the compensating arm spring, the play (caused by
wear) wi II be removed by these springs in a negative direction.

V-Shaped
Wedging Slot

Removing the play (which is due to normal wear) allows the
rotate pulley spring to turn the type head (Fig. 67) slightly
in the negative direction. This is commonly referred to as
head "drift".

-1 i-

Compensating
Arm

Drift

/ I: '\

Positive.- '- j: )--Neg.
~~------------------------~----~~

I

FIGURE 68. Basic Components Of The
Wear Compensator
liThe Basic Compensator Action of the Wear Compensator"

Drift -...:.

Figure 69-A shows the wear compensator in a zero rotate position. Note the following in Figure 69-A:

FIGURE 67. Rotate System Drift

a.

The compensating arm spring is applying tension
on the upper extension of the compensating arm
in a negative direction.

b.

The rotate tape is applying tension (by means of
the rotate pulley spring) to the top of the rotate
arm in a negative direction also.

c.

The rotate I ink attached to the lower extension of
the compensating arm is opposing the compensating arm spring tension. The rotate I ink is also
opposing the rotate tape tension through the compensating arm and the nylon roller.

d.

The nylon roller is positioned near the top of the
V -shaped wedging slot.

As wear increases, head dri ft becomes excessive and failure of
course or fine detenting occurs. Detenting fai lure necessitates
a readjustment (re-homing) of the type head.
The wear compensator cannot prevent wear but it does prevent
head drift which is due to wear in the system. The wear compensator is composed of three basic parts: the rotate arm, the
compensating arm, and a nylon roller between them (Fig. 68).
Other components are present that are indirectly involved in
the wear compensator action. At this time, consider only the
three parts mentioned.
The rotate arm (Fig. 68) pivots on a large pivot pin in a
bracket mounted to the left side of the power frame. The lefthand rotate pulley operates at the top of the rotate arm. The
compensating arm pivots at the same point as the rotate arm and
extends in two directions from the pivot. The rotate I ink is
fastened to the lower extension of the compensating arm. The
upperextensionofthe compensating arm fits between the sideframes of the rotate arm. The nylon roller operates in a long
vertical slot in the rotate arm. This slot and the upper extensionofthecompensatingarmareataslight angle to each other,
thus forming a V-shaped wedging slot. The roller is retained
in position in the wedging slot by the rotate tape tension.
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Rotate Tape
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Drift

I

Rotate Tape

FIGURE 69A.

Zero Rotate Position

Fi gure 69-B shows the wear compensator in the negati ve 5 position. Note that the eccentric stud mounted on the top of the
rotate arm is just barely touching the machine sideframe when
the wear compensator is in the negative 5 position.
Drift (Wear)

Figure 69-<:' shows the wear compensator in the zero rotate
position with wear introduced into the rotate di fferential system.

FIGURE 69C.

Note that the wear compensator has dri fted away from the zero
rotate position in a negative direction. The wear that was
introduced into the rotate system was felt as play in the system.
The rotate tape tension and the compensating arm spring removed
the play in a negative direction which allowed the wear compensator to "drift" in a negative direction.

Side Frame

This places the rotate arm less than five units away from the
sideframe when the rotate differential system is in the zero position. The rotate differential system is not aware of this and
wants to supply five units of motion to the compensating arm
when a negative 5 character is selected. The rotate arm cannot
trave I a full five units because this would carry it beyond the
sideframe. The sideframe limits the motion of the rotate arm
at exactly the rotate negative five position. Since there is
nothing to stop the motion of the compensating arm, it continues
to travel the full five units ofmotion suppl ied to it by the rotate
differential system. The V-shaped wedging slot opens up and
the nylon rollerdrops lower in the slot (Fig. 69-0). When the
wear compensator returns to the zero rotate position, the dri ft
has been eliminated and wear has been compensated for.
Basically, this is how the wear compensator works. In order
for the wear compensator to operate efficiently, we must overcome the effects of a changing spring load on the rotate differential system as the eccentric stud on the rotate arm contacts
the side frame .

Rotate Arm

Compensating Arm

FIGURE 69B.

Zero Totate Position With Drift

Negative 5 Position
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rotate position, the rotate pulley spring tension is squeezing
the rubber roller between the rotate arm and the compensating
arm. Pretend that the amount the rubber roller is squeezed is
the flexing of the differential system. Now, half cycle the
machine to a negative 5 position. The eccentric stud just
touches the sideframe and the rubber roller remains compressed.
Atthistime, let'sassumethata large amount of wear came into
the rotate differential system. (Wear shows up as play.) The
compensating arm springwould pull the top of the compensating
arm in a negative direction, removing ihe play TfUfTl Hit::: J;rferential system. The rotate arm, restricted by the sideframe,
could not follow the compensating arm and the pressure on the
rubber roller would be relieved allowing it to expand. The
play (caused by wear) in the system was just enough to allow
the rubber roller to expand without dropping. Now, if the
rotate I ink starts to pull the arm assembly back to a zero rotate
position, some of the rotate link motion is going to be used to
compress the rubber roller before the rotate arm leaves the sideframe. This means that the rotate arm will not receive sufficient motion to return to the zero rotate position. Wear has
caused the rotate arm to drift in a negative direction.

~S
/

Rotate Arm

Compensating Arm

Conclusion:

FIGURE 69D.

Negative 5 Position With Drift
( Nylon Roller Drops)

In the zero rotate position, there are many parts in the rotate
differential system that are resisting the combined spring tension
of the rotate pulley spring and the compensating arm spring.
All the parts that are opposing this spring tension are being
stressed (flexed) slightly. t>lthough steel parts appear to be
extremely strong and rigid, they do have a measurable amount
of elasticity when placed under a stress. Should the stress
(spring tension) be reduced, the steel parts wi II tend to return
to their original shape and position.

a.

Flexing in the system is inherent.

b.

Any lost motion from the rotate di fferential to the
rotate arm wi II cause IIdri ftll .

c.

The pressure on the roller must be relaxed before
compensation takes place.
IIWear Compensator Ratio Change II

In the wear compensator, there is a constant leverage ratio
between the amount of motion supplied to the bottom of the
compensating arm (by the rotate I ink) and that amount of motion
produced at the top of the rotate arm. (The movement of the
rotate arm directly depends upon the movement of the upper
extension of the compensati ng arm through the nylon roller.)

During a negative 5 selection, the eccentric stud on the rotate
arm contacts the machine sideframe. The sideframe now starts
to oppose the rotate pulley spring tension; and the spring load
on the rotate differential starts to reduce to that of the compensating arm spring. When the spring load on the rotate differential starts to reduce (due to the rotate arm contacting the
sideframe), the flexing of the rotate differential begins to reduce also. Even though a portion of the rotate pulley spring
tension isbeingopposedbythe sideframe, the rest of the rotate
pulleyspringtension is still applying tension to the rotate differential through the nylon roller. This keeps the system in a
flexed condition maintaining pressure against the nylon roller.
Under these conditions, a small amount of wear in the rotate
differentialwouldnotallowtherollerto drop. The wear would
only be absorbed in reduci-ng the flexing of the rotate differential at the negative 5 rotate position. The wear compensator
would not compensate for wear and IIdriftll would be apparent
in all rotate positions except negative 5 (sideframe would prevent drift at the negative 5 rotate position).

Ifthepivotpointofthecompensating arm is changed to a lower
position (closer to the rotate link) the leverage ratio of the
compensating arm wi II increase. This wi II cause a greater
amount of motion to be produced to the top of the compensating
arm fora given amount of motion supplied to the bottom of the
arm. When thisoccurs, it is correct to say that the compensating arm has undergone a IIratio change ll . The ratio change is
required inordertorelax the pressure on the nylon roller while
maintaining the correct output to the rotate arm at a negative 5
position.
The ratio change begins approximately at the negative 4 position and occurs as the arm sweeps through to a negative 5 position. It provides the upper extension of the compensating arm
with sufficient motion to relax the pressure on the nylon roller
(without allowing it to drop so that it is ready to drop as soon
astheslightestamountofwear is felt in the differential system.
With the pressure relaxed on the roller, any wear coming into
the differential system allows the compensating arm spring to
pull the topofthe compensating arm further in a negative direction opening up the V-shaped wedging slot. This causes the
roller to move down in the slot compensating for the wear.

Tosummar.izethe above, let's simplify the situation by making
an assumption. Suppose that all the flexing in the rotate differential could be placed at one point. Let's assume that the
nylon roller is made out of soft rubber that can be compressed
easi Iy. With the wear compensator arm assembl y in the zero
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In order to relax all of the pressure on the nylon roller when
the rotate arm contacts the machine side frame , the side frame
must oppose all of tlie rotate spring tension (plus the compensator assist spring which will be covered later). This causes
the spring load on the differential system to reduce to just that
of the compensati ng arm spri ng thereby causing the system, from
the nylon roller on down" to partially relax. This partial relaxing of the differential system creates a slight amount of
motion to the rotate link in the oppos"ite direction that the
link is moving, thus resulting in a reduction of output of the
rotate I ink to the bottom of the compensating arm between a
negative 4and negative 5 rotate position. The ratio change of
the compensating arm overcomes this effect by producing more
motion to the top of the arm for a reduced amount of motion from
the rotate link, thustherotatearm reaches the negative 5 position and the pressure on the nylon roller is relaxed.

FIGURE 71.

The rotate eccentric arm is spring loaded against the rotate arm
by means of the rotate eccentric arm spring (Fig. 72). The
rotate arm is spring loaded against the compensating arm by
means ofthe rotate pulley spring. Therefore, the rotate eccentricarm, rotate arm, and compensating arm act as one solidarm
rotating about the pivot pin from a positive 5 to the negative 4 rotate position. During a negative 5 selection, the lower
extension of the rotate eccentric arm (Fig. 73) contacts the
stop lug on the wear compensator bracket (at the negative 4
position). The rotate eccentric arm is stopped and the compensating arm ratio change begins. The rotate arm continues to
follow the compensating arm because the rotate pulley spring
is stronger than the rotate eccentric arm spring. The rotate
arm is stopped by the machine sideframe when it reaches the
negative 5 position. The additional motion given to the compensating arm (due to the ratio change) is used up in partially
relaxing the rotate differential system. Thus, wear can be
compensated for.

Compensating -Arm

FIGURE 70.

Mounting Of Rotate Eccentric Arm

Compensating Arm Pivot Hole

The compensating arm contains a large pivot hole (Fig. 70).
Fitted inside the large pivot hole is an eccentric shoulder which
is partofthe rotate eccentric arm (Fig. 71). The compensating
armand the rotate eccentric arm act as one solid piece as they
rotate about the pivot pin for all positive and negative rotate
positions up to approximately the negative 4 position. If a
negative five character is selected, the rotate eccentric arm
will be restricted from rotating {about the pivot pin) beyond the
negative 4 position and the compensating arm will then begin
to rotate about the eccentric shoulder on the rotate eccentric
arm.

Wear Com
BracKet
Stop Lug

(Lower Extension Of
Rotate Eccentric Arm)

Since the center of the eccentric shoulder is lower than the
pivot pin (closer to the rotate link) and the compensating arm
pivot point is shifted (between negative 4 and negative 5) from
the pivot pin to the eccentric shoulder, it is correct to say
that the comf-'ensating arm has undergone a ratio change.

FIGURE 72.
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Zero Rotate Position

Rotate Eccentric
Arm Spring

Compensator Assist
Spring

FIGURE 73. Negative 5 Position
The wear compensator compensates for dri ft due to the wear in
the system from the rotate arm down through the I inkage to the
negative 5 cam and the cycle shaft bearing. Although wear
occurs throughout this whole area, the major portion of wear
comes from the di fferential system and related linkages. Compensating for wear in these areas is the major requirement of
the wear compensator. Wearinthetape system constitutes only
a small portion of the total wear in the system.

FIGURE 74.

Wear Compensator

pulley, type head, etcetera. This overthrow allows the Vshaped wedging slot to open up resulting in unwanted roller
droppage.

Because there is some drift due to the wear in the tape system,
the type head is initially set ("homed") to favor the positive
direction, relative to the rotate detent. As wear comes into
the tape system, the type head will drift slightly in the negative direction. The type head notch wi II then tend to become
centered relative to the rotate detent.

The compensator damper spring (Figure 74) is a leaf spring designed to absorb the shock of stopping the rotate arm at the
negative 5 position. This prevents unnecessary stress on the
components and el iminates vibrations in the tape system that
would otherwise result. It also prevents the rotate arm from
rebounding off the side frame. Rebounding would cause the
V-shaped wedging slot to open, resulting in slight roller droppage.

Afterthe initial break-in period, the rate of wear levels off in
both the differential system and the tape system. Although wear
sti II occurs, it progresses at a very slow rate.
The wear compensator cannot compensate for wear in the positive latches, the latch bai I, and the positive cams because these
components are not in use during a 'compensating operation
(negative 5). Wear at these points constitute a portion of the
band width and must be considered when achieving an allowable
band width.

Detent Timing
The timing of the print shaft with respect to the cycle shaft
controls the timing of the detents. Detent timing must be set
accurately in order to prevent damage from occuring in the tape
system or the typehead
If the rotate detent is allowed to engage the typehead too soon, it may enter the wrong detent
notch If this occurred during a negative rotation of the typehead, the rotate tape would tend to slacken and jump off its
pulleys. This could lead to tape breakage or roller droppage
inthewearcompensator. If the detent is allowed to engage the
typehead too soon during a positive rotation, tape or typehead
breakage may result due to the continued pull on the tape.
Also, retarding the detent timing may lead to breakage or roller
droppage because the detent would remain in the typehead
notch when the head is trying to restore. Detent timing can
0

Figure 74pointsouttwoothersprings which have a direct bearing on the wear compensator operation.

0

An extension spring called the compensator assist spring is connected between the rotate arm and the carriage side frame. The
purpose of this spring is to keep the rotate arm in contact with,
and applying pressure against, the nylon roller throughout a
positive ~peration. Without the assist spring, the rotate arm
tends to overthrow beyond the positive position selected because
of a momentum built up in the rotate arm, tape system, rotate
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also affect print alignment. It is possible for the detents to
begin to withdraw before the typehead prints. For this reason
the detent timi ng shou Id be adjusted as late as possibl e without
restricting the typehead from restoring.

.010 11 To .020 11 Of The Head
Play Uti I ized For Detent

.--!-+-.... Timing Purposes

Head PlaY-4-Removed In
The Negative
Direction

Severa I factors affect detent timing. Some of the most important
are: the adjustments of the rotate and tilt systems, typehead
homing, detent actuating leverand cam adjustments, and timing
of the print shaft relative to the cycle shaft. If any of these
are changed, the machine MUST ALWAYS be cycled by hand
to check the detenting action before it is operated under power.
It should be noted that the detents are spring loaded into engagement, but they are driven out of engagement by the cam.
This is to prevent parts breakage should the type head not be
properly positioned when the detents try to engage.

_____Head Play
Removed In
The Positive
Direction

Wear Potential
I

I

Wear potential in the tilt and rotate mechanism is defined as:
the ability of the tiltandrotate mechanisms to properly coarse·
align the typeheadaftera measurable amount of uncompensated
wear is felt in either mechanism. Although wear potentia I is
designed into both mechanisms it will only be discussed in the
rotate mechan ism.

I

I
I
I

I
I

--1

FIGURE 76.

A portion of the typehead play provides the rotate system with
asubstantialamountofwearpotential. In order to explain how
this isaccomplished, it is necessary to understand the relationship between typehead play, typehead homing and band width.

t'4--" Head Play"

I

Typehead Homing

The typing el ement is "homed" to the rotate selection that wi II
coarsealign the most positive (with respect to the rotate detent)
when the head play is removed in the negative direction. It
is "homed " so, that this rotate selection will detent .010" to
.020" on the negative side of the detent notch when the head
play is removed in the negative direction (Fig. 76).

Figure 75 illustrates the typehead play by showing a single
detent notch (of the typehead) in the two positions as allowed
by the built in play.

The purpose of this adjustment is to slightly retard the restoring of the typehead whenever it restores in the positive direction
so that the rotate detent can begin to withdraw before the typehead starts to restore. If the withdrawa I of the detent did not
lead the restoring of the typehead, the detent would restrict
the head from restoring causing breakage in the system. This
homing adjustment uses up approximately 1/4 of the typehead
play.

Head Play
Removed In
The Negative
Direction

I

I

I

I

~

~ Band Width

Rotate Selection
That Detents The
Least Negative
With Respect To
The Detent

Head Play
Removed In
The Negative
Direction

_ _ Head Play
Removed In
The Positive
Direction
I
I

f...--

II

Head Playll

(.048 11 To .067 11 )

FIGURE 75.

Rotate Selection
That Detents The
Most Negative
With Respect
To The Deteflt

Head Play ~
Removed In
The Negative
Direction

I

Typehead Play

The typehead play, which is approximately .060" measured at
the typehead skirt, can be separated into three sections or segments each having their own function. The first segment of
head play is spent for detent timing purposes by the typehead
homing adjustment (Fig. 76).

FIGURE 77.
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Band Width

The second segment of head play is spent on "band width". With
head play removed in the negative direction, Fig. 77 i Ilustrates band width by showing the amount of variation (in coarse
alignment) between the rotate selection that detents the least
negative and the rotate selection that detents the most negative
with respect to the rotate detent.
~
j.4- Band Width
"

When wear occurs in the system the typehead drifts in the negative direction with respect to the detent. This also causes the
head ploy and bond width to drift in the negative direction
with respect to the detent. As long as this drift does not exceed
the wear potential portion of the head play the detent will
continue to fine align the typehead. Once it has exceeded
the wear potential, the rotate selection that coarse aligns the
most negative with respect to the detent will fail to seat in the
detent notch. The detent wi II then fai I to seat causing that

II

Head Play
Removed In
The Negative
Direction

PRINT MECHANISM - OLD STYLE
The purpose of the print mechanism is to actuate the type head
against the platen and restore it to the rest position. The print
me chan ism consists ofthe print shaft, print sleeve, print cam
and follower, velocity control plate, and rocker assembly. The
anvil and striker operate to Iimit the amount of character embossing. A copy control mechanism allows the operator to select
the front to rear position of the platen to correspond to the
thickness of the typing material ..

Head Ploy
Removed In
The Positive
Direction

I
I

r---- I'Head

~

FIGURE 78.

Print Shaft and Print Sleeve
The print shaft extends between the side frames just to the rear
of the keylever fulcrum rod. It is supported at each end by a
self-oligningporous bronze bearing. A small gear outside the
left side frame connects the" shaft , through idler gears, to the
cycle shaft gear. The ratio between the two gears is 2: 1. This
means that etJch time the cycle shaft completes a cycle operatio;(180o rotation), the print shaft is rotated 360° (one complete revo~utiE>n) .

Play"

Band Width

Fig. 78 iUustrotes band width in retation to head play. The
allowable band width of the rotate system may utilize as much
as 1/2 of the typehead play. Note that almost 3/4 of thehead
play is spent for typehead homing and band width (Fig. 76 and
78). The remaining head play that is left is used for wear potent ia I (Fig. 79).

,-1

I

The-print sleeve ofthe carrier assembly rides on the print shaft.
A keyway throughout the length of the print shaft provides a
rotary connection between fhe sleeve and the shaft yet permits
lateral movement of the carrier. A key fits through a hole in
the print sleeve and into the keyway of the print shaft (Fig. 80).
Wheneverthe print shaft is rotated, the print sleeve is rotated
by the key connection.

j..- Wear Potential
I
I

The print sleeve contains four cams (Fig. 80). The two middle
cams are the ri bbon feed cam and the detent com for the type
head alignment. Both of these camS are keyed to the print
sleeve by the some key that extends into the print shaft. Each
cam Is secured to the sleeve by set screws.

Head Play
Removed In
The Negative
Direction

Print

steeve

Print Key

Head Ploy
Removed In
Drift (Due
To Wear)
Occurs In
This Direction

Detent Cam

I
I

I

I

I

-------l

I

FIGURE 79.

Ribbon Feed Cam

Print Cam

I

~ IIHead Playll

Wear Potential

FIGURE 80.
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Print Sleeve And Cams

The larger camming surface on the leftof the print cam is called
the restoring com (Fig. 82). Its purpose is to power the rocker
back to the rest position after the type head prints thereby prevel"lting any rebounding from occurring. This is accomplished
by the restoring roller on the upper arm of the com follower.

The com at the left is the ribbon lift com. It is set-screwed to
the print sleeve causingthe com to rotate with the sleeve. The
set screw mounting also prevents the print sleeve from shifting
toward the left.
The com at the right is a double com called the print cam. Its
function is to power the type head toward the platen and restore it to rest. Two camming surfaces are necessary for this
operation. The smaller surface to the ri91't is called the print
cam and moves the type head to the platen. The larger cam
surface called the restoring cam restores the type head and
prevents it from rebounding. The print cam is also keyed to
the print sleeve to provide rotation with the sleeve. The print
cam is held in position by two set screws to prevent the print
sleeve from moving to the right and to provide a sol id driving
connection between the sleeve and the cam.
Print Cam and Follower

FIGURE 82.

The rocker assembly is powered by the print cam on the print
sleeve. A yoke-shaped part called the print cam follower pivots
on a stud inside the right side of the carrier (Fig. 81). The
two arms of the follower are operated by the print cam. The
rear of the print com follower contains a forked slot. The
velocity control plate whi.ch is fastened to the right side of
the rocker has a stud that projects into and operates in this
forked slot (Fi g. 82). When the print com rotates, it forces
the front ofthe follower down causing the rear of follower (slot)
to move up creating a rising action to the front of the rocker
by means of the stud on the velocity control plate. This !:I~njJ
action powers the typing element to the platen resulH~g fn a
print operation.

The camming surface of t~e print cam is designed so that the
type head is powered to within a few thousands of an inch of
the platen. To prevent any choking action, the momentum of
the rocker carries the type head the remaining distance. The
contour of the rebound com is such that it allows "free ffightl/
of the rocker and type head I when the type head is near the
platen. Because the type head is powered nearly all the way
to the platen, 01 J the characters are forced to emboss the paper
sligbtly, even those with a large surface area.
Anvi I and Striker
Because the type head is powered nearly all the way to the
platen, it is necessary to restrict the amount of free travel of
the type head so that the amount of embossing for aft characters
will be the same. A heavy arm called the anvil striker attached to the bottom of the rocker acts as a stop for the rocker
(Fig. 83). Just under the front of the carrier and extending

When the machine is at rest the high point of the print cam is
facing toward the front of the machine. This makes the print
operation occur late in the cycle which allows sufficient time
for the selection and differential mechanisms to position the
typing element before the print operation begins.

Print Com

FIGURE 81.

Print Cam Action

Print Com
Follower

FIGURE 83. Anvil And Striker

Print Mechanism
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between the side frames is the anvil. It is an angle-shaped
bar with the I ip extending to the rear. As the type head embosses the paper to the correct depth, the striker hits the bottom of the anvi I and prevents further travel of the rocker and
type head. This means that the impression for each character
wi II be consi stent wi th I itt Ie variation between characters.

Copy Control Lever

Pa per Ba i I Lever

~.
Platen Ecc.1 \
Reta i n i ng
Plate
.

Whenever the carrier prints in the middle of the writing line
on long carriage machines, downward flexing of the print shaft
occurs resulting in u lu:,:, ul irrqJr~:):,;ull. Currier buffers (Fig.
84) located on each side (at the front) of the carrier casting
limit this flexing action by operating against the top surface
of the anvi I.

FIGURE 85.

Copy Control Mechanism

Copy Control
The purpose of the copy control mechanism is to position the
platen forward or back for different thicknesses of typing material. Positioning the platen maintains the correct relationship
between the anvil and the point of impact of the type head
with the paper.

Ca rr i er Bu Hers

The copy control is operated by means of the copy control lever
located at the left end of the carriage (Fig. 85). The lever is
attached to the copy control shaft that extends out through the
sides of the powerframe. An eccentric collar at each end of
the shaft operates between ad justing parts attached to the carriage ends. When the lever is moved to the rear, the shaft
rotates causing the eccentric collars to contact the platen
eccentric retaining plates and force the carriage ends to the
rear. The platen and entire paper feed mechanism move with
the carriage. When the copy control lever is pulled forward,
the eccentric collars contact the platen adjusting plates and
force the carriage forward into the normal position.

Anvil

~{
~~
I

FIGURE 84.

The copy control lever can be set in five di fferent positions.
A spring detent attached to the powerframe acts against a knob
on the copy control lever to hold it in place.

Carrier Buffers (long carriage)

Platen
PRINT MECHANISM - NEW STYLE
The purpose ofthe platen is to feed the paper vertically and to
provide a sol id backing for the paper during a typing operation.
The qualityoftype impression obtained is determined to a large
extent by the condition of the platen. Platen rubber may be
adversely affected by numerous factors such as light, heat,
chemicals, etc. An old or worn platen may be considerably
harderthananewpiatenandmayalso vary slightly in diameter.
This machine is equipped with a platen with a hardness density
comparable to the number 2 platen used with the standard IBM
Electric Typewriter.

The new style print mechanism contains an operator impression
controlleverwhichpermitstheoperatorto regulate the impressionforanyapplicationshemaytype. The operator may change
the over-all impression of the typehead by merely positioning
the impression control lever to one of five settings.
In addition, the new style print mechanism is equipped with an
automatic velocity selection mechanism. The purpose of this
mech~nism is to provide a Iighter impression for the periods,
commas, colon, semi-colon, quotation mark, apostrophe, hyphen, and underscore; regard less of where the impression control
Iever may be set.

The pic ~n is held in position on the machine by a latch pivoted
atthe fl0nt on each carriage plate (Fig. 85). The platen may
be remc'ed by pressing the rear of the latches down and lifting
the plaL.-.)ut. It may be installed by snapping it into position
without depressing the latches. The camming action of the
latches causes them to remove all vertical as well as horizontal
play from the platen.

Before going into any detail on the impression control mechanism it is necessary to first understand how the automatic velocity selection mechanism operates since both mechanisms are
directly related.
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Automatic Velocity Selection - ("Dual camll)

The roller is positioned (left or right) under either camming
surface of the print cam by the print cam follower roller yoke
which straddles the roller (Fig. 88). The yoke is mounted on
a pin that protrud~s from the tab cord anchor bracket assembly.
The yoke is also free to slide left or right on its mounting pin.

The printing operation of all the upper and lower case characters in positions 32, 36, 38, 39, and 42 produce a Iighter impression on the typed copy than all the other positions. The
reasonforthisistoimprovethegeneral appearance of the typed
copy by producing a more uniform impression between a II characters, large or sma II. Th is is accompl ished by using a print
cam that has two different camming surfaces (Fig. 86).

FIGURE 86. Print Cam (dual velocity)
The low and high points of both camming surfaces are identical.
The only difference is in the contour (profile) between their
low and high points. The contour of one camming surface providesthetype head with a lower impact velocity than the other.
Thus, a I ighter impression is produced when this camming surface
is used. The difference in type head velocities produced by the
two camming surfaces remains proportional regardless of the
impression control lever setting.
A selection mechanism positions the print cam follower roller
under the proper camming surface of the dual vel~city print cam
whenever a character is selected at the keyboard. The print
cam follower assembly (Fig. 87) is mounted on a pivot pin located in the right side of the carrier below and to the rear of
the print cam (just as it is in the old styl e print mechanism).
The print cam follower roller mounts on a pin on the print cam
follower and is free to slide left or right on this pin.

FIGURE 88. Print Cam Follower Roller Yoke
A lever, which controls the lateral position of the yoke and
roller, mounts on the tab cord anchor bracket by a shouldered
rivet. This lever is called the yoke actuating lever (Fig. 89).
Yoke Actuating Lever
Tab Cord Anchor
Bracket

High Velocity Lobe

Low Velocity Lobe

1- .... 1

Velocity Control
Cable

1:1

Rolle.

1,,\

Follower

'--~,

"-

'r~~1

I
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FIGURE 87.

Print Cam Follower Assembly
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The camming surface or lobe on the print cam that produces
the greatest impact velocity is called the high velocity lobe.
This is the right hand lobe on the print cam. The left hand
lobe (producing less impact velocity) is called the low velocity lobe (Fig. 87).
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FIGURE 89.
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Yoke Actuating Lever And Spring

The left end of the to-w-verncity vtlfie pivots in a mounting
bracketfastened to the top surface of the front keylever guide
comb support. The right end of the vane pivots in a hole in
the right hand keyboard sideframe. (The vane extends only
halfway across the keyboard.) The lateral position of the vane
is controlJed by a C-c/ip located on each side of the vane
mounting bracket.

Theyokeactuating lever isspring loaded at the rear in a clockwise direction {observed from the bottom of the machine} by
the yoke actuating lever spring. This spring tension positions
the roller directly beneath the high velocity lobe of the print
cam as shown in Fig. 89.
A sheathed cable called the velocity control cable fastens to
hooked portion of the yoke actuating lever (Fig. 89). Whenever a pull is produced on the velocity control cable, the yoke
actuating lever will loioie counteiclock-.... ise, (stretching 1~s
spring) shifting the print cam follower roller from the high velocity lobe to the low velocity lobe of the print cam as shown
in Fig. 90.

The low velocity vane bellcrank is fastened to the right end
ofthev(1!"!e olJtside the keyboard sideframe (Fig. 91). Rotation
of the vane and bellcrank, during a low velocity operation,
creates a pull on the link causing the low velocity latch to
rotate counterclockwise about its mounting stud. The rotation
of the latch swings it out of the operating path of an adjustable
stop on the low velocity cam follower. The cam follower and
the adjustable stop operates as one piece pivoting about a stud
0" the keyboard sidefrQme (Fig. 92). A heoVY$pril'\9 hooked to
the adjustable stop and anchored to the latch mounting stud,
spring loads the follower in a clockwise direction.
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When the pull on the velocity control cable is relaxed, the
yoke actuating lever spring shifts the roller back to the right,
positioning it under the high velocity lobe of the print cam
(Fig. 89).
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Low Velocity Operation
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Cable Clamp
Adjustable Stop

Whenever a low velocity character is selected, (at the keyboard) a pull on the velocity control cable is produced to shift
the roller to the low velocity lobe on the print cam. This pull
on the cable is initiated at the keyboard. When anyone of
the se~ector interposers that are in positions 32, 36, 38, 39,
or 42 are powered forward by the fi Iter shaft, a knob On the
forward end of that interposer contacts an upright lug on the
low velocity vane causing it to rotate forward (Fig. 91).

FIGURE 92. Machine At Rest
The velocity control cable is hooked to the lower extension of
the follower. The upper extension of the follower is spring
loaded against the low velocity cam which is a double-lobed
cam.!et screwed to the right end of the filter shaft directly to
the leftoftheshiftintertockcam.(Fig. £2). The radial position
of the cam is set so that the cam follower wi II be on the high
part of one of the cam lobes when the fiher shdft is at rest.
Whenever the follower is allowed to follow the contour of the
cam towards its low point, a pull will be produced on the velocity control cable by the heavy spring load on the follower.
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Low Velocity Selection
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FIGURE 93. Beginning Of A Low Velocity Operation
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The cam follower will begin to follow the contour of the cam
towards its low point whenever the low velocity latch is rotated
out of the path oftheadjustable stop as shown in Fig. 93. This
occurs each time a low impression character is selected at the
keyboard.

Print Cam

Figure 94 shows the low velocity cam follower riding down
toward the low dwell of the low velocity cam, thereby causing
a pull tobeproducedon the velocity control cable. Note that
the low velocity latch is attempting to restore back to its rest
position but cannot fully restore until the cam follower is powered back to its rest position. The latch restoring spring between
the latch and the adjustable stop provides the restoring action
not only for the latch but for the low velocity vane a-Iso.
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FIGURE 95. Print Cam Follower Stop Screw
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allows the velocity control cable to operate efficiently as a
motion transmitting device •
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The velocity control cable passes through a wire guide located
on the left side ofthe carrier as shown in Fig. 96. The guide
retains the cabieagainstthe underside of the carrier so that the
cablewill not hand down and rub on the dust shields (or catch
in the mechanism while the dust shields are removed.

Pull Being Produced

FIGURE 94. Low Velocity Operation
As the low velocity print operation is compJeting, the follower
restores back to the high part of one of the cam lobes on the
low velocity cam. This relaxes the pull on the velocity control
cable so that the yoke actuating lever spring (Fig. 89) will
shift the print cam follower roller back to the right under the
high velocity lobe of the print cam.
If a high velocity character is selected at the keyboard, the
low velocity latch will remain at rest in the operating path of
the stop on the cam follower. The cam follower is restricted
from foJlowing the contour of the cam towards its low point
therefore, no pull is felt on the velocity control cable. The
print cam follower roller remains to the right under the high
velocity lobe of the print cam and a high velocity print operation results.

FIGURE 96.

Cable Guide And Cable Deflector

To prevent the print cam from interfering with the print cam
follower roller as it shifts from one cam lobe to the other during
a velocity selection operation, the print cam follower and roller
is held disengaged from the print cam until the roHer has shifted.
This is accomplished byanadiustable stop screw located directly under the rear portion of the print cam follower (Fig. 95).
The stop screw, which is threaded through a triangular shaped
screws, disengages the print cam follower roHer from the print
cam as the cam approaches its rest position. The shifting of
the roller occurs at the beginning and at the end of a low velocity print cycle which is just when the print cam is leaving
or approaching its rest position.
The velocity control cable consist of a thin strand of wire (with
eyelets at each end) running through the center of a flexible
plastic-coated sheath. The wire slides freely within the sheath
transmitting motion form the low velocity cam follower to the
yoke actuating lever on the carrier. Both ends ofthe cable
sheath are clamped rigidly to their respective mechanisms by
cable clamps (Fig. 90 and 92). Clamping the ends of the sheath

FIGURE 97.
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Center Cable Clamp

When the impression control lever is pulled forward to a new
position, the pin on the lower extension moves toward the rear
in the forked slot of the follower thereby increasing the amount
of powered travel that the typing element will receiveo The
forked slot in the follower is designed so that most of the change
in powered travel wi II be felt as a change in the rest position
of the type head and not as a change in the amount of free fl ight
(determined by the limit of powered travel). Throughout the
entire range of the impression control lever the free flight of
the type head should change sl ightly (approximately .015).
This is necessary in order to maintain the correct timing relation
between type head detenting and type head printing as the
velocity of the type head is increased or decreased by the impression control lever. In other words, by increasing or decreasing the amount of free flight to compensate for a change
in type head velocity, the print time of the type head remains
constant in the machine cycle regardless of the impact velocity
of the typing element.

A cable deflector attached to the escapement bracket (Fig. 96)
prevents the velocity control cable from getting behind the
carrier.
Thecableisalsoclampedalongtherear edge of the dust shields
bya center cable clampon the powerframeand a guide lug on the
right hand dust shield (Fig. 97). The center cable clamp
maintains the cable in its correct lateral position so that the
carrier is free to travel the entire length of the carriage without
being rpstrictPrl hy thp c:ahlf>.

Impression Control Mechanism - ("Stick Shift")
The impression made by the typing element is determined by the
velocity of the typing element upon impact with the paper,
the impression control lever is none other than a type head
velocity control. By increasing or decreasing the velocity of
the typing element with the impression control lever, the impression for all characters can be changed equa Ily regardles!.
of the automatic velocity selection mechanism.

Note in Figure 98 that the anvi I striker, the restoring cam,
and the restoring roller has been el iminated. The rocker is
now spring loaded back to rest by a large extension spring (rocker
restoring spring). The dual velocity print cam el iminates the
need for the anvil and striker. The anvil is now used only as
a carrier support for long carriage machines (Fig. 99). The
carri er buffers have been e~ im inated and the bottom of the
ribbon feed bracket serves as a buffer.

The impression control lever may be positioned by the operator
to one of five different impression settings. The lever is held
in its selected position by detent notches cut into a detent plate
as shown in Fig. 98. When changing the lever to a new setting
it must be pushed to the right (disengaging it from the detent
notches) before moving it forward or back o Do not ratchet the
impression control lever across the teeth on the detent plate as
this could cause the plate to become loose.

Ribbon Feed Bracker
I

I
,.--~_-.J

Rocker
Spring

FIGURE 98.
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FIGURE 99.
Print Cam Follower

Impression Control Mechanism

Changing the position of the impression control lever causes
the pin on the lower portion of the lever to move forward or
back to a new position in the forked slot of the print cam follower (Fig. 98). Just as in the early style print mechanism,
the front to rear position of the pin determines the amount of
powered travel that the typehead receives from the print cam
follower. This plus the amount of free fl ight that is in the
system determines the velocity of the typehead upon impact
with the paper
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kAnVi,
Carrier Support (723-725)

An escapement operation is obtained by forcing the escapement
pawl to the reor out of engagement with the rock teeth (Fig.
101b). Because it is relotively light in weight, the powl is
snapped to the right by the powl spring as soon as the pawl
clears the rack tooth. The escapement pawl is allowed to move
back to the front into engagement with the next tooth (Fig.
1Ole). The carrier then moves to the right unti I it comes to
rest ogainst the escapement pawl (Fig. 101d).

PRINT ESCAPEMENT
The escapement mechanism controls the movement of the carrier along the writing line. The print escapement mechanism
consists ofthe escapement bracket assembly, escapement rack,
escapement torque bar, escapement trigger lever assembly, and
the escapement cam and follower (Fig. 100).

~StOPLU9

The amount the carrier is allowed to move is determined by the
distance from one escapement rock tooth to the next. This is
known as the pitch of the mochine ond is expressed in terms of
teeth or spaces per inch. Two pitches are avai loble on the
Series 72. They are ten and twelve pitch. The type style to
be used isdetermined largely by the pitch of the machine, becouse the lorger type styles require more space for eoch character. The pitch and type style together are determined by
the operator's preference and by the appl icotion for which the
mochine is to be used.

Escopement Rock

Hoving the escapement rock stationory and the escapement
pawl moveoble is directly opposite to the orrongement on conventional mochines. The corrier and escopement pow I must be
moved to the left for a backspace operotion. Because the bockspoce powl is mounted to the escapement brocket, movement
ofthe backspace pawl to the left forces the corrier and escapement pawl to the left.

Fi Iter Shoft

Escopement Trigger r
Lever

Lever

A.
Escapement Com Follower

B.

FIGURE 100. Print Escapement Mechanism
Escapement Brocket Assembly
The escapement bracket assembly is a plate attached to the reor
of the carrier so that it moves with the carrier. The escopement rack is mounted sol idly to the power frame just behind
the corrierand beneath the escopement brocket (Fig. 100). A
stud at the left reor corner of the escapement bracket mounts
the escopement powl to the bottom of the bracket so that it
pi vots front to rear. A smoll spri ng from the pawl to the brocket
exertsa force to the right ond forward on the escopement pawl.

C.

Other components are present on the escapement bracket that
ore only indirectly related to the escapement mechonism.
Pivoting on the some stud with the escapement pawl are the
backspace powl, the tob lever, and the tab lever trigger. The
tob lever lotch mounts on the right side of the escapement
brocket.

D.

The escapement powl contoins on elongated hole ot its mounting point that ollows .022 11 loteral movement in the pawl. Whi Ie
the powl is engoged in the rack, the force of the mainspring
holdsthecarrierto the right so thot the pivot stud rests ogainst
the end of the elongoted hole (Fig. 1010).

FIGURE 101. Escapement Pawl Operation
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Rotation ofthe escapement torque bar is instantaneous and just
sufficient to trip the pawls out of their racks. The torque bar
is immediately rotated back to the rest position by an extension
spring located at the right end. This allows the pawls to reenter their racks to limit the carrier movement to one space.

The backspace pawl is just above the escapement pawl, but
its tooth extends below the escapement pawl. It is held in
mesh with the backspace rack by a small extension spring
similar to that of escapement pawl. The backspace rack is
mounted to the rear of the power frame by shouldered screws
through elongated holes in the rack. This mounting arrange-ment allows lateral movement of the rack. Movement of the
rack toward the left forces the backspace pawl to the left to
cause a backspace operation.

Because of the force required to trip the pawls out of their
racks, the torque bar tends to bow toward the front instead of
pushing the pawls to the rear. The tendency increases as the
carrier moves toward the middle of the torque bar. Bowing of
the torque bar could result in a failure of the escapement trip
to occur. To overcome this, the pawl pivot stud has a large
head that extends down in front of the torque bar to stop any
bowing toward the front (Fig. 100). The torque bar actually
pries against the pawl stud to trip the pawls from the rack. The
head of the pawl stud is flat sided so that the escapement trip
in the center of the torque bar cCln be adjusted to be the same
as at the ends. (On late level machines the flat sided head
has been replaoed with a stud that has an eccentric head.)

The backspace operation is pointed out here because of its
close association with the escapement mechanism. It is discussed more fully in the backspace section. The backspace
pawl is in mesh with its rack when in the rest position. This
means that both the backspace and escapement pawls must be
removed from their racks in order for the carrier to move to
the right.
Figure lOla illustrates a slight clearance between the working
surfaces of the backspace pawl and a tooth on the backspace
rack when the escapement pawl is holding the carrier. This
clearance is necessary for proper operation of the backspace
mechanism. The clearance insures that the backspace pawl
will properly re-enter the backspace rack at the completion of
each backspace operation during a repeat operation (this is
when the escapement pawl is holding the carrier and the backspace rack is restoring back to its rest position).

On long carriage machines additional support is given to the
escapement torque bar to prevent it from bowing to the rear
(Fig. 102). A back stop mounted to a stud in the machine
powerframe provides the necessary back ing.

The backspace pawl requires .022" of elongated motion in its
mounting hole sothct itwill operate in unison with the escapement pawl duringan escapement operation. Without the elongated motion, the backspace pow' could restore back. into the
same rack tooth before the carrier began to move during an
escapement operation. This could cause partial or hal f spacing
as the two pawls would alternate holding the carrier during an
escapement operation.
The backspace and escapement pawl are pinned together so that
they will always move together laterally but front to rear independently. The reason for this is covered in the backspace
mechanism.

Torque Bar Bock Stop

Torque Bar
The torque bor is a flat bar that pivots between the sides of the
powerfrome just to the rear of the backspace and escapement
racks (Fig. 100). Its purpose is to trip the backspace and
escapement pawls out of their respective rocks. The left end
pivots in a hole in the powerframe costing. A small C-clip
holds the right end in a large mounting plate on the power frame .

FIGURE 102.

Torque Bar Backspace

Escapement Trigger
The escapement trigger operates to rotate the torque bar in
order to obtain an escapement operation. The right end of the
torque bar contains a lug that extends to the rear. The escapement trigger hooks over the lug and pulls downward to cause
the torque bar to rotate (Fig. 103). The trigger pivots on the
escapement trigger lever and is held forward over the torque
bar Iug by an extension spri ng between the bottom of the tri gger
and a rear extension of the trigger lever. The trigger lever
pivots on a shaft on the operational latch bracket mounted to
the rear ofthe powerframe just below the right end of the torque
bar. Downward movement of the trigger lever carries the triggerdown to rotate the torque bar. The trigger lever is restored
and held in the rest position by an extension spring from the
rear ofthe lever up to a rear extension of the operational latch
bracket.

The rest position of the torque bar on early level machines is
determined bya lug on the left end of the torque bar that contacts the tab rack. On late level machines, the rest position
is controlled by an adjustable stop which mounts on the right
hand tab rock mounting ptate and contacts a lug on the right
hand end of the torque bar.
The pivot point of the torque bar is near the bottom of the bar.
When the torque bar pivots, the top of the bar moves to the
rear. The escapement pawl and backspace pawl each have a
lug that extends down just behind the torque bar. As the top
of the torque bar pivots to the rear, it forces the lugs of the
pawls to the reor causing the tips of the pawls to be tripped
out of their racks.
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Escapement
Torque Bar

Escapement Torgue Bar
Escapement Trigger

Escapement
Trigger Lever

Trigger Guide

A. REST POSITION

A. REST POSITION
Trigger-Knockoff Eccentric
Forces Trigger To Rear

Excapement
Torque Bar

Escapement
Torque Bar

B. ACTIVE POSITION
Escapement Trigger_---...
Lever

FIGURE 104.

Escapement Trigger
Operation (new style)

Escapement Cam
B. ACTIVE POSITION

FIGURE 103.

Because an escapement operation is necessary each time a character prints, the power to trip the escapement is taken from a
portion of the cycle mechanism. A small double lobed cam,
called the escapement cam, is attached to the right end of the
filtershoft just inside the powerframe (Fig. 100). Each time a
cycleoperationoccurs, the filter shaft operates the cam 180°.

Escapement Trigger
operation (old style)

The triggerleveris cam operated; therefore, it eon only restore
as fast as the cam can rotate from the high point to the low
point. The torque bar must be allowed to restore more quickly
in order to re-enter the escapement pawl into the correct rack
tooth. OeJayingthe torque bar restoration can result in escapementskipping, especially on 12 pitch machines. To insure that
the torque bar can restore quickly enough, the trigger is disengaged from the torque bar lug just after the escapement trip
occurs. The operational latch bracket is formed to the rear at
the right side. Attached to the inside of this rearward portion
is a small plate called the trigger guide (Fig. 1030). The trigger guide has a stud extending to the left just in front of the
escapement trigger. A beveled portion of the trigger contacts
this stud as the trigger moves down causing the trigger t9 be
cammed to the rear off of the Iug on the torque bar (fig. 103b).
The torque bar can then restore without waiting for the restoration of the trigger and trigger lever.

The escapement cam follower pivots on a long pin located in
a bracket iust to the rear of the filter shaft. A roller at the
bottom of the follower is operated to the rear by a lobe of the
cam each time a cycle operation occurs. This causes the link
ott he top of the cam follower to pull forward on the bottom of
the escapement trigger lever. The link is connected to the
trigger lever below its pivot point; therefore a forward pull
causes the trigger to move down at the rear and operate the
torque bar.
Because the carrier is relatively light and moves quickly, the
escapementtrip must not occur before the -character prints. If
it did, the carrier might move before the character printed or
might be moving when the character is printing. This would
result in an uneven left margin or poor horizontal alignment and
possible smearing of the character depending upon the timing
of the trip. To eliminate this possibility, the escapement cam
is timed so that the escapement trip occurs just after the type
head leaves the platen to restore to rest.

The new style escapement trigger operation is basically the
same as the old style except that the trigger knockoff action
comes from a screw with an eccentric head that mounts on and
moves with the escapement trigger lever (Fig. 104).
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Onthe721 only, a small eccentric collar on the pivot pin prevents the pin from bowing forward due to the pull of the escapement trip I ink. The collar braces the pivot pin by resting
against the bracket in which the pivot pin is mounted. Without the collar, some of the trip link motion would be lost in
the flexing of the pivot pin. Escapement fai lure would result,
if not enough tri p link trave I rema i ned to remove the pawl s
from the rack.

The escapement shaft extends forward through another ball
bearing assembly in the powerframe and has a drum attached
atthe forward end. This drum is called the cord drum gear and
is spirally grooved to accept the escapement/tab cord. The
grooves prevent the cord from ptl ing up on the drum insuring
uniform tension and minimum wear.
The escapement/tab cord isasmall, round, nylon-covered linen
cord. The drum end of the cord is knotted and fits into a slot
Cit the lear of the dium. The cord mcke~ severe! turr.$ cround
the drum and rides upover a guide roller before passing through
the right side of the machine (Fig. 105). Just outside the machine the cord passes around a pulley and extends back to the:
left where it is attached to a hook on the carrier assembly. As
the mainspring turns the escapement shaft, the drum winds up
the cord to move the carrier to the right.

MAINSPRING
Any time the escapement and backspace pawls are removed
from their racks, the carrier is pulled toward the right. The
mainspring suppl ies the tension for all movement of the carrier
toward the right. It is located at the right rear corner of the
machine. Notched lugs of the mainspring cage fit into slots
in the backplate (Fig. 105). The cage is turned counterc lockwise (facing the rear) so that it locks into position . Tension
of the mainspring is changed by turning the entire mainspring
cage to a new location. When working with the mainspring,
extreme care should be taken to keep it under control.

More than one operation is performed by the escapement shaft.
The gear teeth at the front ofthe cord drum are involved in both
the carrier return and tabulator operations. Between the powerframe and the backplate is another cord drum with a cord attached to it simi lar to the escapement/tab cord (Fig. 105).
This cord is attached to the left side of the carrier and exerts
a pull to the left during carrier return. These operations are
fully covered in their particular sections. However, the carrier return cord drum is significant in the escapement mechanism, because it must payout cord in order for the carrier to
move to the right. Likewise, the escapement/tab cord must
be paid out from its drum in order for the carrier to return to
the left.

The center of the backplate contains a ball bearing assembly
that supports the rear end of the escqpement shaft. The shaft
extends to the rear into the mainspring where a hub is setscrewed to the shaft. The inner end of the mainspring is rolled
so that it fits into a groove in the hub and suppl ies rotary force
to the hub and escapement shaft .

Carrier

Cord Tens i on Arm

FIGURE 105.

Mainspring And Cord System
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The conslant jerk and pull to whi ch the cords are subjected
may tend to stretch them slightly. This could cause the cords
to become slack creating erratic movement of the carrier. A
method has been provided whereby the slack is automatically
removed from both cords. Outside the powerframe, the pulley
that guides the escapement cord is mounted to the cord tension
arm pivoted at the front (Fig. 105). A pair of spiral springs
arched between the arm and a pin on the powerframe apply a
constant pressure toward the right. The pressure is sufficient
to keep the slack out of the escapement cord. This, in turn,
rotates the escapement shaft enough to keep the carrier return
cord tight.

Cam Pawl
CI utch Ratchet

CI utch Wheel
Clutch Release Arm

OPERATIONAL CAMS AND CONTROL MECHANISM

FIGURE 107. Operational Cams At Rest

All powered service operations are driven by the operational
cam shaft located on the right side midway back in the machine.
The powered operations are the spacebar, backspace, carrier
return, indexing, and shift. The tabulator is manually operated
and the only non-powered service operation.

Both the single and the double lobed cams have the same rise
from the low point to the high point. The double lobed cam
completes an operation sooner than the single lobed cam, because it requires only 180 0 rotation compared to 360 0 for the
single lobed cam. The faster double lobed cam is used in the
spacebar mechanism because the spacebar action must be as
fast as the print action in order to maintain typing rhythm. The
backspace operation must operate quickly in order to provide
rapid positioning of the carrier; therefore it also employs the
double lobed cam. Both the carrier return and indexing keylevers have a repeat/non-repeat feature. When operated in
the repeat position, they cause rapid indexing of the platen.
Operating too rapidly could create inaccurate indexing due to
platen overthrow and fai lure ofthe index pawl to restore quickly
enough; therefore the slower singJe lobed cam is used to operate
the carrier return and indexing mechanisms.

The spacebar, backspace, carrier return, and indexing mechanisms are operated by two cam assembl ies mounted on the
operational cam shaft. The shift is driven by a spring clutch
at the right end of the shaft outside the powerframe.
Operational Cams
The two operational cams are located on the right side of the
operational shaft just inside the powerframe (Fig. 106). The
left hand cam is a double lobed cam that requires only 180 0
rotation to complete one operation. Its purpose is to power
the spacebar and backspace mechanisms. The right hand cam
is a single lobed cam requiring 360 0 rotation to complete one
operation. It powers the engagi ng of the carrier return mechanism and operates the indexing mechanism.
Each operational cam must power two functions. The mechanism to be operated is determined by a selection system released by depressing the desired keylever. The se lection operation is discussed later in this section.
Operational Cam Shaft

FIGURE 108. Operational Cam Active

==

A ratchet, called the operational clutch ratchet, is set-screwed
to the operational cam shaft (Fig. 106). The cam assembl ies
are C -clipped into position on shoulders of the ratchet, one on
each end. The operational cam shaft and clutch ratchet are
allowed to turn whi Ie the cam assembl ies remain stationary.
Steel sleeves fitted into the cam bodies act as bearings for the
cams.

IIGURE 106.

A cam rotates only when a particular operation is desired. In
order for the cam to rotate it must be "Iocked" to the operational clutch ratchet. Each cam has a pawl mounted to it in
such a manner that the pawl can be pivoted into engagement
with the rotating operational clutch ratchet (Fig. 107). Whenever the pawl is permitted to engage in the clutch ratchet, the
cam wi II rotate with the ratchet (Fig. 108).

OPerational Cams
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The operational cam pawl is prevented from engaging the clutch
ratchet by a disc called the clutch wheel (Fig. 107). The
clutch wheel is attached to and forms a part of the cam assembly. The disc is mounted to the cam assembly so that the cam
pawl operates through an oversized hole in the disc. The
clutch wheel is free to rotate on the cam assembly, but its
movement is restricted by contact with the cam pawl. A pin
at the tipofthe pawl fits into another hole in the clutch wheel
that has one side beveled' (Fig. 108). Movement of the cam
whiie the dUTch wheei is held siaiiunury cOuses the pill Oii the;
pawl to slide upthe beveled side of the hole and disengage the
pawl from the ratchet (Fig. 109).

Cam Check Ri ng

~~camcheck
~'-'
"Pawl

FIGURE 110.

Operational Cam Check Pawl

the ratchet (Fig. 110). The check pawls extend to the rear
from a pivot pin located just in front of the cams. An extension spring from each check pawl to the clutch release arm
maintains the two parts in the rest position. The notch engaged
by the cam check pawl is in a disc-shaped part called the cam
check ring. The ring i.s attached to the cam by two screws.
An eccentric collar on one of the screws facilitates the adjustment of the cam check ring.
Operational Control Mechanism

FIGURE 109.

The operational control mechanism is a compact unit contained
in a bracket located under the operational cams. The purpose
ofthemechanism isto select the function to be operated, control the movement of the cam, and transfer the cam motion to
the selected operation. To fulfill these three purposes, each
cam requires four basic parts in its control mechanism. They
are: an interposer to select the operation and to help with the
cam control, a clutch release arm to control the cam, a restoringdevice for the interposer, and a cam follower to transfer the cam motion to the operations. The principle of operation for both cam control mechanisms is the same; however, the
parts design differs slightly.

Clutch Pawl Being Disengaged

Movement of the clutch wheel is controlled by the clutch release arm pivoted on a shaft below and to the rear of the cam
assembly (Fig. 107). The clutch wheel has a tooth that contacts
the end of the clutch release arm as the cam assembly rotates.
The clutch release arm stops the movement ofthe wheel. Further
rotation of the cam causes the pawl to be disengaged from the
ratchet as described. When the clutch release arm is moved
down, the clutch wheel is released (Fig. 108). The cam pawl
spring is t~n allowed to pull the pawl into engagement with a
toothofthe clutch ratchet by merely rotating the clutch wheel
out of the way. As soon as the clutch release arm is allowed
to restore, it is pulled by its spring back up into position to
contact a tooth of the clutch wheel. There are only two such
teeth for the double lobed cam and only one for the single lobed
cam. The cam assembly is driven 180 0 for the double lobed
cam and 360 0 for the single lobed cam before the clutch release
arm contacts and stops a tooth of the clutch wheel. Rotation
ofthe double lobed cam through 180 0 and the single lobed cam
through 360 0 allows the high point of the cam to operate the
particular function involved.

1. Interposers
Each mechanism operated by the cams requires an interposer to
select the mechanism to be operated and to cause the cam to
be engaged. These four interposers operate front to rear through
slots in the operational control bracket and are latched forward
on an adjustable guide attached to the front of the bracket
(Figs. 111 and 112). A position for a fifth interposer is present
in the operational control bracket. The fi fth interposer is used
in special applications of the machine and is not normally included in the mechanism. The interposers are each spring loaded
to the rear by an extension spring between the interposer and
the rear of the operational control bracket. Attached to the
front of each interposer is a small pivoting latch. The latch is
spring loaded upward against the interposer so that the top portion forms al100k for the interposer. The latch hooks under the
keylever pawl guide bracket to hold the interposer forward.
When the interposer is pushed down, the latch clears the bracket
allowing the interposer to be pulled to the rear to perform its
function. The latch pivots on the interposer so that the entire
interposer will not have to move down to allow the latch to
relatch on the guide bracket as the interposer restores to the

The cam pawl spring tries to pull the pawl into engagement
with the clutch ratchet. Unless the cam is held in position
after the pawl is disengaged from the ratchet, the spring will
cause the cam to creep backward allowing the pawl to partially
engage the ratchet and create a loud buzzing sound. It cannot
fully engage the ratchet because it would be disengaged immediately as previously described.
To prevent backward creep of the operational cams and the resulting noi;e, a cam check pawl is provided for each cam. The
check pawl engages a notch in the cam -assembly as soon as it
has rotated far enough for the cam pawl to >be disengaged from
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Keylever Pawl
Index Pawl
Carri er Li nk

Interposer Latch

FIGURE 111. Carrier Return/Indexing Operatioml Control Mechanism
front. This insures positive relatching as the latch can very
quicklysnapbackupinto the latched position after it has been
. cammeddownby the guide -bracket.

2. Clutch Release Arm
Two clutch release arms are present, one for each cam. The
arms are identical in operation but slightly different in design
to conform to their position in the machine. The release arms
pivot on a shaft at the rear of the cams (Fig. 107).

The carrier return, indexing, backspace, and spacebar keylevers each have a pawl attached at the rear that extends down
through a slotted guide stud to a position just above its own
particular interposer (Figs. 111 and 112). Depression of one
ofthe keylevers causes a lug at the bottom of the keylever pawl
to depress the interposer and rei ease it to the rear.

Each clutch release arm has three extensions from the pivot.
The forward extension blocks the clutch wheel to disengage the
com pawl from the ratchet. The lower extension is contacted

Keylever Pawl
Guide Bracket

Operational Latch

Interposer

FIGURE 112. Back / SPacebar Operational Control Mechanism
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4.

by an interposer. The interposer pivots the forward extension
down out of the poth of the clutch wheel to allow the cam to
be driven. In the rest position, the rear extension of the clutch
release arm contacts the bottom of the operational control
bracket (Fig. 107). This controls the "bite" between the releasearmandtheclutchwheel to insure positive release action.

After an interposer has been released to the rear to begin an
operation, it must be restored forward so that the clutch release arm may pivot back to its rest position to stop the action
of the cam.
The interposers are restored by a bail-shaped part that pivots
between the sides of the operational control bracket and is
!0c':Jte0 :u~t to thp rpor of the interposers (Fig. 113). A lu~ at
each side ofthe interposer restoring lever is in contact with the
cam followers. Operation of either cam follower pivots the
bottom ofthe restoring lever forward (Fig. 113). The restoring
lever, in turn, forces the interposer forward where it can latch
in the rest position.

The clutch release arm is restored and held at rest by an extension spring between the forward extension and the cam check
pawi (Fig. i07).
3. Cam Follower
Each cam has a cam follower designed to convert the rotary
motion ofthe cam into vertical I inear motion at the rear. The
cam fol lowers are bellcrank devices mounted just to the rear of
the cams (Figs. 111 and 112). The cam followers pivot about
the same pivot shaft that supports the clutch release arms. A
roller at the top of each cam follower is in continuous contact
with its particular cam.

5. Operational Selection
In addition to c'ausing cam release, the interposer must set up
the mechanism to be operated. This is true of all except the
indexing interposer. Because the indexing mechan ism is directly
connected to the cam follower (Fig. 111), merely releasing
the cam results in an indexing operation.

The carrier return/indexing cam follower extends to the rear
where it isdesigned in the form of a bail (Fig. 111). When the
cam operates, the rear of the follower is moved down as the
railer is forced to the rear by the cam. A I ink attached near
the rear of the cam follower operates the indexing mechanism.
Each time the cam operates, an indexing action occurs. A return spring inthe indexing mechanism restores the cam follower
and holds the roller against the cam.

The backspace, spacebar, and carrier return interposers each
have a small, hook-like latch resting against the rear of the
interposer (Figs. 111 and 112). A small extension spring maintains the latch against the interposer. Each latch is suspended
from its own particular mechanism located above the rear of
the interposer. Pull ing anyone of the latches down causes it
to operate the mechanism involved. The hook portion of the
operational latches rests just in front ofthe cam follower. When
one of the interposers is snapped to the rear, the latch for that
interposer is pushed to the rear where it hooks under the cam
follower. The cam follower is then operated to pull down on
the latch and actuate the selected mechanism (Fig. 113).

Cam Follower

Interposer
Restoring Lever

Interposer Restoring Lever

As the cam follower is operated, the interposer is restored to
the front by the restoring lever. This causes the spring between
the interposer and the operational latch to extent! (Fig. 113).
Extending the spring tends to pull the latch out from under the
cam follower before the operation is completed . To insure a
complete operation, the latch is locked to the rear as soon as

--_...001,7

Operational

FIGURE 113. Interposer Restoring Operation
The backspace/spacebar cam follower is desi gned to operate
three mechanisms. In normal appl ications of the machine, only
the backspace and spacebar are present. In input/output typewriters the tabulator is also powered by the cam. Because it
has three positions to operate, the cam follower must be wider
than that of the carrier return. An extension spring from the
cam follower to the operational latch bracket acts to restore
the cam followerand maintain the position of the roller against
the cam (Fig. 112).
Pressure of the cam follower roller against the cam is essential
for proper operation of each cam. The spri ng tension forces the
cam follower from the high point to the low point of the cam.
This accelerates the cam enough to give the overthrow required
to disengage the cam pawl from the ratchet and to allow the
check pawl to engage the check ring.

Operational
Interposer

FIGURE 114.
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Lug On Operational
Bracket

OPerational Latch Locked To The Rear

the operation begins. As the latch is pulled down by the cam
follower, it moves down behind a lug of the operational control bracket (Fig. 114). The lug prevents any forward movement ofthe latch unti I the operation is completed and the cam
follower restores. The latch is then pulled forward into its rest
position against the interposer. The carrier return latch is not
locked to the rear, because its beve led forward edge permits
it to remain in contact with the interposer throughout the operation (Fig. 111).

A.

6. Operating Sequence
Asthedesiredkeyleverisdepressed, a lug of the keylever pawl
contacts an interposer forcing it down to release it from the
guide bracket. The interposer is pulled to the rear by its spring.
A lugon the interposer contacts the clutch release arm rotating
it down at the front to allow the cam clutch to be engaged.
At the same time, the interposer forces its selective latch to
the rear pushing it under the cam follower. The cam is driven
by the clutch ratchet causing the cam follower to move from
the low point to the high point of the cam. Movement of the
cam follower pulls down on the operational latch to power the
mechanism and, at the same time, actuates the interposer restoring lever to restore the interposer forward. The clutch release arm restores into the path of the clutch wheel ready to
disengage the cam clutch. The cam follower passes the high
point of the cam and restores to the rest position as it reaches
the low point. The operational latch is snapped fNward against
its interposer into the rest position and the operation is completed.

.--:----- Keyl ever Paw I
Deflected Forward

B.

Repeat/Non Repeat
All four mechanisms operated by the operational cams are
equipped with a repeat/non repeat feature. When the keylever is depressed to its first limit, only a single operation
occurs. Further depression ofthe keylever causes the first Iim it
to yield and allow a repeating action. Three di Herent methods
are used to determine the first limit for the keylevers. Each of
the methods is discussed in the mechanism to which it appl ies.

c.
FIGURE 115. Keylever Pawl Operation
the bai I of the cam follower. Each time the cam operates, this
action ofthe interposer is repeated causing a continuous operation. There is no operational latch for the indexing mechanism;
therefore the index interposer only operates the clutch release
arm to cause a continuous cam operation.

In order to obtain either a single or a repeating operation, two
lugs are needed on each keylever pawl. The front lug is just
above the tipofthe interposer when both are at rest (Fig. 115a).
When the keylever is depressed, this lug causes the interposer
to be re leased. As the interposer snaps to the rear, it moves
out from under the lug of the keylever pawl. If the keylever
is held depressed to its first limit, the end of the interpos~r will
contact the lug of the keylever pawl as it restores to the front.
The interposer wi II force the pawl forward and relatch on the
keylever pawl guide bracket (Fig. 11Sb). When the keylever
is re leased, the keylever pawl wi II then reset to the rear above
the interposer.

When the carrier return keylever is operated in the repeat position, it is always for the purpose of creating a repeat indexing
operation with the carrier at the left margin. This is more
convenient for the operatorthan using the index keylever which
was designed primari Iy for indexing with the carrier away from
the left margin.
One operation of the carrier return interposer causes an Index
operation plus a carrier return operation. Only an indexing
operation is desired thereafter. Each time the carrier return
interposer moves to the rear, the operational latch is moved
~nder the cam follower to cause a carrier return operation. It
is undesirable and unnecessary to have a repeating carrier return action at the left margin, because of the shock of the carrier repeatedly striking the left margin. Therefore, the carrier
return interposer is not used for a repeating operation.

When the keylever is not released, the rear lug on the keylever pawl is now in position to release the interposer (Fig.
11Sb). Depression of the keylever past its first limit causes
the rear lug to trip the interposer from the latch bracket (Fig.
11Sc). The interposer moves to the rear as before, but it cannot move far enough to get out from under the rear Iug of the
keylever pawl. Each time the interposer is restored to the front
it is prevented from latching because the lug of the keylever
pawl continues to hold it down. Because the interposer cannot
latch, it is snapped back to the rear by its spring to operate
the clutch release arm and to push the operational latch under

When the carrier return keylever is depressed and held down
for a single operation, the interposer operates to the rear and
is restored as on the other mechanisms. The interposer forces
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thekeylever pawl forward slightly in order to latch. The rear
of the keylever pawl, instead of being above the carrier return interposer, is formed to the right above the index interposer (Fig. 116). Depression ofthe carrier return keylever past
its first limit causes the keylever pawl to release the index interposer and hold it down. The index continues to repeat as
long 0:' the keylever is held in the repeat position.

Spacebar Lever Mechanism - Early Level
The spacebar mounts on the keyboard just in front of the keybuttons. It is suspended on two arms extending forward from
the spacebar shaft (Fig. 117). The spacebar shaft is shouldered
at the left end and pivots in a hole in the left keyboard sideframe. The right side pivots on a pivot screw in the right keyboard sideframe. Vertical motion of the spacebar causes the
spacebar shaft to rotate.
The spacebar contains a metal stem pressed into the body of
the spacebar (at the center). The stem extends down into a
slot in the spacebar return spring. The spacebar return spring
is a flat, leaf-type spring that is mounted to the front keylever
guide comb support by two screws and performs the function of
restoring the spacebar to its rest position. This spring also
guides the bottom of the spacebar stem to prevent tipping of
the spacebar forward or back. Additional support is provided
by a lever tnat extends forward from the spacebar shaft. A
guide stud on the lever fits through an elongated hole in the
spacebar stem.
Attached to the right end of the spacebar shaft is the spacebar
operati ng arm which extends to the rear through a slot in the
front keylever guide comb (Fig. 117). When the spacebar is
depressed the operating arm 'is raised. The arm contains a slot
in the end that fits into a fork in the forward end of an intermediate lever called the spacebar lever. When the spacebar
is depressed, the rear of the spacebar lever and the attached
spacebar lever pawl are lowered. The spacebar lever pawl
then pushes down on the spacebar interposer causing the interposer to unlatch from the keylever pawl guide bracket. The
interposer snaps to the rear, releases the spacebar/backspace
cam, and pushes the spacebar operational latch under the cam
follower.

FIGURE 116. Repeat Carrier Return Operation
SPACEBAR
The spacebar mechanism provides the operator with a means of
moving the carrier to the right one space at a time without
typing a character on the paper. It is used mainly for spacing
between words, but it may a!~,-:: be used to space the carrier
quickly to any point to,\or-:.i the right on the writing line.
The spacebar operates by tri pping the escapement pawl and
backspace pawl out of their racks as on a print escapement
operation. The two escapement operations are identical except for the method of actuating the escapement trigger lever.

The spacebar latch is mounted to the spacebar latch lever by
a ball shouldered rivet to permit free movement of the latch
(Fig. 118). The spacebar latch lever is mounted on a pivot
pin on the operational latch bracket assembly which is attached
to the rear of the powerframe just in front of the mainspring.

Spacebar Shaft

Spacebar
Spacebar Lever
Pawl

Spacebar Operating
Arm

Spacebar Tension
Spring

FIGURE 117.

Spacebar Lever

SPacebar Lever Mechanism
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When the spacebar latch is operated down by the cam follower,
+he spacebar latch lever pivots about its pivot pin. An adjustIng screw on the latch lever contacts the trigger lever causing
the trigger lever to rotate about its pivot pin (Fig. 118). This
causesthetriggeron the trigger lever to rotate the escapement
torque in the same manner as it does during a print escapement
operation. Thus the escapement and backspace pawls are removed from the i r racks and an escapement operation takes place.
Adjusting Screw
Repeat Spring Stud

FIGURE 119.

SPacebar Repeat Stop - New Style

(Fig. 117). A vinyl sleeve on the stem cushions the spacebar
in the rest position to prevent noise.

Trigger
Lever

The downward travel of the spacebar is limited at two positions.
Thefirst limit allows a single operation only. Further depression of the spacebar causes the first limit to yield to permit a
repeat operation. A final limit prevents further depression.

FIGURE 118. SPacebar Latch OPeration

An extension spring at the front of the spacebar lever acts as
a first limit for the mechanism (Fig. 119). The lower end of
the spring is formed into a long hook. The hook is connected
into an elongated slot in the repeat spring stud. As the spacebar is depressed, the front of the spacebar lever and the repeat
spring are raised. The spacebar reaches the first limit when
the repeat spring contacts the top of the elongated slot in the
repeat spring stud. Further depression of the spacebar causes
the repeat spring toyieldand allow the spacebar lever to move
into the repeat position.

Spacebar Stops
Two styles of fina I stops have been produced and used on the
early style spacebar mechanism. Both styles attach to the
middle of the keylever guard at the front of the machine and
function by blocking the downward travel of the spacebar stem
(Fig. 117).
Upward travel of the spacebar is limited by the spacebar stem.
A step in the stem contacts the bottom of the spacebar shaft

Stabi I izing Link

FIGURE 120.

SPacebar Lever Mechanism - Late Level
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Spacebar Lever Mechanism - Late Level
The late level spacebar mechanism. is basically the same as the
early level. The main difference is in the spacebar stem. A
stabilizing linkhas been attached to the bottom of the stem by
a shou Idered rivet (Fig. 120). The rear portion of the Iink
mounts on and pivots about an adjustable guide stud. This stud
is fastened to a support on the front keylever bearing support
by two screws. The stabilizing link controls the bottom of the
spacebar stem to prevent the spacebar from tipping forward or
back.

Of Interposer
With Filter
Shaft Actuated

The spacebar restoring action is suppl ied by an extension spring
that isattached to the spacebar operating arm and anchored to
one of three holes in the carrier returnibackspace repeat bai I.
Inaddition, thespacebarguidestud and the final stop as found
on the early level mechanism has been el iminated from the late
level spacebar mechanism.
Spacebar Lockout - Old Style
As previously mentioned, both the spacebar escapement and
the print escapement operate by actuating the escapement trigger lever to cause an escapement operation. Because of the
inter-relationship of these two mechanisms, operating both of
them together causes only one space of escapement'. Likewise
if they are a Iternately operated too rapidly in succession, only
one space of escapement wi II resu It. Th is happens occasiona lIy
when the operator hits the spacebar too soon after striking a
letter keylever, As a result no space appears between the
words. The spacebar fai Is to operate the escapement trip because the escapement trigger does not have sufficient time to
reset above the lug on the torque bar before being actuated
downagain. Operator timing seldom causes the print escapement to fail after a spacebar operation.
In order to insur~ that the spacebar wi II a Iways actuate the
escapement follo';"ing a print operation, it is necessary to place
the spacebar mechanism into storage unti I the print escapement
is completed. The spacebar can then operate to space the carSpacebar Lockout Com

B. FILTER SHAFT ACTIVE

FIGURE 121b.

SPacebar Lockout Mechanism

rier. The spacebar storage feature greatly reduces the possibi Iity of spacebarfai lure during a Ietter-space-Ietter operation.
Fai lure results only if the spacebar operation is not stored.
The spacebar will fail to store only if thespacebarand letter
keylever are depressed simultaneously.
Spacebar storage is accomplished by blocking the rearward
movement of the spacebar interposer. The interposer travel is
blocked by the spacebar lockout cam on the fi Iter shaft (Fig.
121). The lockout cam is spring-loaded toward the right against
. the escapement cam. In the rest posi tion, the lockout cam is
held to the left by the lateral camming surfaces on the two
earns. In this position, the spacebar interposer is free to operate without interference {Fig. 121a}.
During a character operation, rotation of the filter-shaft allows
the lockout cam to move toward the right because the high
points of the lateral camming surfaces are no longer in contact
{Fig. 121 b}. The lockout cam is prevented from rotati ng with
thefiltershaftbya guide brocket that fits in a slot in the front
of the com. As the lockout cam sl ides to the right an extension at the bottom of the cam moves into the path of a tug on
the spacebar interposer (Fig. 121 b) • If the spacebar interposer
is tripped, itwill move to the rear slightly until it contacts the
lockout com extension. The interposer will remain tripped
against the lockout com unti I the print cycle has been completed. As the filter shaft approaches the rest position, the
lockout cam is forced back to the left by the escapement cam.
The spacebar interposer is then released to the rear for a spacebar operation.

Escapement Cam

Spacebar Lockout - New Styl e
The spacebar interlock mechanism is mounted within the operational control bracket just below the filter shaft. It consists of
a bracket, an interlock interposer (which acts as a cam follower)
and an interlock cam mounted on the fi Iter shaft (Fig. 122).
When the filter shaft is in its rest position the upper extension
of the interlock interposer is resting on the high point of one
of the lobes on the interlock cam. This allows the horizontal

A. FI LTER SHAFT AT REST

FIGURE 121a.

SPacebar Lockout Mechanism
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lug on the lower extension of the interlock interposer to just
cleartheadjustable stop on the spacebar interposer as it operates to the rear during a spacebar operation (Fig. 122).
Spacebar Interlock Cam

Backspace Pawl
Escapement Pawl

Bracket

Escapement
Rack

Adjustable
Stop

Backspace Rock

FIGURE 122. SPacebar Lockout - New Style
Whenever a print operation occurs, the fi Iter shaft and interlock com wi II begin to turn causing the rear portion of the interlock interposer to rise into the operating path of the spacebar
interposer. If the spacebar interposer were then released the
interlock interposer would interrupt and store the rearward travel
of the spacebar interposer unti I the fi Iter shaft completes its
cycle. At this. time the spacebar interposer would be released
to finish its rearward travel and the spacebar operation would
complete. Note that the interlock interposer is spring loaded
into its active position and powered to its rest position. This
is to prevent breakage should both the spacebar and print operation be operated simultaneously.

Cam Follower Lever

Backspace Interposer

BACKSPACE
The backspace mechanism provides the operator with a method
of positioning the carrier to the left one space at a time. It is
used primari Iy in error correction and in centering headings,
but it may also be used to position the carrier quickly to any point toward the left on the writing line.

FIGURE 123. Backspace Mechanism

Theslotalso permits the backspace pawl to click into the next
tooth as the backspace rack restores (Fig. 124b). Because of
the elongated pivot holes in the two pawls, the stud connection is necessary to insure that the pawls move together during
a backspace operation and to prevent the backspace pawl from
moving to the right as the backspace rack restores. Without
the stud connection, the backspace rock would require .044"
additional travel to compensate for the .022" elongation in
each pawl.

The backspace operates by forcing the carrier to the left unti I
the escapement pawl clicks from one tooth of the escapement
rock to the next. The backspace pawl is mounted on the escapement brocket with the escapement pawl so that movement
of the backspace pawl to the left also moves the carrier and
escapement pawl to the left (Fig. 123). The tip of the backspace powl engages the teeth ofa sliding backspace rock located
on the bock of the power frame just below the escapement rack.
Movement of the backspace rock to the left forces the backspace pawl to the left to couse the backspace operation.

The backspace rack is actuated by a bellcrank pivoted on the
front of the bock plate (Fig. 123). The bellcrank operates
the rack through an adjustable intermediate lever pivoted at
the topof the operational latch brocket. The backspace operationallatch is mounted to the horizonta I arm of the backspace
bellcrank by a
shouldered rivet to permit free rotation of
the latch. The latch extends down into position to hook under
the bai I of the operational cam follower. When the backspace
interposer is released, the latch is pushed to the rear under
the cam follower. Operation of the cam causes the cam follower to pul/ the latch down rotating the backspace bel/cronk.
A large headed adjusting screw on the vertica I arm of the bel/crank operates the intermediate backspace lever to force the
backspace rack to the left.

The backspace rock is spring loaded toward the right by on
extension spring between the rock and the operational latch
brocket. Upon completion of the operation, the backspace
rock restores to the right causing the backspace pawl to click
from one tooth to the next in preparation for the next operation.

ba"

The escapement pawl has a small stud on its upper surface that
fits into a slot in the backspace pawl (Fig. 124). The slot is
elongated front to rear to a II ow the escapement pawl to cl ick
from one escapement rack tooth to the next as the backspace
rack forces the carrier to the left (Fig. 1240).
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The intermediate backspace lever is adjustable forward or back
to obtain the proper throw of the backspace rack. The intermediate lever is adjusted farther forward on the 12 pi tch machines than on the 10 pitch. The 12 pitch intermediate lever
is shorter than the 10 pitch to prevent interferencE: with the
power frame. It is too short to be used on 10 pitch machines.
The 12 pitch intermediate lever is identified by a notch in the
right side. The 10 pitch lever is unmarked.

When the keylever is depressed, the front of the keylever is
forced down against the repeat bai I. This stops the travel of
the keylever and allows a single operation of the mechanism.
Additional pressure on the keylever causes the repeat bail to
yield allowing the keylever to move into the repeat position~
Holding the keylever in the fully depressed position causes the
keylever pawl to hold the interposer down allowing a continuous operation of the mechan ism. The fina I travel of the keylever isreached when the keylever bottoms in the guide comb.

The backspace !!:terp0Ser!S reI e0sed by dl"rrp~~i()n of the hackspace keybutton located at the upper right hand corner of the

keyboard (Fig. 125). The backspace keylever is mounted in
the keyboard assembly in the same manner as the letter keylevers. An extension spring between the keylever and the keylever guard restores the keylever to the rest position. A keylever pawl attached to the rear of the keylever extends down
through a slotted guide stud in position just above the backspace interposer. Depression of the keylever causes the interposer to be released to the rear to begin the operation.
The upward travel of the keylever is limited by a fulcrum rod
located at the top of the guide comb. A bail, located under
the rightfront corner of the keyboard, determines the first I imi t
for the keylever depression. The left end of the bai I pivots in
a sma II bracket attached to the bottom of the guide comb support. The right end pivots in a hole in the keyboard sideframe.
A lug on the right side of the repeat bai I I imits against the keyboard sideframe to determine the rest position of the repeat
bai I. An extension spring inside the sideframe holds the repeat
bai I in the rest position and offers a resistance to further depress ion of the key Iever.

Repeat Bail

FIGURE 125. Backspace Keylever Mechanism
CARRIER RETURN (721)
The carrier return mechanism provides the operator with a
powered return of the carrier to the left margin and an automatic Iine spacing of the paper. Depressing the carri er return
keylever into the repeat position causes additional line space
operations, if so desired. This can be done while the carrier
is being returned making it unnecessary for the operator to wait
until the carrier reaches the left margin.

Pin Holds Escapement
Pawl To The Left
Escapement Pawl Moves
To Next Rack Tooth

The carrier return operates by winding the carrier return cord
ontoa drumat the rear of the machine (Fig. 126). The carrier
return cord is hooked to the bottom of the carri er, passes around
two pulleys at the left, extends back to the right over a guide
roll er, and attaches to the carri er return cord drum. The drum
has spiral grooves for winding up the cord as on the escapement
cord drum. The carrier return cord drum is attached by set
screws to the escapement shoft just in front of the mainspring.
Rotation of the escapement shaft causes the drum to wind up
the cord and move the carrier to the left.

A. BACKSPACE ACTUATING STROKE

Backspace Pawl Moves
To Next Rack Tooth
Backspace Rack
Restores To
The Right

Movement to the left opposes the mainspring tension causing
the rna inspring to tighten. The power to rotate the escapement
shaft in opposition to the manispring is taken directly from the
operational cam shaft. The escapement cord drum (at the front
of the escapement shaft) has a beveled gear m'olded on its front
(Fig. 126). This beveled gear meshes with a small pinion gear
on the operational shaft. The pinion gear pivots freely on the
shaft between two C-clips. By means ofa spring clutch the
pinion is made to rotate with the operational shaft. The pinion
gear drives the escapement cord drum in a clockwise direction
causing the carrier return cord to be wound onto its drum. The
carrier return pinion has a hub that forms a part of the spring
clutch. A second hub just to the left of the pinion is in continuous rotation with the operationa I shaft. A clutch spring

Escapement Pawl
Holds Carrier Position

B. BACKSPACE RESTORING STROKE

FIGURE 124.

Backspace OPeration
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When the keylever is depressed, the keylever pawl attached
attherearofthe keylever releases the carrier return interposer
to the rear (Fig. 111). The interposer causes the cam to be
engaged and pushes the carrier return operational latch under
the cam follower into position to be pulled down. When the
cam operates, the cam follower pulls down on the latch. It
also pulls down on the index pawl carrier link, attached at the
rear of the follower, causing a line space operation.

Actuating Arm

1.---.0:---_

The carrier return operational latch is mounted on the carrier
return latch arm that pivots around a shaft on the operationa I
latch bracket at the rear of the powerframe (Fig. 127). The
shaft is called the pivot pin and alsoactsasa pivot point for
the =scapement trigger lever and the spacebar latch lever.

Pi vot Pi n

Attached sol idly to the right end of the pivot pin is a bel/crank
called the clutch latch actuating arm (Fig. 127). As the cam
follower moves the operational latch down, an adjusting screw
attherightsideofthecarrierreturn latch arm rotates the clutch
latch actuating arm and pivot pin. This action causes three
thi ngs to occur.

C. R. Pinion

Nylon Shoe

1. The top of the clutch latch actuating arm forces a lug of
the escapement torque bar to the rear rotating it to remove the
escapement and backspace pawls from their racks (Fig. 127).
This prevents the pawls from dragging along their racks as the
carri er is returned.

C. R. Clutch Spring

C. R. Clutch Arbor

C. R. Actuating Arm
Operational Shaft

FIGURE 126.

Escapement Pawl

Carrier Return Mechanism

fitsaround the two hubs to complete the spring clutch. Asteel
band clamps the left end of the spring around its hub so that no
slippage can occur at that point. The clamp causes the spring
to rotate with the operational shaft. The shaft turns in the
tightening direction of the spring; but no tightening occurs,
because the pinion hub is smaller than the inside diameter of
the clutch spri ng.

Clutch Latch Actuating Arm

C. R. Latch Arm

If the clutch spring is to tighten, friction must exist between
the spring and the hub it is to drive. By pressing the loose end
of the carrier return clutch spring against the pinion hub, friction is applied causing the spring to tighten around the hub
and drive the pinion. The spring is pressed against the pinion
hub bya nylon shoe just to the rear of the carrier return pinion
(Fig. 126). The clutch spring decreases in diameter as it
tightens around the pinion hub. The tension of the spring resists any change in size; therefore, when the pressure from the
shoe is relaxed, thespring snaps back to normal size and ceases
to drive the pinion.

C. R. Operational

FIGURE 127.

In order to obtai n a fu II carri er return, the carri er return shoe
must press the spring against the pinion hub and hold it there
until thecarrierhasreached the left margin. It must then release the clutch spring to end the carrier return operation.

Carrier Return Latch Operation (721)

2. The carrier return clutch spring tightens around the pinion
hub and drives the carrier return operation. An arm called
the carrier return clutch arm, at the left end of the pivot pin
pulls up on a heavy extension spr~ng (Fig. 128). The lower
end of the spring is connected to a bellcrank-like part called
the carrier return actuating arm. The upward pull on the spring
rotates the nylon shoe (at the top of the arm) against the clutch
spring forcing the spring to ti ghten and drive the pinion gear.
After the shoe is pressing against the clutch spring, the heavy
carrier return actuating spring is extended slightly to maintain
a constant pressure against the clutch spring.

The power to operate the shoe against the clutch spring is taken
from the sing Ie lobed operationa I cam. Depression of the carrier return keylever sets the mechanism into operation. The
keylever operates at the right side of the keyboard beside the
backspace keylever. The keyl ever pivots around the fu Icrum
rod at the rear and operates in the keylever guide comb at the
front. The limits of the keylever travel are the same as for
the backspace lever.
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Depression of the keylever into the repeat position causes the
repeat bail to yield and allows the rear lug of the keylever
pawl to release the index interposer to the rear. This causes
an index operation only, without operating the carrier return
clutch mechanism . A repeat operation can be achieved either
with the carrier at the left margin or as the carrier is moving
toward the left.

I~

C.R. Clutch Arm

I~~
I
....,
I
I

I

C. R. Actuating Arm

FIGURE 128.
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" " NEW STYLE

Carrier Return Clutch
Actuating Mechanism

3. The clutch latch actuating arm is latched in the operated
position to maintain pawl release and to continue the pressure
of the shoe against the clutch spring (Fig. 127). The rear of
the clutch latch actuating arm contains an elongated hole.
An eccentric adjusting screw connects the arm to the carrier
return clutch latch which pivots at the rear on the powerframe.
As the actuating arm moves down the clutch latch is also lowered. Spring loaded against the forward edge of the clutch
latch is a hook -I ike part called the c'arrier return latch keeper.
When the clutch latch has been pulled down into its active
position, the keeper hooks over the latch to hold it down (Fig.
127).

Carri er Return
Latch Keeper

FIGURE 129.

The carrier return mechanism remains latched in the active
position until the carrier reaches the left margin. At that time
the clutch is unlatched and the escapement pawl is restored to
the escapement rack ready for a typing operation.

Carrier Return Clutch
Unlatching Mechanism

If the carrier is already resting at the left margin when a carrier return operation begins, the clutch is prevented from latching. The cam is not prevented from operating, however, so a
carrier return operation must occur. The platen is indexed and
the carrier return spring clutch attempts to wind the carrier return cord onto the drum. The carrier cannot be pulled farther
to the left, because it is already against the left margin. The
pull continues to be exerted on the cord unti I the cam follower
passes the higb point of the cam at which time it restores and
allows the shoe to move away from the clutch spring.

The margin rack is mounted between the side frames just in
front of the carrier. The margin rack has a small amount of
lateral movement. When the carrier is away from the left margin, a spring located at the ~ftend of th&-rock loads the margin rack to the right. As the carrier moves to the left duringa return operation, the carrier strikes the left margin stop forcing the
margin rack to the left. The extreme right end of the margin
rack contains a roll pin. Movement of the rack to the left
causes the pin to operate the carrier return unlatching bellcrank that pivots on a stud outside the right side frame (Fig.
129). A link connects the bellcrank to the carrier return latch
keeper at the rear. As the bellcrank operates, the unlatching
link pulls the keeper forward releasing the clutch latch. The
latch is restored to the rest position by its spring and the action
ofthe escapement torque bar spring. A small spring connected
near the carrier return shoe holds the shoe away from the clutch
spring in the rest position (Fig. 128).

Cycle Clutch Pulley
C. R. Clutch

The ,clutch latch does not hold the cam follower in the active
position during a return operation; therefore the cam and follower immediately restore to the rest position ready for the next
operation. Depression ofthe keyleverwith the carrier in motion
releases the interposerto cause another carrier return operation.
Becausethecarrierisalreadyinmotion, this reduces to nothing
more than another line space operation.

Torque Limiter Hub

FIGURE 130.
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Torque Limiter - Cut Away View

During the time the cord is being pulled without being able to
move the carrier, the carrier return clutch mechanism must be
Ilowedtoslipinorder to reduce the strain and prevent breakage to the parts. The carrier return clutch arbor is indirectly
driven by the operational shaft. The large shoulder on the
arbor fits into a heavy clutch spring at the left called the torque I imiter spring (Figs. 130 and 131). The left end of the
spring is clamped to the torque Iimiter hub and the torque Iimiter hub is set screwed to the operational shaft. The carrier return clutch arbor is then driven by means of the torque limiter
spring.

The carrier return operational latch is mounted on the carrier
return latch arm which pivots freely about a pivot pin mounted
in the right hand operational latch bracket at the rear of the
powerframe. The carrier return latch arm straddles the carrier
return lever (Fig. 132) which is tightly fastened to the same
pivot pin by a bristo screw. The bristo screw tightens against
a flat spot on the pivot pin. An adjusting screw threaded
through the top of the latch arm contacts the top of the horizontallugonthe carrier return lever (Fig. 132). A spring between these two pieces loads them together. When the carrier
return latch is pulled down by the cam follower I the latch arm
forces down on the carrier return lever causing the pivot pin
to rotate.

The operational shaft turns in the unwinding direction of the
torque Iimiter spring. This tends to expand it allowing it to
sl ip. The spring is heavy and considerably smaller than the
carrier return cl utch arbor over which it fits. The friction
present between the arbor and the spring tends to drive the
arbor even though it is in the unwinding direction of the spring.
However, insufficient driving force is obtained from this
arrangement.

Carrier Return Latch
Actuating Arm

I
\

'"

Torque Limiter Hub Sleeve

Carri er Return
lever

Carrier Return --...,.,....
latch Arm

C. R. Clutch Arbor

C. R. Clutch Spring

Torque Limiter Spring

Carrier Return
Clutch Arm
Carrier Return Pinion

FIGURE 131.

FIGURE 132.

Torque Limiter - Exploded Vie.w

The right end of the torque Iimiter spring is formed into an eye
to accept an extension spring connected from the eye to an
eccentric adjusting stud on the torque limiter hub (Figs. 130
and 131). The extension spring increases the force required to
unwindthetorque limiterspring so that no slippage occurs duringnormal carrier return. The torque limiter spring slips when
the carrier cannot move to the left. It also slips at the beginning ofa carrier return operation to allow smooth acceleration
and prevent a jerky start.

Carrier Return (723 & 725)

Riveted to the right hand end of the pivot pin and rotating with
it isanarm called the carrier return latch actuating arm. This
arm performs the same function on.the long carriage machines as
it does on the 721. It rotates the escapement torque bar (removing the escapement and backspace pawls from thei r racks)
plus operates the carrier return clutch latch down to its latched
position.
The carrier return lever has a pin that projects to the left into
a forked arm located on the right hand end of the carrier return clutch arm pivot pil'J (Fig. 132). This provides a sol id driving
connection between the two pivot pins. Whenever the carrier
return latch is pulled down, the carrier return clutch arm pivot
pin rotates causing the clutch arm to produce a pull on the
heavy spring attached to the carrier return actuating arm. From
this point on the operation is the same on long carriage machines as on the 721.

__ arrier Return (723 and 725)
The followi ng section concerns the operational section of the
carrier return mechanism on the long carriage machines. This
section of the mechanism is different than that of the 721 because of the longer carriage.
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The index is operated by a link that extends down from the index pawl carrier to the rear of the operational cam follower
(Fig. 134). When the single lobed cam rotates, the cam followerpullsdownonthe link to effect a line spacing operation.

INDEXING AND PLATEN VARIABLE
Indexing
The indexing mechanism operates to line space the paper vertically. An indexing operation can be obtained by depressing
either the carrier return keylever or the special indexing keylever. Depressing the carrier return keylever also causes the
carrier to move to the left margin; whereas depressing the index keylever causes a iine space operation onlY,

Ol

Platen Ratchet ~"'~ ~

~. @

Index Detent Roller ~

Index Pawl Carrier

=
~ 'ii
,5\-~ -/i.··~~~:::vJ

"~~\~r"i1t ';;';';":::I@

The index selector lever, located to the rear of the right end
of the platen, may be positioned so that the mechanism will
spoce either one or two spoces during each operation. With
the lever forward, single Iine spacing wi II occur. Double
spoci ng will take place if the lever is to the rear.

Index Pawl
C. R. /Indexing Cam

J

Pawl Carrier
Link

Indexing is achieved by a pow I that engages and rotates a ratchet at the ri ght end of the platen. The ratchet is locked to
the platen so that the platen is also rotated. Two styles of indexing mechanisms have been produced.
Early Style Indexing
The index pawl pivots on a bellcrank called the index pawl
carrier (Fig. 133). The carrier pivots just behind the platen
on the right hand carriage plate. A small extension spring at
the top of the index powl spring-loads the pawl toward the
platen ratchet. The index pawl is held clear of the ratchet in
the rest position by a lug on the upper index stop located just
totherearofthepawl (Fig. 133). As the pawl carrier is operated down by the link attached at the rear, the index pawl
moves forward away from the index stop. The spri ng is then
allowed to rotate the powl into engagement with the platen
ratc het. Further movement of the carri er causes the index pawl
to rotate the platen ratchet and platen.

FIGURE 134.

Single SPace Indexing Operation
Index Selector
Lever

The index detent lever located just be low the platen has a
roller attached at the front that seats between two teeth of the
platen ratchet. The lever is spring-loaded to hold the roller
into the bottom of the teeth. The roller insures that the platen
will notcreepoutofpositionandthatindexingwill be accurate.
Astheratchetisrotated, the detent roller moves from one tooth
to the next. The detent lever spring forces the roller to the
bottom of the teeth to insure equal spacing on each operation.

Platen Overthrow
Stop

Index Pawl Carrier

Index Multiplying
Lever

FIGURE 133. Index Pawl Rest Position

Multiplying Control
Lever

FIGURE 135. Double SPace Indexing Operation
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The index pawl carrier link always receives the same amount
of motion each time it operates regardless of whether the mechanism isset for single or double spacing. The amount of travel
is sufficient to cause double space rotati::..'1 of the platen.

Whether a single or a double space operation occurs is determined by how far the index pawl carrier Iink is pulled. Because the cam follower always moves the same distance on each
operation, a system of multi plying the leverage must be utilized.
The index pawl carrier link is attached to the front of the index multi pi ying lever that pi vots at the rear of the cam follower
(Fig. 134). A lug at the rear of the cam follower prevents the
multiplying lever from pivoting up in front. During a single
line spacing operation, the multiplying lever moves down the
same amount as the cam follower (Fig. 134).

During a double space operation, the index pawl is allowed to
enter the platen ratchet immediately. The index pawl then
forces the ratchet tooth forward two spaces unti I the pawl contacts the platen overthrow stop. The overthrow stop wedges
the pawl into the ratchet teeth to lock the platen in position
(Fig. 138).

When the index selector lever is pushed to the rear for a double
space operation, it pivots the multiply control lever forward
under the end of the multiplying lever blocking its downward
movement (Fig. 135). When the cam follower operates, the
multiplying lever pivots where it attaches to the cam follower.
This causes the front of the multiplying lever to pull down on
the index pawl carrier link sufficiently to cause two line spaces
of movement to the platen (Fig. 135).
A double and single space operation require the same time lapse,
because both are operated by the same rotation of the cam. The
platen rotation must be accelerated for double spacing, because
of the added distance it is to be rotated. This extra speed of
rotation tends to cause the platen to space too far because of
the momentum developed. To prevent overthrow, an index pawl
stop is provided at the end of the double spacing stroke (Fig.
136). Upon contact with the stop, the index pawl is stopped
and locked into mesh with the platen ratchet to block further
rotation of the platen.
Platen Ratchet
Index Pawl
Multiplying Lever
Stop

a
Multiplying Lever
Index Pawl

Platen Overthrow
Stop

FIGURE 137. Index Mechanism - Rest Position
Ifonlya single space operation is desired, the index pawl must
be prevented from entering the ratchet unti I it has passed one
tooth ofthe ratchet. The remaining travel after the index pawl
enters the rotchet is only sufficient to cause one tooth of rotation to the platen. The index pawl contacts the platen overthrow stop at the end of the stroke as on a double space operation.

FIGURE 136. Platen Overthrow Stop
New Style Indexing

/

The new indexing mechanism is designed to improve the accuracy
and reliability of the indexing operation. It differs from the
earlier design mainly in the index pawl and the method of
selecting single or double spacing.

The index pawl entry into the platen ratchet is controlled by
the line space cam lever attached to the index selection lever
(Fig. 139). The cam lever has two steps at the forward end in
position to contact a stud on the side of the index pawl. A
small spring between the index pawl and the pawl carrier
spring-loads the pawl toward the platen. With the index selection lever to the rear in the double space position, the index
pawl stud contacts the ("wer step of the cam lever allowing

The index mechanism is operated by the cam follower by means
of the index pawl carrier link connected to the front of the indexmultiplyinglever. The rear of the multiplying lever is always in contact with multiplying lever stop attached solidly to
the powerframe (Fig. 137). As the cam follower operates, the
multiplying lever pivots on the cam follower and pulls down on
the index pawl carrier link (Fig. 138).
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Index Pawl Carrier

B. SINGLE SPACE POSITION

FIGURE 139b.

Index Selection Mechanism

The index pawl is designed with an elongated pivot hole so
that it "floats" forward during a portion of the index stroke.
The pawl is spring-loaded forward in the rest position by an extension spring between the pawl and a hook on the platen overthrow stop (Fig. 139). A heavier spring between the index
pawl carrier and the base tie rod holds the mechanism in the
rest position.
As the index mechanism operates, the pawl engages the ratchet
tooth. There is then a slight delay until the pawl carrier reaches
the end ofthe elongated slot in the index pawl. The pawl carrier is operated so sharply that it actually "kicks" the platen.
The platen is thus caused to move ahead of the index stroke.
Without the elongated hole in the index pawl, the platen ratchet would reach the final position ahead of the index pawl.
With the floating index pawl, the pawl is spring-loaded forward against the ratchet tooth. As the ratchet moves ahead of
the index stroke, the pawl is able to move with it and reach
the overthrow stop at the same time the platen reaches the
final position. The pawl is then able to wedge into the ratchet and block any further rotation due to the momentum of the
platen.

FIGURE 138. Index Mechanism - Active Position
the pawl to rest near the platen ratchet (Fig. 139a). In the
single space position, the index pawl stud contacts the upper
step of the cam lever causing the index pow I to rest farther
from the platen (Fig. 139b). Thus in the single space position,
the index pow I stud maintains contact with the line space cam
lever longer and delays the entry of the pawl into the platen
ratchet.
The index selection lever is held in the single or double space
position by a toggle hairpin spring (Fig. 139). Movement of
the index selection lever is restricted by two extensions at the
bottom of the lever that contact the hairpin spring mounting
stud.

Index Keylever Mechanism
An indexing operation occurs any time the cam operate-s the
cam follower. The cam may be caused to operate by releasing either the index or carrier return interposer to the rear.
The carrier return operation has been discussed in another section; therefore the index alone wi II be dealt with here. The
index keylever pivots on the keylever fulcrum rod at the rear
and extends toward the front only to the first row of keybuttons.
An offset in the keylever places the end of the keylever and
keybutton outside the right side frame (Fig. 140). A stud in
the side frame fits through an elongated hole in the keylever
to limitthe overall travel of the keylever. An extension spring
from a lug on the keylever to the stud restores the keylever to
the rest position.

Index Selector lever

A small spring loaded arm called the index repeat lever operates in a slot in the side frame under the keylever and acts as
a first limit for the keylever depression (Fig. 140). When the
keylever is depressed to the first limit I the keylever pawl at
the rear of the keylever depresses the index interposer to release it to the rear. This releases the cam allowing the operation to occur. If additional pressure is appl ied to the key-

Index Pawl
A. DOUBLE SPACE POSITION

FIGURE 139a. Index Selection Mechanism
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has two pins attached to the right end that operate through holes
in the platen end plug (Fig. 141). The pins on the push rod
extend through the end pi ug to the ri ght and rest agai nst the
platen variable driver. Movement of the platen knob toward
the right is transferred to the driver to disengage it from the
platen end pi ug.

button, the index repeat lever wi II yield allowing further depression' of the keylever. The rear lug of the keylever pawl
wi II then hold the interposer down so that it cannot re latch
forward on the guide bracket. The interposer will continue to
. operate forward and back creating a repeat cam operation and
a repeat indexing of the platen.

Keylever Pawl

Push Rod

FIGURE 140. Index Keylever Mechanism
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The platen variable mechanism provides the operator with a
means of rotating the platen to a position other than the normal writing line. The variable is used for typing above or below the writing line, locating the writing line after reinserting
the paper, and for typing on lines of other than six lines per
inch spacing.
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FIGURE 141. Platen Variable Mechanism
The platen ratchet must remain stationary when selecting a new
writing line so that the detent roller will be seated between
two teeth of the ratchet at the new position. A clutch mechanism connects the ratchet to the platen so that it can be engaged for line spacing and disengaged for the variable operation. The clutch can be disengaged by pushing the left hand
platen knob toward the right. As long as the knob is held to
the right, the platen can be rototed freely while the ratchet
remains stationary. When the knob is released, the clutch is
automatically re-engaged by spring tension.

TABULATOR
The tabulator mechanism permits the operator to position the
carrier quickl y to a predetermined point on the writing Iine by
depressing the tab keybutton one time. The tabulator is used
in typing columnsoffigures, indenting paragraphs, or any other
operation that requires positioning the carrierto a specific point
each time.
In order for a tabulator operation to take place, several basic
things must occur. The stopping point mvst be predetermined.
The escapement and backspace pawls must be released to allow
carrier movement. The pawls must be l-otched in the released
position to continue the movement. The speed of the carrier
must be controlled. And the pawls must be allowed to restore
to their racks at the proper time.

The left side of the platen ratchet contains two heavy lugs that
form a channel (Fig. 141). The platen variable driver operates
left to right in the slot and always turns with the ratchet. A
compression spring between the ratchet and the driver loads
the driver to the left so that serrations on the outer surface of
the driver mesh with matching serrations inside the platen end
plug{Fig. 141). Themeshingoftheserrationscausesthe platen,
the dri ver, and the ratchet to be locked together and turn as
a unit.

Tab Set and Clear - Old Style
A rack of tab stops located just to the rear of the escapement
rack, allows the operatpr to select the positions where the carrier wi II stop when the tab keylever is depressed. The tab stops
operate friction tight in grooves of the tab rack --one cor- ....
responding to~ach escapement position. The tab set and clear
button located at the left of the keyboard may be rocked forward or back to set or clear a tab stop {Fig. 142}. When the

When the driver is disengaged from the platen end plug, the
platen can be turned to the desired position. The driver can
then engage different serrations and lock the platen in the new
position. The left hand platen knob is mounted to a shaft that
slides left or right inside the platen. A light compression spring
holds the shaft toward the ri ght to prevent free play. The shaft
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Tab Rack Brake

Escapement Bracket Projections

"'Tab

A. SET OPERATION

B. SET POSITION

Rack

Tab Set and Clear Bellcrank

t

C. CLEAR OPERATION
Clear Arm

FIGURE 142.

FIGURE 143.

D. CLEAR POSITION

Tab Set And Clear OPeration

Figure 144 illustrates a cross section of the tab rack. Notice
that the tab stops encircle and operate freely about a round
shaft that runs through the center of the tab rack. The tab rack
is a slotted tube that mounts on shouldered bushings which are
set screwed to each end of the shaft. The slots in the tube are
guide slots for each individual tab stop (Fig. 145). Sections
of spring fingers mounted across the entire length of the tab
rack operate against small detent lugs (pro jections) on each
tab stop. The function of the spring fingers is to detent each
tab stop in either its set or cleared position.

Tab Set And Clear Mechanism

front of the button is depressed, the set and clear arm at the
rear operates to rotate the front of the tab rack up. A tab stop
strikes a projection on the escapement bracket block ing the
movement of the tab stop (Fig. 143a). As the tab rack continues to rotate, it is forced to rotate inside the tab stop. When
the set and clear button is released, the tab rack is restored to
the rest position leaving the set tab stop lower than the others
(Fig. 143b). A reverse operation causes the tab stop to strike
a stud at the bottom of the escapement bracket blocking its
movement while the tab rack is rotated further (Fig. 143c).
When the set and clear lever is released, the tab rack is restored to the rest position leaving the tab stop in the cleared
position (Fig. 143d). Because it is the escapement bracket
that sets or clears the tab stop, the carrier must be positioned
tothe desired tabstop before the set or clear action can occur.
T he stop at the extreme ri ght end of the tab rack is the tab
final stop and remains in the set position at all times to 9isengage the tab mechanism at the right hand limit of travel.

The tab set operation on the gang clear mechanism remains the
same as on the old style. The tab stop strikes a pro jection of
the escapement bracket blocking the movement of the tab stop
as the tab rack rotates top to the rear (F i g. 1440). The clear
operation is slightly different. A gang clear finger mounted

A. SET OPERATION

B. SET POSITION

Tab Set and Clear - IIGang Clear ll
Both the tab rack and the tab clear mechanism has been redesigned on late level machines so that the tab stops may be
IIgang cleared". Gang clearing tab stops is the term given to
the procedure for clearing all of the set tab stops in one operation. This is accomplished by positioning the carrier at the
extreme right hand margin, depressing the tab clear button and
(while holding the tab clear button depressed) actuating the
carrier return mechanism. As the carrier travels toward the
left hand margin it will clear every set tab stop across the entire length of the tab rack.

C. CLEAR OPERATION

FIGURE 144.
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D. CLEAR POSITION

Tab Set and Clear OPeration
(gang (lear)

Tab Torque Bar

Tab Rack

Tab Lever Trigger

Escapement Bracket

FIGURE 145.

Tab Key/ever

Gang Clear Finger

tothetop of the escapement bracket (Fig. 145) projects to the
rear just be low the detent Iugs on the tab stops (Fig. 144b).
When the rack rotates top to the front during a clear operation,
the gang clear finger which is in the path of the detent lug
restricts the tab stop from rotating with the rack thereby causingthetabstopto rotate up to its cleared position (Fig. 144d).
During a gang clear operation the rack is held rotated in its
cleared position as the gang clear finger slides along the rack
(with the carrier) camming each set tab stop back to its cleared
position. The angle on the left side of the tip of the gang
clear finger provides the means for this camming action.
The tab rack is restored to rest from ei.ther the set or clear operation by an extension spring on the set and clear arm (Fig. 142).
The spring pulls the arm down against two pins on the powerframe so that it maintains a vertical position. The tab rack is
restored rather quickly when released and has a tendency to
fl ip past the rest position. This could partially clear a stop
that had just been set or partially set a stop that had just been
cleared. To prevent the rack from restoring past the rest position, a leaf spring at the left end of the rack appl ies a sl ight
braking action (Fig. 142).

FIGURE 146.

Tab Keylever Mechanism

FIGURE 147.

Tab Latch Operation

Pawl Release
The main purpose of the tab lever is to remove the backspace
and escapement pawl from their racks during a tab operation.
The tab lever mounts at the rear of the escapement bracket on
the same mounting stud as the backspace and escapement pawls
do.
The tab lever is very easily operated to the rear by a manual
process. The tab keylever operates at the left side of the keyboard the same as the letter keylevers. A lower extension
makes the keylever operate as a bellcrank (Fig. 146). When
the keylever is depressed, a Iink connected to the extension
operates the tab be II crank located on the powerframe at the
rear. Throughavertical connecting link, the bellcrank rotates
the tab torque bar. The tab torque bar is mounted the same as
the escapement torque bar. It pivots at each end and operates
just above the tab lever. The pivot point is near the top of
the torque bar so that depressing the keylever causes the bottom
of the bar to swing to the rear. The tab torque bar contacts a
Iug of the tab lever tri gger located just above the tab lever.
A lower Iug of the tri gger forces the tab lever to the rear as
the keylever is depressed further (Fig. 147). As the tab lever
pivots toward the rear, a lug at the front of the tab lever contacts the escupement and backspace pawls and forces them to

the rearoutof mesh with their racks (Fig. 148). A small latch
pi vots on the escapement bracket at the ri ght end of the tab
lever. When the tab lever has moved far enough to the rear
to release the pawls, the tab latch swings into a notch in the
tab lever assembly to hold it to the rear thus latching the pawls
out of the ir racks (Fig. 147). A tab lever overthrow stop is
mounted on the escapement bracket. It extends to the rear
and down behind the trigger (Fig. 149). The stop prevents
the tab lever from being thrown into the tab rack if the keylever is struck hard.
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Escapement

Ifthe pinion gear is turned in the same direction as the operational shaft but at a faster rate of speed, the friction of the
clutch spring causes it to tighten around the two hubs locking
them together. During a tab operation, the cord drum drives
the pinion gear in the same direction as the operational shaft.
The mainspring tension causes the pinion to speed up and tighten
the clutch spring. The mainspring then tries to accelerate the
operational shaft. The mainspring does not have sufficient tension to drive the operational shaft, because of the drag present
in the system. The shaft must be driven by the motor; therefore the speed of the tab governor pinion can be no faster than
the normal speed of the operational shaft. The escapement
cord drum can wind up the cord only as fast as the pinion will
let it. The gear ratio between the pinion gear and the escapement cord drum allows the carrier to be moved at the proper
speed during a tab operation. No governing action is obtained
during approximately the first inch of carrier travel, because
a short distance is required to tighten the tab governor clutch
spring.

Ltjr ~ A~<9
Pawl'~
~.......

The tab governor pinion is the same size as the carrier return
pinion gear. This makes the speed of the carrier the same for
both tab and carrier return.
Backspace Pawl

Collar Turns With

FIGURE 148. Pawl Release OPeration

Pinion Tries To
Exceed Speed of
Collar And Causes
Clutch Spring To
Tighten

FIGURE 150.
FIGURE 149.

Tab Governor Mechanism

Tab Overthrow Stop

Tab Governor

Tab Unlatching

The carrier speed during a tab operation must be controlled to
insure an accurate tab, reduce the noise, and prevent excessive wear and shock on the components. During a tab operation, the carrier is pulled to the right by the tension of the
mainspring as during an escapement operation. The tab governor
operates by limiting the speed with which the escapement cord
drum winds up the cord.

When the carrier reaches the desired stopping point, the escapement pawl must be allowed to re-enter the escapement
rack and stop the movement of the carrier. The tab lever is
mounted in an elongated hole at its pivot point. An extension
spring holds the tab lever to the right. As the carner moves
toward the right, the tip of the tab lever contacts the set tab
stop and is prevented from moving further {Fig. 151a}. The
carrier continues to the right carrying the pawls and the tab
latch with it. Movement is allowed by the elongated hole at
the tab lever pi vot. As the escapement pawl moves to the ri ght
in relation to the tab lever, a notch in the pawl allows it to
drop off the lug of the tab lever and restore to the escapement
rack (Fig. 151b). Further movement of the carrier moves the
tab latch to the right out of the notch of the tab lever (Fig.
15lc). The tab lever then restor~s and allows the backspace
pawl to re-enter its rack.
.

The beve led gear on the escapement cord drum meshes with the
tab governor pinion located on the operational shaft to the right
ofthe cord drum (Fig. 150). The pinion gear operates between
two collars. The left collar and the pinion gear have hubs enclosed by ~ cl utch spring. The left collar is set-screwed to the
shaft and the pinion'g~ar pivots freely on the shaft. The spring
is wound so thatH sl ips when the pinion is held stationary
and the operational shaft is turning.
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During a rapid tab/typing operation, it is possible for the
typist to delay releasing the tab lever until after a few characters have been typed. If this happened, the carrier could
reach the right side of the elongated hole in the tab lever and
be stopped by the tab lever against the set tab stop. To prevent blocking the carrier in this manner, the tab lever and tab
lever trigger are designed to allow the tab lever to restore,
even though the keylever is held depressed. The trigger moves
to the right with the carrier during the unlatching travel of the
carrier. At about the same time the tab lever is released by
the tab latch, the tab lever trigger moves in front of a notch
in the tab lever {Fig. 152}. The tab lever is then allowed to
move forward into the rest position. The tab lever is restored
by the action of the springs on the tab lever and the backspace
pawl.

Tab Lever
latch

Escapement Rack

A.

Tab Lever Stopped
By Set Tab Stop
Carrier
Movement
Continues

+
Remains
latched

Escapement Pawl
Released From
Tab Lever lug

B.

Trigger Enters No
Of Tab lever Allowing
Tab lever To Restore
Forward

Pawl Enters
Rack Teeth

FIGURE 152. Tab Lever Trigger Operation
When the tab lever trigger restores, the tab lever is allowed
to reset for the next operation. As the trigger moves out of
the notch in the tab lever, the tab lever is snapped to the right
by its spring into position to be operated by the trigger. At
the same time, the tab lever lug resets to the right in front of
the escapement pawl ready for pawl release on the next operation. A forward extension of the tab lever rests against the
escapement bracket. A lug at the rear of the tab lever trigger
rests against the tab lever to prevent the trigger from resting
against the tab torque bar. Improper rest position of the tab
lever can cause backspace problems if the backspace pawl is
not allowed to meshdeeplyenough into its rack. The tab lever
will also fail to reset to the right in front of the escapement
pawl, i fthe tab Iever rests too far to the rear. The tab mechanism would then be inoperative, because no pawl release
could be obtained.

Carrier Movement
Continues Until Stopped
By The Escapement Pawl

+
C.

Tob lever Unlatches And
Restores Toward The Front

Tab Interlock

FIGURE 151. Tab Unlatching Operation

The tab lever is prevented from latching to the rear during a
carriage return operation. If the tab lever were allowed fo
latch, the tab lever pawl attached to the end of the tab lever
would strike the right side of a set tab stop locking the carrier. The tab lever is prevented from latching by restricting
the tab latch from rotating in-to its latching position. A lug
at the rear of the tab latch extends down behind the escapement torque bar (Fig. 153). Whenever the escapement torque
bar is operated, as during a carrier return, the tab latch is rotated counterclockwise away from the tab lever. Thus, the tab
lever cannot latch.

It should be noted that the escapement pawl is allowed to enter the rack before the backspace pawl. The escapement pawl
nust be allowed to enter early to insure that it will enter the
correct tooth of the escapement rack. If the backspace pawl
were allowed to enter at the same time, the adjustment of the
backspace rack could allow the backspace pawl to enter its
rack stopping the carrier slightly to the left of the desired
point. Delaying the entry of the backspace pawl prevents
this possibi Iity.
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the tab torque bar is rotated it produces a push on the upper
arm of the interlock causing the lower arm to pull the keeper
forward to unlatch the carrier return.
(The additional arm mounted on the same shouldered screw is
for interlocking the carrier return whenever the top cover is
raised. This is a "safety" interlock.)

Tab Lever
Latch Rotated
By Torque Bar

,
Tab Lever Cannot LatchlJJ
Although Operated To The Rear

I

MARGIN CONTROL

~

The term "margin" denotes the distance between the edge of
the paper and the typewritten material. The left and right
margins are determined by the position of the margin stops on
the margin rack. The carrier travel is restricted by contacting the margin stops.

,;

Escapement Torque Bar

FIGURE 153.

Margin Stops

Carrier Return Tab Interlock

Carrier Return;lab Interlock

The margin stops are mounted on the margin rack. The rack is
positioned horizontally in the machine in front of the carrier.
Each margin stop has a slider and pin assembly that meshes with
teeth at the rear of the margin rack (Fig. 155). The number
of teeth per inch in the margin rack corresponds to the pitch
of the machine.

The carrier return/tab interlock allows a tab operation to supersede or unlatch a carrier return operation. An operator can
use this interlock feature to obtain a partial carrier return that
wi II be followed by a tabulation operation to a desired set tab
stop. This gives the operator a helpful short-cut when typing
a column of figures or listing at the right side of the paper.
The operation is achieved by depressing the tab keylever immediately after the carrier passes the desired set tab stop as the
carrier is returning toward the left hand margin during a return
operation.

Each margin stop has a margin set lever attached to the slider
and pin assembly. The margin set levers extend through a slot
in the front case so as to be accessible to the operator. Either
margin stop may be repositioned by pushing the margin set lever
to the rear to disengage the pin from the rack and then by
sl iding the margin stop along the rack to the desired location.
A scribe line on the margin set lever acts as a pointer to indicate the position of the margin stop in relation to the scale
on the front of the case. A pointer on the front of the carrier
indicates the position of the carrier.

This interlocking action is produced by a bellcrank, called the
carrier return/tab interlock, which mounts to the side frame
by a shouldered screw. The upper arm of the interlock extends
behind a clip on the tab torque bar while the lower arm extends behind the carrier return latch keeper (Fig. 154). When

The left hand margin stop controls the left margin on the paper.
An extension of the stop is struck by the margin stop latch
pivoted on a bracket attached to the carrier (Fig. 155). This
action forces the margin rack to the left to unlatch the carrier
return leaving the carrier resting at the left margin position.

Tab Torque Bar

Carrier Return/Tab Interlock
Margin Set Lever
Interlock Spring

SI ider and Pin

Margin Stop Latch
Carrier Return Latch Keeper
Line Lock Bracket

FIGURE 154.

Carrier Return / Tab Interlock

FIGURE 155.
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Left Margin Mechanism

Line Lock - {Old Style}

To be sure that the keyboard is locked before another character
can enter storage, the keyboard lock bellcrank is driven into
position by the keyboard lock interposer. The interposer contains an elongated pivot hole the same as a character interposer. A stud in the interposer is in position just above a
spring-loaded arm on the keyboard lock bellcrank (Fig. 157).
The arm is relieved to permit downward movement of the interposer. When the keyboard lock interposer is down, it is positioned in the path of the filter shaft (Fig. 157). As the filter
shaft operates the stored character interposer, the keyboard
lock interposer is also driven forward (Fig. 158). The stud on
the keyboard lock interposer cams the arm of the keyboard lock
bellcrank down. The heavy extension spring between the arm
and the bellcrank is extended and creates a strong downward
pull on the bellcrank (Fig. 158).

'1e purpose ofthe line lock mechanism is to lock the keyboard
when the carrier has reached the ri ght hand margin on the paper.
With the keyboard locked, the operator cannot inadvertently
continue typing at that position.
The line lock mechanism is operated by the right hand margin
stop. In addition to operating the Iine lock, the margin stop
alsoringsa bell several spaces before the line lock action occurs. The bell warns the typist that the carrier is near the
margin stop. Inmost cases this allows sufficient space to complete a word or phrase before the line lock occurs. The typist
can then return the carrier to begin the next line.
Ifthe typist continues typing after the bell rings, the keyboard
is locked after a few spaces to prevent typing on the margin.
The keyboard is locked by forcing a special bellcrank into the
selector compensator {Fig. 156}. The keyboard lock be II crank
forcesthesteelballsofthe compensator to shift in the tube and
block the depression of any other interposer.

Keyboard Lock Bellcrank
Cannot Enter Compensator

The keyboard lock bellcrank is actuated indirectly by an arm
welded to the bellringer bai I n~ar the left end. A camming
surface on the front of the line lock bracket forces the bail to
pivot farther forward after ringing the bell (Fig. 156). The
arm we Ided to the bai I moves downward forcing down on the
keyboard lock interposer. The keyboard lock 'interposer and
the keyboard lock bellcrank pivot on the character interposer
fulcrum rod. The keyboard lock interposer and bell crank are
>nnectedattherear by an extension spring. When the interposer is forced down, the extension spring pulls the bellcrank
down into the selector compensator.

Character Interposer
Blocking Compensator

Because of the machine1s character storage feature and the
speed with which the interposers can be depressed, it is not
always possible for the keyboard lock bellcrank to enter the
selector compensator. If a character is in storage when the
keyboard lock interposer is pivoted down, the keyboard lock
bellcrank stops against the top of the steel balls (Fig. 157).
The light spring connecting the interposer to the be II crank is
extended sl ightly.

FIGURE 157.

Line Lock Blocked By Stored
Character Interposer

Line Lock Bracket

Keyboard Lock Interposer

Bell Ringer Bail

FIGURE 156.

Line Lock Mechanism - Old Style
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The keyboard lock interposer is restored up and to the rear by
an extension spring the same as a character interposer. The
stud on the interposer extends to the left under the keyboard
lock bellcrank in position to restore the bellcrank into the rest
position.

The keyboard lock bellcrank is then snapped into the selector
compensator at the earliest possible instant. The keyboard is
locked with the carrier at the margin stop position or one space
later depending upon whether or not a character has been
stored at the beginning of the line lock operation.

Line Lock - (New Style)
On the new style line lock mechanism the keyboard lock interposer and its operation have been el iminated. It has been
found that a sufficient amount of spring tension can be placed
on the keyboard lock bellcrank, by the operation of the bellringerbail, to snap the bellcrank into the compensator tube at
the earl iest possible instant. The keyboard may sti II lock one
space late after the carrier reaches the right hand margin because of the character storage feature.
The new Iine lock consists of two pieces, the keyboard lock
lever and the keyboard lock bellcrank (Fig. 159). Simi lor to
the old style, the bellringer bail operates the keyboard lock·
lever down (as the carrier approaches the right hand margin)
causing the keyboard lock bellcrank to be loaded into the
selector compensator tube by the tension of the spring between
the lever and the bell crank . The mounting of the bellcrank
and lever remains the same as the old style.

Both Interposers Driven
Forward By The Fi Iter Shaft
Down By Pin

FIGURE 158. Keyboara Lock Interposer OPeration

Note in Figure 159 that the bellringer bellcrank has been redesigned and is now one piece as compared to the ~Id style in
Figure 156. The new style helps to reduce lost motion between
the line lock bracket and the bellringer bail. Because of this
new style bellringer bellcrank, the entire margin rack must
tip each time the carrier is returned through the right hand
margin. The rear extension of the bellcrank must ride up and
overthe camming surface on the line lock bracket causing the
margin rack to rotate too.

No type pilingwill occur as a result of a linelock failure, because the margin stop does not block the movement of the carrier. No operational keys are affected by the I ine lock. The
carriermay be moved through the line lock zone by use of the
spacebar, backspace, carrier return, or tabulator. The line
lock is usually released by operating the backspace or carrier
return or by depressing the margin release keylever. Moving
the carrier to the left or right allows all the I ine lock parts to
restore and unlock the keyboard. Depressing the margin release keylever rotates the margin rack to move the bell ringer
bellcrankoutofthe path of the line lock bracket. This allows
the Iine lock parts to restore to rest unlocking the interposers.

Linelock Bracket

Bellringer Bail

FIGURE 159.

Line Lock Mechanism (new style)
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Margin Release Lever

The Iine lock bracket assembly has also been redesigned to
simplify the margin release operation at the left margin. The
mounting hole in the margin stop latch has been elongated.
This allows the stop latch to float to the left under its restoring
spring tension whenever the margin release is operated whi Ie
the carrier is against the left hand margin stop. This el iminates
the necessity of holding the margin release button depressed
until the carrier is moved to the left.
Bell

/;f
::?<

The bell is located on the left side of the keyboard section and
is rung by the bell clapper attached to a bellcrank above the
bell (Fig. 160). The bell clapper bell crank is operated by the
action ofthe bellringer bai I located across the machine just in
front of the margin rack. The bellringer bellcrank pivoted on
the right margin stop is contacted by the line lock bracket attached to the front of the carrier (Fig. 156). As the carrier
moves to the right, the bell crank pivots causing the bell ringer
bai I to rotate forward. A small lever at the left end of the bail
operates the bell clapper into the active position (Fig. 160).
Further rotation of the bail causes the bail lever to slip off
the bell clapper bellcrank allowing it to restore. An arm of
the bell crank contacts the bell mounting stud causing the bellcrank to stop suddenly. The momentum of the bell clapper
causes it to spring over and strike the bell one time. When
the bellringer bail is allowed to restore, the bail lever resets
above the bell clapper bellcrank ready for the next operation.

Margin Release Keylever

Margin Rack

FIGURE 161. Margin Release Mechanism
An extension spring from the keylever down to a lug on the
keyboard side frame restores the mechanism and holds it in the
rest position.
PAPER FEED AND RELEASE MECHANISMS
Paper Feed
The purpose of the paper feed mechanism is to control both the
horizontal and the vertical positions of the paper in the machine and to feed the paper vertically.

Bell Ringer Bail
The paper feed operates by pressing the paper tightly against
the platen so that it must move as the platen rotates. The paper
is held against the platen by a front and rear feed rol I assembly
located beneath the platen (Fig. 162). Each feed roll assembly
contains four rubber rollers equally spaced along the feed roll
shaft and molded to the shaft.
The front feed roll shaft rests in notches of the front feed roll
arms. The front feed roll arms pivot on the feed roll actuating
shaft. A heavy extension spring from each front feed roll arm
to the carriage tie rod suppl ies the pressure of the front feed
roll against the platen. Various holes in the feed roll arms provide a means of adjusting the pressure.

Platen

Front Feed Roll Arm

Bell

Feed Roll

FIGURE 160. Bell Ringer Mechanism
Margin Release
The purpose ofthe margin release mechanism is to allow typing
on either margin of the paper without repositioning the margin
stops. The margin release operates by rotating the margin rack
so that the margin stops move upward out of the path of the
line lock bracket on the carrier.
The margin release keylever pivots at the left side of the keyboard (Fig. 161). A stud at the rear of the keylever operates
in a slot in the margin release lever. The margin release lever
is attached to the margin rack. Depression of the keylever
causes the margin release lever to be raised. This action rotates the margin rack raising the rear of the margin stops. A
lug on the left end of the margin rack remains in the path of
the carrier to unlatch the carrier return if it is operated with
the margin release keylever depressed.

Rear Feed Roll Arm

FIGURE 162. Paper Feed Mechanism
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The rear feed roll shaft rests in notches of the rear feed roll
arms. The rear feed roll arms pivot on studs at the front of the
paper feed mounting arms that extend forward from the carriage
tie rod (Fig. 164). A shoulder screw at each side connects the
rear feed roll arms to the front feed roll arms. Pressure of the
rear feed rolls against the platen is supplied by the front feed
roll arms.

Paper Release
The pressure ofthe front and rear feed rolls is released from the
platen to allow the operator to position the paper more accurateIyand to alloweasier insertion and removal of the paper. Paper
releaseisaccomplishedbypulling forward on the paper release
lever located at the right end of the carriage (Fig. 164). The
front of the paper release lever cams the top of the feed roll
release arm forward to rotate the feed roll actuating shaft.

The paper deflector acts as a chute to guide the paper around
the piaten (Fig. i62). it is supported beneath the p~aj-en by
the front and rear feed roll arms. A lug at each end of the
deflector fits over a stud on the paper feed mounting arm to
maintain the correct position of the deflector.

Paper Feed Braces

As the paper is inserted into the machine, an adjustable guide
mounted on the case at the rear of the platen serves to position
the paper for its left margin position. The paper deflector
guides the paper between the rear feed roll and the platen.
As the platen is turned, the paper is forced to move with the
platen. The deflector guides the paper around the platen into
position between the front feed roll and the platen.
As the paper is fed farther, the end of the paper is guided upward by the Iine gage card holder attached at the rear of the
carrier (Fig. 163). The Iine gage card holder assists in holding
the typing material against the platen in the printing area. A
scale on each side of the holder assists the typist in reinserting
material into the machine to a specific printing point. The
marks on the scale indicate the middle of a character space
and the horizontal line on the scale indicates the bottom of
the writing line. A single mark in the middle at the top of the
card holder indicates the middle of the next character to be
typed.

Feed Roll Release Arm

FIGURE 164.

FIGURE 163.

Lever

Paper Release Mechanism

Two feed roll release levers are clamped to the feed roll actuating shaft and rest behind a lug of each front feed roH arm.
As the shaftrotates, the feed roll release levers rotate the front
feed roll arms down, away from the platen. The rear feed roll
arms are, in turn, forced away from the platen by their connection to the front feed roll arms. When the paper re lease
lever has been pulled all the way forward, the end of the feed
roll release arm detents over the point at the front of the paper
release lever to hold it in the released position.

Line Gage Card Holde'll'

Above the writing I ine the paper is engaged by two rubber
rollers mounted 01) the paper boil. These rollers ho. ~ the paper
against the platen above the writing Iine so as to reduce t.he
possibil ity of overprinting on the paper. The rollers also feed
the paper vertically after the bottom of the paper has left the
front feed roll.

FABRIC RIBBON
The paper bai I is supported by a lever at each end that pivots
front to rear on the side of the machine. A hairpin spring
operateseachbailleverasa toggle to hold the bail rolls either
to the rear against the platen or forward in the released position.

The ribbon mechanism is divided into two separate distinct
mac han isms. They are the ri bbon lift mechan i sm and the ri bbon
feed and reverse mechanism. The ribbon lift mechanism raises
the ribbon to the printing point before the type head prints and
then lowers to allow a visible writing line. The feed and reverse mechanism moves the ribbon laterally past the printing
poi nt to provide an unused portion for the next typing operation.
It also reverses the feeding direction when the end of the ribbon is reached.

The bail rollsare free to rotate around the bail shaft. A spring
band insid~ each bail roll grips the bail shaft to restrict the
lateral motion of the bail rolls. The bail rolls may be positioned along the bail shaft by exerting sufficient pressure to
overcome the friction of the spring band on the bail shaft.
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cam is not out of time with the print operation. Care must be
taken if the cam is replaced, to insure that it is not installed
in a reversed position.

The ribbon is a 9/16" fabric ribbon enclosed in a disposable
cartridge unit for clean handling. The cartridge unit contains
two spools on which the ribbon is wound. The ribbon is constantly fed from one spool to the other and bock again until the
ink supply has been depleted. Replacing the ribbon is a clean,
effortless operation.

The cam makes one complete revolution each time a cycle
operation occurs. The ribbon lift cam follower pivots on the
carrier casting above and to the rear of the cam (Fig. 165).
Each operation of the cam raises the cam follower. The cam
follower contains a long slot. In the slot is the end of the ribbon lift control link. The ribbon lift guide assembly rests
directly above the control Iink. As the cam follower is raised
the control link forces up on the ribbon lift guide assembl/
The guide assembly pivots on the carrier casting at the front
causing the ribbon to be raised at the rear. A flat link from
each side of the ribbon lift guide attaches to two pins at the
frontofthe carrier to maintain the ribbon lift guide in a vertical position.

Ribbon Lift

The height to which the ribbon will be raised is determined by
the position ofthe ribbon lift control link in the slot of the cam
follower. When the link is in the extreme rear of the slot,
very little motion is obtained from the cam follower; consequentlythe ribbon lift guide isnot raised at all. This is called the stencil position. It is so called because the ribbon is
not used in typing stencils.

Ribbon Lift Cam

Ribbon Lift
Lever

Asthe ribbon lift control link is moved toward the front in the
slot, more and more motion is obtained from the cam follower.
The Iink is also moved nearer the pivot point of the ribbon lift
guide assembly so that the motion obtained from the follower
is more effective in raising the ribbon. The nearer the front
the link is moved, the higher the ribbon will be raised.

Ribbon load Lever

FIGURE 165. Ribbon Lift Mechanism

In addition to the stencil position there are three ribbon lift
positions which may be selected by the operator. The ribbon
lift control link is attached to the ribbon lift control lever
pivoted under the front of the carrier casting (Fig. 165). The
control lever is spring-loaded to the rear against a stud on the
ribbon lift lever. The ribbon lift lever has a button located
justto the left ofthe carrier pointer. Moving the button to the
left causes the stud on the lever to force the ribbon lift control
lever and link toward the front. The stud of the ribbon lift
lever seats into notches in the control lever to maintain its
position until changed by the operator.

Located to the right of the pointer on the carrier assembly is
the ribbon load lever (Fig. 165).
When pushed to the right, the load lever forces the ribbon lift
guide into an extreme Iift position for accessibi lity. The ribbon load lever is detented to hold the ribbon lift guide in the
high lift position. The cartridge can be removed from the ribbon feed plate by simply lifting it off. The ribbon can then be
easily removed from the guide without touching the ribbon.
Install ing a new ribbon is just the reverse of the above. With
the ribbon lift guide still in the extreme lift position, the ribbon can be inserted into the guide and the cartridge snapped
into place all in one motion. Tapered lugs on the sides of the
ribbon feed ratchet cores automatically guide the ribbon spools
into the correct position. Guide lugs at each side of the feed
plate maintain the lateral position of the cartridge. Retainer
springs attached to the guide lugs hold the cartridge down to
prevent vibration. After the ribbon is installed, the load lever
is moved bock to the left to allow the ribbon Iift guide to restore to its normal position ready for a typin.g operation.

The extreme right hand position ofthe button is the stenci I position where no ri bbon lift is avai lable. The next position to the
left is the low lift position used for typing on the top half of
the ribbon. The third position allows typing in the middle of
a single colored ribbon to get maximum life from the ribbon.
The extreme left position of the button is the high lift position
and is used for typing on the bottom half of the ribbon.
The ribbon lift guide assembly is spring loaded into the rest
position to insure that it will restore rapidly and to prevent
overthrowofthe ribbon due to the momentum of the lift mechanism.

Ribbon Lift
The ribbon lift mechanism consistsofa cam, cam follower, control me~hanism, and the ribbon lift guide assembly (Fig. 165).

Ri bbon Feed and Reverse
1. Ribbon Feed

The mechanism is mounted to the carrier assembly and is transported by the carrier along with the type head. The ribbon lift
cam is a single lobed cam set-screwed to the left end of the
print sleeve. The cam has a punch mark on the right side that
must line up with the print sleeve key-way to insure that the

The ribbon feed and reverse mechanism isa compact unit mounted at the top of the carrier just in front of the type head. The
mechanism is detachable as a unit for repair or replacement
purposes.
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the ri bbon. To prevent any backward rotation, a detent pawl is
spring-loaded into the teeth of the ratchet to allow feed in one
di rection onl y (Fi g. 166).

Each ribbon spool of the ribbon cartridge unit fits over the core
of a nylon ribbon feed ratchet (Fig. 166). Rotation of a ratchet causes the spool to turn and wind up the ribbon. The ratchets are operated by a pawl that moves frant to rear between
them to force the ratchet teeth to the rear.
The position of the feed pawl determines which ratchet is fed
as the pawl moves to the rear. The feed pawl pivots on a pin
beneath the ribbon feed plate and extends up through a hole
:~
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well as front to rear movement. An extension spring attached
to the pawl restores the pawl to the rest position each time it
operates (Fig. 166). The spring also holds the pawl left or
ri ght into engagement with the correct ribbon feed ratchet depending upon the direction of pull of the spring. The forward
end of the spring is attached to a lever called the ribbon feed
detent lever. The detent lever pivots on the ribbon feed plate.

Ribbon Feed Ratchet

~~bbon Feed p~ ~

~

Bellcrank
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FIGURE 167.
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Ribbon Feed Detent Lever

FIGURE 166.

Ribbon Feed Mechanism - Side View

In order for the ribbon to wind onto one spool it must be unwound from the other spool. Each ratchet has a detent pawl
to prevent rotation in the unwinding direction. The detent
pawl must be disengaged from the supply side in order for ribbon feed to occur. Each detent pawl has a long curved extension resting against a roller on the ribbon feed detent lever
(Fig. 166). When one detent pawl is engaged with its ratchet,
the other is disengaged depending upon the position of the ribbon feed detent lever.

Ribbon Feed Detent
Pawl

Ribbon Feed Mechanism - Top View

Whenthelever is moved to the right, the feed pawl is pivoted
into engagement with the right hand feed ratchet (Fig. 166).
W hen the detent lever is moved to the left, the feed pawl engages to feed the left hand ratchet.

Two flat springs are mounted to the ribbon feed plate at the rear
so that they rest against the ribbon feed ratchets. The sl i ght
dragappliedbythe springs prevents the jerk of the ribbon feed
operation from spinning the supply spool and spi II ing off excess i ve ri bbon .

The ribbon feed pawl is powered to the rear by the action of
the ribbon feed cam located directly in the middle of the print
sleeve. The cam is keyed to the sleeve and rotates one complete revolution on each operation. A sliding cam follower
transfers the motion of the cam to the ribbon feed bellc~ank
whi ch actuates the feed pawl to the rear (F i g. 167). Suffi cient
motion is avai lable from the cam to cause a two teeth feed of
the ratchet. The timing of the ribbon feed cam causes the ribbon feed action to occur early in the cycle operation. At the
time the type head prints, the ribbon has completed its feeding
operation except for the restoring of the feed pawl. Care must
be taken in replacing the feed cam to insure that it is not installed in a reverse position. A V -shaped notch in the large
part of the cam must be toward the right. Reversing the cam
wi II change the tim ing of the ri bbon feed.

2.

Ribbon Reverse

The ribbon is fed from one spool to the other until the supply
spool is emptied. The ribbon feed pawl must then be moved to
the ratchet of the empty spool to begin feeding the ribbon in
the opposite direction. To achieve a ribbon reversing operation, it is merely necessary to move the ribbon feed detent
lever from one position to the other. The 'ribbon feed pawl
spring then pulls the pawl into the reversed position. The reversing operation is the same for both sides except that the
direction of parts movement is opposite.
The reversingoperation requires a sensing mechanism to determine when the reverse is to take place and a means of powering the detent lever from one position to the other. Each ribbon feed ratchet core contains a small bellcrank called the
ribbon reverse trigger (Fig. 168). As long as there is ribbon

Asthe feed pawl restores to the front, it slides along the teeth
of the ratchet into the rest position. The drag of the pawl
along the teeth tends to rotate the ratchet backward and unwind
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Pin Projects Through
Slot In Interposer

around the spool, the ribbon holds the reverse trigger into the
core in the inactive position. When the ribbon spool is emptied,
a hai rpi n spring forces the reverse tri gger out of the core through
a slot in the ribbon spool. A portion of the reverse trigger
pivots down through a hole in the ratchet into position below
the ratchet.

Reverse Trigger

Ribbon Feed
Ratchet Assembly

Reverse Trigger Spring

FIGURE 168. Ribbon Reverse Trigger
The empty spool rotates slightly farther causing the reverse
trigger to contact and actuate the reverse lever which pivots
just below the ratchet (Fig. 169). The reverse lever is connected, by means of a flat link, to an arm of the reverse yoke
beneath the ribbon feed plate. The yoke is pivoted by operation of the reverse lever. A stud on the yoke at the rear of
the pivot point extends up through the feed plate into a slot
in the reverse interposer. Movement of the yoke positions the
front of the reverse int!3rposer left or right depending upon
which ribbon spool is being emptied (Fig. 170).

FIGURE 170. Ribbon Reverse M~chanism
- Active Position
to the rear causing the detent lever to pivot to the opposite
position. Movement of the detent lever disengages the detent
pawl at the full spool and allows the pawl to engage the ratchet at the empty spool. As the feed pawl restores, its spring
pivots it over into engagement with the opposite ratchet.

Ribbon Reverse
Interposer

Ribbon Feed Detent
Lever

FIGURE 169. Ribbon Reverse Mechanism
- Rest Position
FIGURE 171. Ribbon Reverse Interposer and Lever

Positioning the reverse interposer does two things. A hook at
the front of the interposer hooks around a Iug on the ribbon
feed detent lever (Fig. 171). The interposer lever, mounted
on the interposer, is positioned into the path of the ribbon feed
pawl. The next operation of the ribbon feed cam causes the
feed pawl to drive the reverse interposer to the rear. The hook
at the front of the interposer pulls the lug of the detent lever

The purpose of the interposer lever is to prevent the motion of
the ribbon reverse interposer from being choked off during a
reversing operation by the ribbon feed pawl, if the feed pawl
should become trapped between the ribbon feed ratchet and the
interposer lever.
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Stenci I Lockout

Feed Roller
Plastic Core

When the ribbon lift lever is placed in its no lift or stencil
position, a latch called the ribbon feed latch is allowed to
interrupt and hold the ribbon feed cam follower from following
the ribbon feed cam back to its low point (Fig. 172). This
causes the ribbon feed cam follower to become crippled thereby
locking out the ribbon feed operation. The ribbon feed latch
mounts on a stud on the ribbon feed follower mounting bracket
and is spring loaded into its active position by a small hairpin
spring. The ribbon lift lever controls the position of the latch.
When it is pushed to the right into the stencil position, it allows the latch to rotate against the top surface of a lug on the
cam follower. As the follower is operated forward by the feed
cam, the latch hooks behind the lug on the follower and prevents the follower from following the cam back to its low .point.
This cri pples the feed operation because the cam follower no
longer receives enough motion to operate the ribbon feed pawl
effectively. Pushing the ribbon lift lever to the left (out of
the stencil position) cams the latch into its inactive position,
thereby releasing the follower so that it can be operated by
the feed cam.

Supply Spool

FIGURE 173.

Film Ribbon Mechanism

As the ribbon comes off the supply spool it threads ardund the
ribbon circuit to the take-up spool. The take-up spool is a
disposable transparent spool mounted on the right side of the
carrier (Fig. 173). Once the ribbon has been completely used
and fed onto the take-up spool, both the take-up spool and
the plastic core from the supply side are removed and discarded. The new spool of ribbon, to be installed, comes
equipped with its own tDke-up spool fastened to the end of the
clean leader.
Ribbon Feed

/"

(Cam)

/"

Clockwise rotation of the feed roller causes the ribbon to feed
from the supply spool to the take-up spool (Fig. 173). The
feed roller is directly connected to a star shaped wheel called
the feed and lift wheel (Fig. 174). This wheel, which is 10-

Ribbon
Lift Lever

Feed Plate

,/

Feed Roller

,/

/"

FIGURE 172.

Stencil Lockout Mechanism

FILM RIBBON
The fi 1m ribbon mechanism in its entirety mounts on and moves
with the carrier in a simi lar manner as the fabric ribbon mechanism. The spool of ribbon, which consists of approximately
240 feet of fi 1m ribbon wrapped tightly about a plastic core,
mounts on a permanent supply spool on the left side of the carrier (Fig. 173). Matching flutes, between the plastic core of
the spool of ribbon and the permanent supply spool, causes both
the spool of ribbon and the permanent supply spool to rotate
together duri ng a ribbon feed operati on.

Feed Pawl

FIGURE 174.
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Ribbon Feed Operation

cated on the underside of the ribbon feed plate, fastens to the
bottom of the feed roller by a bronze hexagon-headed screw
that has a left handed thread.

Feed Pawl (engaged)

Feed & li ft Whee I
The feed and lift wheel contains sixteen feed windows laid
out in a circular pattern. A feed pawl operates in these windows in a manner simi lar to an index pawl operating in a
platen ratchet. Each time the feed pawl is powered forward,
it pushes on one of the feed windows causing both the wheel
and the feed roller to rotate.
The ribbon feed cam located on the print sleeve supplies the
moti on to the feed pawl (Fig. 175). The moti on from the cam
is transmitted to the feed pawl through a cam follower. A
barrel shaped roller mounted on the cam follower by an ecce.ltric stud rides against the ribbon feed cam. The follower
mounts on a bracket which is fastened to the front carrier casting by two hexagon headed screws. An extension spring,
anchored to one of t~ese screws, loads the follower against
the cam. The feed pawl mounts at the top of the cam follower
byashoulderedrivetandis spring loaded into engagement with
the feed and lift wheel.
Feed Pawl
(Roller resting on high point of
feed cam)

(Barrel shaped
roller)

FIGURE 176.

Feed Cam at Rest

Feed Pawl
(cammed out)
Feed & Lift Wheel

Follower Mtg.
Bracket

FIGURE 175.

Ribbon Feed Cam

Ribbon Feed Mechanism

A ribbon feed operation occurs in the following manner: When
the machine is at rest, the barrel shaped roller on the cam follower is on the high point of the feed cam (Fig. 176). In this
position the feed pawl is all the way forward, and is engaged
wi th one of the feed wi ndows in the feed and ft whee I •

n

As the feed cam begins to rotate clockwise towards its low
point, the feed pawl wi II begin to move toward the rear of the
machine. This movement causes the feed pawl to be cammed
upandoutofthe feed window. The pawl then slides along the
top surf,
.,f thE: wheel towards the next feed window (Fig.
177) .

FIGURE 177.
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Follower Approaching Low Point

Slight Iy before the barre I shaped roller on the cam follower
reaches the low point of the feed cam, the feed pawl drops into the next feed window (Fig. 178). Continued rotation of
the feed cam back to its high point causes the feed pawl to
rotate the feed and lift wheel 1/16 of a turn resulting in a
ribbon feed operation.

Feed Window

Notice that the timing of the ribbon feed cam causes the ribbon
feed acti on to occur late in a print cyc Ie. At the time the type
head prints the ribbon feed pawl has just begun to rotate the
feed ~nd lift wheel to cause a ribbon feed operation. By the
time the print cycle completes the feed pawl is in its extreme
forward position (Fig. 176) and the ribbon feed operation is
accomplished.
Feed Pawl
drops into window)

Feed Plate

FIGURE 179.

Feed & Lift Mzeel Detent Spring

Shock Spring

Cam Follower

FIGURE 178.

(roller at low point of cam)

Follower at Low Point

During the early portion of a print cycle the feed and lift
wheel tends to rotate backwards with the feed pawl when the
feed pawl is being cammed out of the feed window as it travels
toward the rear of the machi ne . To prevent the feed and lift
wheel from rotating backwards the wheel is detented in position
at the completion of each feed operati on. This is accomplished
by a detent spring that fastens to the underside of the feed
plate and operates in the feed windows of the wheel (Fig. 179).
Beginning at the supply spool, let's trace the path of the ribbon to the take-up spool. As the ribbon comes off the spool of
ribbon on the supply spool it immediately passes around a wire
shock spring (Fig. 180). This shock spring is mounted to the
top of the feed plate by a binding screw. Its purpose is to absorb the shock given to the ribbon during a feed operation plus
eliminate all slack in the ribbon during a ribbon lift operation.
Thefunctionoftheblackroller on the shock spring is to reduce
friction as the ribbon slides over the shock spring.

Feed Plate
Supply Spool

FIGURE 180.
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Ribbon Shock Spring

Corner Guide
After passing around the shock spring the ribbon threads through
two plasti c guides on the ribbon lift guide assembly (Fig. 181).
Theguideassembly pivots about a fulcrum wire mounted at the
frontofthecarriercasting. The function of the guide assembly
is to elevate and guide the ribbon in front of the type head during a print operation. A flat link running from each guide arm
is anchored to a pin at the front of the carrier. These links
maintain the plastic guides in a vertical position throughout a
ribbon lift operation. The plastic guides, mounted on the guide
arms, pivot freely on shouldered rivets. This type of mounting
permi ts the tensi on on both the top and bottom of the ribbon to
automatically equalize and remain equal throughout a ribbon
lift operation.

Take-up Spool
Feed Roller

Plasti c Guides

(Ribbon being
deflected)

Tracking Post

FIGURE 182.

Corner Guide & Tracking Post

As the used ribbon leaves the tracking post and passes around
the feed roller, a small rubber roller called the pressure roller
loads the ribbon against the feed roller (Fig. 183). The functi on
of the pressure roller is to insure that there wi II be no ribbon
slippage at the feed roller during a ribbon feed operation.
(Ball shouldered Stud)
Feed Roller

FIGURE 181.

Ribbon Lift Guide Assembly

From the guide assembly the ribbon threads forward passing around the right hand corner guide (Fig. 182). This corner guide
helpstodampenout the effects of the lift operation that is felt
on the ribbon as it leaves the lift guide assembly. The corner
guide stabi lizes the ribbon before it enters the tracking post.
Before the ribbon enters the feed and pressure rollers it passes
over a flanged post called the tracking post (Fig. 182). The
purpose of this post is to make the ribbon engage the feed roller at the same ang Ie throughout the use of an entire spool of
ribbon. As you can see in Figure 182 the ribbon is being deflected between the corner guide and the tracking post by the
used ribbon that has accumulated on the take-up spool. Without the tracking post, the angle that the ribbon enters the feed
roller wou Id be constantly changing as the diameter of th~ used
ribbon on the take-up spool increased. This condition could
cause ribbon tracking problemsatthe feed roller. The tracking
post aids the system in maintaining a constant ribbon tracking
characteristic at the feed and pressure rollers.

Pressure Roller Lever

FIGURE 183.
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Pressure Roller Mtg.

The pressure roller mounts on a lever which pivots on the supply
spool pivot stud. A heavy extension spring fastened to the
lever loads the pressure roller against the feed roller. The
pressure roller mounts freely on a ball shou Idered porti on of its
adjustable mounting stud. This ball shouldered type mounting
permits the rotational axis of the pressure roller to change as
the roller rides over the embossed portions of the used ribbon
duringafeedoperation. Bygiving the pressure roller the freedom to seek its own position, a better tracking characteristic
::: cchie'/ed ct the feed ro!!er.

Tomaintain a stable ribbon tracking characteristic from the supply spool to the feed and pressure rollers, the ribbon must be
kept slightly taut throughout the ribbon circuit. Any slackness
in the system wi II affect the tracking of the ribbon. Maintaining the ribbon taut is accomplished by means of the supply drag
lever in conjunction with the shock spring (Fig. 185). The supply drag lever is mounted on the feed plate by the same screw
that mounts the tracking post. The drag lever pivc.lls freely about a shoulder on this screw and is spring loaded against the
spool of ribbon on the supply spool. Its function is to provide
a constant drag on the outer wraps of ribbon. This drag plus
the effects of the shock spring eliminate any slackness in the
ribbon circuit during a ribbon feed operation.

Once the ribbon leaves the feed and pressure roller, the used
ribbon is wound onto the transparent take-up spool. The takeup spool receives its motion from the feed mechanism by a friction type drive system.

Shock Spring

A drive pulley located directly below the feed roller rotates
with the feed roller during a ribbon feed operation (Fig. 184).
This drive pulley supplies the motion to the take-up pulley by
means of a drive spring. The take-up pu Iley, driven by the
drive spring, rotates about the take-up spool pivot stud and -is
held in place by a lIe ll -clip. The shape of the belt groove in
the take-up pulley is designed slightly different as campared to
that of the drive pulley. This is to permit all of the necessary
slippage of the drive spring to occur at the take-up pulley and
not at the drive pu lIey . Two hooked lugs on the top face of the
take-up pu Iley project into corresponding slots in the bottom of
the transparent take-up spool. These lugs provide a locking
type connection between the take-up pulley and the disposable
take-up spool. Thus, a constant take-up drive i:; insured at the
take-up spool.
Drive Spri ng

Supply Spool
Pivot Stud

Supply Drag
Lever

FIGURE 185.

FIGURE 184.

Supply Drag Lever

To keep the spool of ribbon tightly wrapped on the supply
spool, a slight drag must be felt at the core of the ribbon supply. This is achieved by the supply spool drag spring which
fastens to the feed plate by the same screw that anchors the
shock spring. The drag spring provides a frictional drag to the
underside of the ribbon supply spool. Without this drag, both
the core and the inner wraps of ribbon wou Id tend to turn within the outer wraps of ribbon on the supply spool. The end result would be a tendency for the spool of ribbon on the supply
spool togrow in diameter which may eventually lead to ribbon
spillage. This effect is mostly due to the momentum that is developed within the spool of ribbon during a ribbon feed operation.

Take-up
Pu lIey
Drive Pulley

Feed Plate

Drive Spring Retainer

The carrier vibrations that inherently occur during a repeat
spacebar or backspace operati on causes the ribbon supply spool
to rotate in the unwinding direction, thereby permitting the
ribbon tobecome slack in the circuit. To prevent this from occurring, a brake called the supply spool brake (Fig. 186) engages the ratchet teeth on the supply spool whenever the ribbon mechanism is not in a feed operation. The brake pivots on
a stud on the feed plate and is spring loaded into engagement
with the ratchet teeth on the supply spool.

Take-Up Spool Drive

The function of the drLve spring retainer is to dampen the os-

ci lIati ons of the drive spring during an operati on. Without the
retai ner , osci Ilati ons of the drive spri ng wou Id cause the spri n9
to strike other components mounted nearby. This wou Id resu It
in damage to the drive spring which may lead to erratic takeup tension.
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Ribbon lift

Supply Spool

Because the entire ribbon mechanism is mounted on and moves
with the carrier, the diameter of the supply spool is necessari Iy
limited. To obtain the desired number of characters per spool
of ribbon, a 9/16" wide ribbon is used. By using a wider ribbon and varying the ribbon lift position for each character
(Fig. 188), a greater number of characters can be typed on a
given length of ribbon.
The 3121 pol yethylene fi 1m ribbon used on the Mode I "71" Selectric is a modification of the current 512 1 ribbon used on
the Model "C" typewriter. Character yi eld is :..lr I :.;ximately
52,000 characters per spool of 3121 fi 1m riL: on m compared
toan average of 94,000 characters per spool of 5121 fi 1m ribbon on a Model "C" standard ET. This results in a consumption
ratio of 1 .8 spools of 3121 to each spool of 5121 •

HHHHHH

Feed Plate

FIGURE 186.

Supply Spool Brake

During a feed operation the supply spool brake must be disengaged from the supply spool. The mechanical motion required
to disengage the brake is taken from the ribbon lift mechanism.
Avertical lug, which is part of the lift guide plate on the lift
guide assembly projects up through a window in the feed plate
(Fig. 187). Each time the ribbon lift guide assembly is raised
the vertical lug on the lift guide plate operates the brake actuating lever which in turn disengages the brake from the supply spool. Since the feed operation does not occur unti I well
after the lift operation is underway, the brake wi II always be
disengaged from the supply spool at the beginning of a feed
operation.

FIGURE 188.

Lift Pattern

The lift mechanism for the fi 1m ribbon machines is simi lar to the
lift mechanism on the fabric ribbon machines. That is, the lift
motion is supplied by a cam on the print sleeve and the amount
of lift that is produced is determined by the position of the control link in the slot of the cam follower (Fig. 189). The film
r~bbon lift mechanism differs on Iy in that the lift positi on is
automatically changed to one of four different lift positions
during each print cycle.
Control link
lift Guide

Supply Spool
Brake

FIGURE 187.

Ribbon Lift Com

Brake Actuating Lever

FIGURE 189.
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Cam Follower

Ribbon Lift Mechanism

The moti on produced by the camming lobes on the feed and lift
wheel is transmitted tothe control link by the lift control lever
(Fig. 192). The control lever is mounted to the front of the
carrier by a shouldered screw and is spring loaded against the
camm i ng lobes of the feed and lift whee I. The stee I ro II er "C"
clipped toa pin on the control lever operates as a cam follower
for the control lever.

This is achieved by changing the location of the control link
in the slot of the cam follower. The four lift positions obtainedbymoving the control link are designated by "A", "B"
"C", and "DII (Fig. 190).
"A"and "C" are low lift positions while "B" and "D" are high
lift positions. These four lift positions occur in a definite order
during a typing operation. It takes four print operations to complatealiftcycle which is from "A" to "B" to "C" to "D" (Fig.
190), On the fifth print operation the lift cycle would begin
allover again with lift position "A". Changing the location
of the lift control link in the slot of the cam follower produces
these lift positions.

The selected ribbon lift position for each print operation is always established by the ribbon feed operation from the previous
print cycle. This is because the rotation of the feed and iift
wheel (which produces the change in the ribbon lift position)
does not occur unti I after the typehead has pri nted .

Control Link

Life Guide Assembly

FIGURE 190.

Ribbon Lift Positions

Med. High
Lift
Low Lift
When the control link is positioned near the rear of the slot in
the cam follower such as when it is in lift position "A", very
little motion is obtained from the cam follower. Also, when
the control link is in this position it is further away from the
pivot point of the lift guide assembly than the other lift positions. Therefore, when the control link is in this position the
least amount of motion is produced to the lift guide assembly
and the character prints near the top of the ribbon.

'~~--High

Med. Low
Lift

Rotation of the feed and lift wheel during a ribbon feed operation produces the change in the lift operation. The camming
lobes on the perimeter of the wheel governs the position of the
control link during each ribbon feed operation (Fig. 191).
These lobes which correspond to each feed window produce the
four lift positions in a consecutive order as the wheel rotates
1/16 of a turn for each ribbon feed operation.

D

FIGURE 191.
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Feed & Lift Wheel

Lift

The lockout of the feed mechanism is achieved through a feed
pawl shield. Two lugs on the rear of the stencil lever position
the shield over the feed windows in the area where the feed
pawl operates during a ribbon feed operation. The feed mechanism becomes locked out because the shield prevents the pawl
from dropping into the next feed window when the pawl is
operated to the rear (as shown in Fig. 193) during ci ribbon
feed operati on.

Cam Follower

Lockout of the lift operati on is achieved by a camming surface
on the left side of the stenci I lever. As the lever is pushed to
the left into its stencil position, the steel roller on the lift
control lever is cammed away from the feed and lift wheel
(Fig. 193). This causes the control link to move to the rear of
the slot in the cam follower where no lift motion wi II be producedtotheribbon liftguide assembly. The steel roller on the
lift control lever detents the stenci I lever in the stenci I position
even though a slight load is being applied to the lever in the
restoring direction by the hairpin spring fastened to the front
of the lever.
lift Control Lever

FIGURE 192.

Ribbon Load Operation

Lift Control Lever

When the operator desires to change the ribbon, she begins by
pulling the load bai I forward into its load position (Fig. 194).
This causes the ribbon lift guide assembly to rise above the
typing element so that the ribbon may be threaded through the
guides with ease.

Stenci I Lockout
Whenever the machine is used for typing stenci Is, the ribbon
feed and lift operation must be locked out. This is accor.1plished by a stenci I lever located on the front of the carrier
just above the carrier pointer. The stenci I lever pivots about
a shoulder on the feed and lift wheel mounting screw and is
spring loaded into its rest position. When the lever is pushed
to the left into its stenci I position (Fig. 193) the feed and lift
mechanism becomes inoperative.
Cam Follower
Control Link

Link

FIGURE 194.

lift Control Lever

Rotating the load bai I forward into its load positi on creates a
pull on the load lever link causing the load lever to rotate
counterclockwise. The load lever then rotates the lift guide
assembly into its elevated position. At the same time that the
guide assembly rises, the supply spool brake is disengaged from
the ratchet teeth on the supply spool. This action occurs in the
same manner as it does during a normal ribbon lift operation
(Fig. 187).

Stenc i I Lever
(Stenci I Positi on)

FIGURE 193.

Ribbon Load OPeration

Stencil Lockout
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Pulling the load bail forward into its load position also causes
the pressure roller and the supply drag lever to pivot out of the
wayas illustrated in Figure 195. A small arm called the pressure roller release arm fastens to the left end of the load lever.
This arm extends up through a slot in the ribbon feed plate
directlybehind the pressure roller lever. Rotation of the load
lever causes the release arm to push the pressure roller lever
forward disengaging the pressure roller from the feed roller
(Fig. 195). Asthepressure roller swings forward, it forces the
supply drag lever to pivot away from the supply spoOl. The
operator may now install a ribbon with no obstructions.

Feed & Reverse
Plate

Lever
Pressure Roller Lever

Pressure Roller

Lower lug
FIGURE 196 - RIBBON FEED LEVER
(BEGINNING OF FEED OPERATION)
k, the ribbon feed lever is rotated in the counterclockwise
direction by the cam, its upper extension, which projects
through a window in the feed and reverse plate, slide~ the
plate toward the rear (Figure 196). The feed and reverse
plate is mounted on the top side of the ribbon feed plate in a
manner that permits it to slide back and forth with each revolution of the cam. A shouldered rivet anchored to the feed
plate passes through an elongated slot in the feed and reverse
plate (Figure 197). This rivet acts as a guide for the rear of
the plate as it operates back and forth. The front of the
plate is secured and guided by a recessed pin that is riveted
to a part of the reversing mechanism called the IIratchet detent lever ll (Figure 197).

Feed

&
Feed & Reverse Plate

FIGURE 195.

Pressure Roller Release

FABRIC RIBBON MECHANISM (NEW STYLE)
The design and operation of the new style fabri c ribbon mechanism is basically the same as the earlier level mechanism
except for the areas of feed and reverse. Therefore, only
these areas will be covered in this section.
Ribbon Feed

Feed Plate

The motion for a feed operation is provided by a cam on the
print sleeve called the ribbon feed and detent cam. k, the
cam rotates during a print cycle, it causes a cam follower
called the ribbon feed lever to pivot in the counterclockwise
direction about its mounting stud (Figure 196). The ribbon
feed lever is C-c1ipped to its mounting stud which is located
on a heavy vertical support riveted to the underside of the
ribbon feed plate. An extension spring fastened to the feed
lever and anchored to the support loads the lever in a clockwise direction, causing the lower lug to ride against the cam
throughout a feed operation (Figure 196). The reason for the
upper lug will be explained in the reverse operation.

Ratchet Detent Lever

FIGURE 197 - RIBBON FEED & REVERSE PLATE MOUNTING
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supply spool becomes the toke-up spool and the "full" takeup spool becomes the supply spool. To achieve this reversing
process, it is merely necessary to shift the ribbon feed pawl to
the ribbon feed ratchet that contains the empty spool. Since
the feed pawl is riveted to the feed and reverse plate, the
reversing operation is accomplished by shifting the front of
the feed and reverse plate to ei ther the left or right, depending on whi ch spool is empty (Figure 199-B).

The bock and forth movement of the feed and reverse plate is
transmitted to the ratchet teeth of a ribbon feed ratchet by a
feed pawl. This pawl is attached to the feed and reverse
plate by a shouldered rivet. An extension spring anchored
to the vertical lug of the ribbon feed lever loads the feed
pawl into engagement with the ratchet teeth (Figure 198).
Each time the feed com makes one revolution, the feed pawl
will drive the ribbon feed ratchet approximately 2-1/2 teeth.
The timing of the com causes the ribbon feed action to occur
early in the print cycle. At the time the typehead prints,
the ribbon has completed its feeding operation except for the
restoring of the feed pawl. As the feed pawl restores to the
front, it slides' along the teeth into its rest position. The drag
of the pawl over the ratchet teeth tends to rotate the ribbon
feed ratchet backwards, thus unwinding the ribbon. To prevent this from occurring a lug on the ratchet detent lever is
spring-loaded into the ratchet teeth (Figure 198). This lug
acts as a check pawl.

Feed Pawl

Supply Spool

Toke-Up Spool

Ribbon Feed Plate Mounting
Screws
Ribbon
Feed
Pawl
FIGURE 199-A - RIGHT HAND RATCHET DRIVEN
Ri bbon Feed &
Toke-Up
Spool

i

i
Lug Engages
Ratchet Teeth

I

Lug Acts As
A Check Pawl

FIGURE 198 - FEED PAWL & RATCHET CHECKING
Ribbon Feed
Pawl

Since feed is not a smooth operation but occurs in a series of
jerks, the ribbon spool that is acting as a supply spool would
tend to over-spin or "spool off" between feed operations unless a drag or braking action were placed upon it. This necessary drag is provided by placing a leaf-type spring against
the ratchet teeth of the ribbon feed ratchet (Figure 198).
This leaf is on extension of the retainer/broke spring which
also functions as a clamping device for the ribbon cartridge.
Both retainer/broke springs are held in place on top of the
ribbon feed plate by the some screws that mount the feed
plate to the carrier (Figure 198).

FIGURE 199-B - RIBBON FEED PAWL TRANSFERRED
TO L.H. RATCHET

A small bell cronk mounted in the core of each ribbon feed
ratchet acts as a sensing device to determine when the reversing operation is to toke place. As long as there is ribbon
wrapped around the core of the supply spool, the ribbon wi II
hold this bellcrank called the reverse trigger in its inactive
position. Once the lost loop of ribbon is pulled off the supply spool core, a spring finger causes the reverse trigger to
pivot out of the core. This action causes the lower portion of
the trigger to protrude below the bottom surface of the ribbon
feed ratchet (Figure 200). The reverse trigger actually drops
down and rides on the top surface of the ribbon feed plate.

Ribbon Reverse
The ribbon is fed from the supply spool onto the toke-up spool
until the supply spool becomes empty (Figure 199-A). At
this time, the process must be reversed; that is, the "empty"
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When you read the explanation of ribbon feed, you found that
it was necessary to restrict the ribbon feed ratchet from being
dragged backwards by the feed pawl during the restoring portion of a feed cycle. This is accomplished by a ratchet detent
lever that is spring loaded into engagement with the teeth of
whi chever ribbon feed ratchet is operati ng as the "take-up"
spool. Since the reversing action makes the "full" take-up
spool become the supply spool and the "empty" supply spool
become the take-up spool, it is necessary to disengage the
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Ratchet Assembly

Reverse Trigger
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the other. This is done in step with the reversing operation.
As the front of the feed and reverse plate swings, causing the
feed pawl to engage with the opposite feed ratchet, it pivots
the ratchet detent lever to the opposite spool. A stud riveted
to the lever protrudes up through a slot in the feed and reversing plate linking the two together. A hairpin spring fastened
to this stud and anchored to the feed plate provides a toggling
action to both the feed and reverse plate and the ratchet detent lever. In addition, the hairpin spring keeps the ratchet
detent lever constantly spring loaded against the teeth of the
feeding ratchet.
Feed Plate

Reverse Trigger
Spring

Assurance of a positive reverse operation is dependent entirely upon the ribbon feed lever following the ribbon feed cam
back to rest. Duri ng a reverse operati on, the extensi on spri ng
which loads the lower lug of the ribbon feed lever against the
feed cam might not be strong enough to keep it against the
cam during the restoring portion of the feed cycle. If this
should occur, the upper lug (Figure 196) on the feed lever
wi II come in contact wi th the cam causi ng the feed Iever to
be powered back to rest. Therefore, this upper lug assures
that the reversing operation is a powered operation and not
dependent upon the acti on of an extension spri ng •

FIGURE 200 - REVERSE TRIGGER (ACTIVATED)

As the ribbon continues to feed, the almost empty spool rotates slightly further. This causes the lower extension of the
reverse trigger to swing into the path of a notch in the feed
and reverse plate as the plate is operating back and forth
during the feed operation. On the forward or restoring stroke
of the plate, the reverse trigger restri cts one side of the plate
from sliding forward (Figure 201). The other side continues to
slide forward, thereby causing a pivoting action to the entire
plate about the point of restri ction. This makes the front of
the plate swing toward the opposite side, positioning the feed
pawl in line with the ratchet teeth of the ribbon feed ratchet
containing the empty ribbon spool.

Stenci I Lockout
Ribbon feed is interrupted during the stencil mode of operation. This is done by centering the feed pawl between the
ratchet spools so it can move freel y front to rear without
engaging a ratchet tooth (Figure 202). The feed pawl is
caused to operate in this manner by the ribbon lift lever when
it is in the no lift or stencil position.

Point of
Restri ction

Feed & Reverse Plate at
Beginning of Restoring Stroke

Feed Pawl
Clears Both
Ratchets
FIGURE 201 - REVERSE ACTION
On the next feed stroke, the feed pawl wi II engage the ratchet teeth of the empty spool, causing it to begin to take on
ribbon. Thus, the reversing operation is accomplished.

FIGURE 202 - RIBBON FEED PAWL (NO FEED POSITION)
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Two lugs on the ribbon lift lever form a "V" which traps a
lug on the ratchet detent lever (Figure 203). As the ribbon
lift lever is placed in the stenci I position, one or the other
of the lugs, depending upon which spool is being driven, will
contact the lug on the ratchet detent lever and cam it to the
center of the "V" (Figure 203). At this point, the ribbon lift
I ever wi II be ina detented posi t i on and the ratchet detent lever wi II be centered. With the ratchet detent lever in this position, the feed pawl will be guided between the ratchet
spools.
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FIGURE 203 - STENCIL LOCKOUT
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